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FIND YOUR
VAST RIGHT-WING

CONSPIRACY RATING

Are you Hillary's worst nightmare—a member of the Vast

Right-Wing Conspiracy? I mean, a card-carrying member?

• • • • •

We Conspiracy members have much to be cheerful about.

Since the 1980s, Americans have become steadily more

conservative. Slick Willie himself bequeathed to a grateful

nation Republican control of the White House, the Senate,

and the House of Representatives. Add to that the mete-

oric rise of FOX News Channel, the domination of talk

radio and the bestseller lists by conservatives, and only a

tie-dye-wearing Naderite true believer would have any

trouble seeing which way the wind is blowing. Even some

former knee-jerk liberal jerks have seen the light—like

comedian Dennis Miller—and have moved their acts to

the right.

But just because the nation has moved to the right does

not mean that anyone who calls himself a Republican, or

even a conservative, necessarily qualifies as a member ol the

Conspiracy. Senators A rlen Specter ofPennsylvania, t ttympia

Snow of Maine, and Lincoln Chafee of Rhode Island may

be Republicans, but hardly Conspiracy members. I ibeial
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New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg? Not in the

Conspiracy

Democrats have tried to get in on the action too: Some

like to get their photographs taken while holding guns or

while hunting. Others talk about being war heroes in their

youth, only to later refuse to defend the country—think

John Kerry and George McGovern. But true members of

the Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy are not fooled. Presi-

dential hopefuls like Howard Dean mistakenly think they

are nestling up to Conspiracy members by talking about

"guys with Confederate flags on their pickup trucks." But

they are not Conspiracy members.

True members of the Conspiracy support less govern-

ment, lower taxes, free markets, private property rights, and

a strong national defense. Conspiracy members support the

U.S. Constitution as envisioned by the Founding Fathers

(not as envisioned by elite law professors or liberal judges).

Conspiracy members don't have problems admitting that

they love America and certainly don't care about Kofi

Annan and his merry band of petty tyrants at the UN.
Conspiracy members don't light candles to express sadness

at the execution of a rapist and murderer, but instead offer

to pull the switch themselves. Conspiracy members sup-

port the right to own a gun, the right to use the word

"God" in the Pledge ofAllegiance, and do not shudder in

fear when they see a Nativity scene conspicuously placed

in a public park.

So let's find out just how right-wing you really are by

taking this quick test:
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1. The person best qualified to choose my doctor, my

child's teacher, what to eat, and whether I should

smoke is:

A. Hillary.

B. Hillary's village.

C. Me.

2. When shopping, I am most likely to make an impulse

buy of:

A. a John Kerry plush toy.

B. a $55 Hillary Clinton T-shirt by Marc Jacobs.

C. an Ann Coulter action figure.

3. Fill in the blank: The government that governs

, governs best.

A. everything

B. with the most compassion

C. least

4. Who was the best president of the last thirty years?

A. The Man from Hope.

B. Hmm, I can't decide between Jimmy Carter

and Gerald Ford.

C. Reagan for Rushmore!

5. Which nations should have nukes?

A. None. You can't hug with nuclear arms.

B. The UN should decide.

C. The U.S. and its allies.
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6. Who should own guns in America?

A. Good heavens, no one should. Guns kill.

B. Only the governing authorities, since they know

what's best for us.

C. Any red-meat-eating, law-abiding citizen who chooses

to do so.

7. Fill in the blank: Taxes should be .

A. high. Don't you have any compassion for the poor?

B. cut, but not for the rich.

C. low. A worker has a right to enjoy the fruits of

his labors.

8. Before America takes any more military action in the

war on terror, we should:

A. make sure it's okay with the UN.

B. try to understand what we have done to make

the poor terrorists hate us.

C. develop even more sophisticated and deadly

weapons.

9. The military budget should be:

A. cut. Let the military hold a bake sale to buy a

bomber.

B. submitted to the UN for approval.

C. as high as it needs to be to repel threats to our

nation.
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10. What makes you angry?

A. People who would rather buy an SUV than a VW bug.

B. The fact that the world is not ordered the way

Hillary and the Harvard University faculty think it

should be ordered.

C. People who don't work, but live off the taxpayers.

11. Which phrase best describes your beliefs?

A. Al Gore was a brilliant policy genius (and really

funny on Saturday Night Live).

B. Lying under oath about sex doesn't matter.

C. Individual freedom and personal responsibility pave

the road to success.

12. Who gave you your right to life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness?

A. The ACLU.

B. The Supreme Court.

C. The Creator.

The more often you answered "C," the more truly you

are a member of the Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy. If you

want to improve your rating or are just looking for more

ammo to combat the liberal lunacy that bleats out from

Dan Rather, Peter Jennings, and the NewYork Tunes, this

book will help you.

T\ie Official Handbook of the Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy,

I am proud to say with all the modesty of Rush Limbaugh,

synthesizes the best of conservative thought. It is brief and

to the point, because Americans are busy people—espe-

cially conservatives, who actually have jobs and families to

support. It gives you a concise guide to the conservative
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take on issues—perfect as ammunition for conservatives

and education for prospective converts to the Conspiracy.

Armed with The Official Handbook of the Vast Right- Wing

Conspiracy, you'll be able nimbly and eloquently to win

political discussions with friends, family, and Al Franken. In

a few short hours, this book could transform Barbra

Streisand into Ann Coulter.

I am not trying to reinvent the wheel here. This book is

a portable distillation of the essential ideas and arguments

of notable conservatives like James Madison, Ronald

Reagan, Rush Limbaugh,Thomas Sowell,Walter Williams,

and hundreds of other right-thinking authors and schol-

ars. I wrote it to give you sound bites for this evening's

cocktail party, your next college class, or your first appear-

ance on The O'Reilly Factor.

One final bonus: Once you master the arguments in The

Official Handbook, Hillary will kick you out ofher village

—

forever.



NO LIBERAL MEDIA BIAS?

LET'S GET REAL

How can the press report politics objectively when 89 per-

cent of the Washington bureau chiefs and reporters voted

for Bill Clinton in 1992, while only 7 percent voted for

George Bush? Of note, only 43 percent of Americans

voted for Bill Clinton.

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Because the media is dominated by for-profit

businesses run largely by white males, they're really

conservative and represent corporate interests."

This one is really a whopper. First, "corporate America" is

not necessarily conservative. The federal government's

antitrust lawsuit against Microsoft was encouraged by

"corporate America" in the form of companies like

Netscape. 2 Second, "corporate America" is hardly a

monolithic entity. Liberals label any business trying to

make a profit as part of "corporate America." This is false.
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In fact, "corporate America" has lots of rabid liberals in

its ranks. New Jersey's liberal senator Jon Corzine, New
York City Republican-In-Name-Only mayor Michael

Bloomberg, investor Warren Buffet, CNN's founder Ted

Turner, and of course Bush-hating investor George Soros

are all rich white males running corporate America, but

they're hardly card-carrying members of the vast right-

wing conspiracy.

Liberals also ignore that the owners of the large media

companies are not the ones producing and directing

the content of what appears on television and in print.

That's left to the liberals running the news desks and

the lefty producers who decide which segments to air.

Liberal anchors such as Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw, and

Peter Jennings prove the point.

No liberal media bias? Then why did Newsweek, which

had a tape of a young female intern discussing her affair

with the president of the

United States, decide not to

I think most newspaper- go with the story? Maybe
men by definition have to because it would reflect

be liberal; if they're not poorly on a Democratic
'iberal, by my definition of . j -, /T j i

,

J president? (Instead, the
it, they can hardly be good
newspapermen

I

Monica Lewinsky story

was broken on the Internet

—Walter Cronkite,. by the Drudge Report.) 3

former CBS News anchor How can the press

report politics objectively

when 89 percent of the

Washington bureau chiefs and reporters voted for Bill

Clinton in 1992, while only 7 percent voted for George

H. W. Bush? Only 43 percent of all Americans voted for

Bill Clinton. 4
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[Tic media's conduct in the 2000 presidential election

proves us liberal bias. I hroughout ele< tion night 2< M N ». the

networks publicly called states for Core much sooner than

they called states for Bush—even though the margin of

victory was greater in the pro-Bush states than in the pro

Gore states. In AtAny Cost,White House correspondent

Hill Sammon reviewed the media's election night cover-

age. He found that Gore won Michigan by four points

and was awarded the state by CNN the instant the first

polls closed—even though voters in western Michigan

still had another hour to vote. Hush won Ohio by the

same margin, tour points, but it took an hour and forty-

five minutes for CNN to award the state to Hush. Gore

won Illinois by twelve points and CNN named him the

winner in one minute; Bush won Georgia by twelve

points and CNN waited thirty-three minutes.

Even more amazingly, Ann Coulter points out in

Slander that "the Associated Press called Florida for Gore

even though its own internal numbers had Bush win-

ning—but refused to call Florida for Bush later in the

evening when both its internal numbers and the [Voter

News Services] numbers showed Bush the winner."'
1

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Conservatives dominate the all-powerful

FOX News Channel and the waves of talk radio,

whose influence overwhelms any liberals in media."

Oh, really? So I guess we can just ignore the liberal bias

of ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, and PBS, as well as virtually

all of the major daily newspapers in the nation. Before the

rise of talk radio, the Internet, and FOX News Channel,

conservatives were inundated by liberal propaganda. The
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purported "newspaper of record," the New York Times,

hasn't endorsed a Republican presidential candidate since

Dwight Eisenhower. That's right: The Times endorsed

George McGovern in 1972, Walter Mondale in 1984, and

Michael Dukakis in 1988, as well as Jimmy Carter twice

(1976 and 1980), Bill Clinton twice (1992 and 1996), and

Al Gore (2000).

The rise of FOX News has given some balance to the

media's overwhelmingly liberal tilt. Unfortunately, despite

its success, FOX News is still not available in all areas of

the country. When compared to the number of viewers

that NBC, CBS,ABC, and CNN reach every night, FOX's

supposedly all-powerful influence pales in comparison.

Before FOX News, talk radio was virtually conserva-

tives' only recourse. Conservatives dominate talk radio

because people listen to them. There is no "liberal version

of Rush Limbaugh" because nobody wants to listen to

liberals. Liberals who have started radio shows only to

have them canceled due to lack of listener interest

include former New York governor Mario Cuomo, for-

mer Texas agriculture commissioner Jim Hightower,

Harvard Law professor Alan Dershowitz, former presi-

dential candidate Gary Hart, former Connecticut gover-

nor Lowell Weicker, former NewYork Democratic mayor

Ed Koch, former California Democratic governor Jerry

Brown, and former Virginia Democratic governor

Douglas Wilder.

In contrast, the radio waves are full of successful con-

servatives, including Rush Limbaugh, Oliver North, Matt

Drudge, Michael Reagan, Michael Savage, Bill O'Reilly,

Laura Ingraham, and Sean Hannity—to name just a few.

Sidestepping the liberal stranglehold on the major media,

these talented conservatives give people a consumer
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choice. And when the American people ire given a

choice, they choose conservative.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"But conservatives get hired

to air their views in the major media."

Nope.When they get on at all, conservatives still have to

to the back of the bus. Sure, a handful of conservatives may

get to appear on the major networks, but only as clearly

labeled "conservative commentators'
1—not as plain of

"objective reporters." You won't catch the major networks

giving a conservative a slot to deliver hard, objective news.

So while George Stephanopoulos, one ofBill Clinton's

top advisors, was hired by ABC as the host ot This Week,

conservatives such as Pat Buchanan, George Will, Tucker

Carlson, and John McLaughlin are always boxed into

"reserved" or "designated" conservative seats.

In her eye-opening book Slander, Ann Coulter supplies

an impressive list of former Democratic staffers who appear

on television as "objective" news purveyors. The list

includes, among many others, NBC's Tim Russert, who
worked for New York Democratic governor Mario

Cuomo and Democratic senator Daniel Patrick Movnihan;

CNN's Jeff Greenfield, who was a speech writer for 1 )emo-

cratic senator Bobby Kennedy and liberal New York mayor

John Lindsay; and CNBC's Chris Matthews, who wrote

speeches for Jimmy Carter and Reagan nemesis Tip

O'Neill. FBS's Bill Movers worked as President Lyndon B.

Johnsons press secretary. None of these people are labeled

"liberal" commentators; instead, they're presented as "gen-

uinely objective" journalists. Conservatives don't get that

kind of respect.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Even if journalists vote for Democrats, it does not

mean that they unfairly report the news."

A great example of how the liberal media reports stories

biased against politically conservative views is how they

report stories about gun control. The public policy organ-

ization Media Research Center conducted a study track-

ing for two years in the late 1990s how the major media

reported on gun issues. The study found that of the 653

gun-policy stories broadcast, 357 stories tilted in favor of

gun control while a mere thirty-six tilted against gun

control. That's an anti-gun bias of ten to one." Likewise,

John R. Lott, Jr. explained that in 2001, the three major

television networks—NBC, CBS, andABC—ran 190,000

words worth of gun crime stories on their morning and

evening national news broadcasts. But they ran not a sin-

gle story mentioning a private citizen using a gun to stop

a crime. The print media was almost as biased: The New
York Times ran 50,745 words on contemporaneous gun

crimes, but only one short, 163-word story on a retired

police officer who used his gun to stop a robbery. For

USA Today, the tally was 5,660 words on gun crimes ver-

sus zero on defensive uses/

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Despite ridiculous liberal pretensions to the contrary, the

majority of media in America is overwhelmingly biased to

the left—and they distort the "news'* and 'Tacts" that

Americans see every day. Consider:

• Eighty-nine percent of the Washington bureau chiefs

and reporters voted for Bill Clinton in 1992 while only

7 percent voted for George Bush.
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* I he New York Times has not endorsed a Republican

presidential candidate since Dwight Eisenhower in the

1950s.

* On the major networks, conservatives till slots .is the

token conservative commentators on Sunday morning

talk shows, but liberals are hired as anchors and hosts to

deliver hard, objective news.





THE WAR ON TERROR:
YES, VIRGINIA, MILITANT
ISLAMISTS DO WANT

TO KILL US

Militant Islamists have repeatedly declared war on

America, burning American flags, burning American presi-

dents in effigy, shouting "Death to America," calling us the

"Great Satan," and carrying out terrorist attacks against

American citizens around the world. Isn't it time we take

them at their word?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Islam is a religion of peace. It is racist and

wrong to suggest that the terrorists have

anything to do with true Islam."

I smell something. Did someone just bring a red herring in

here? Sure, most Muslims aren't terrorists. But we didn't see

any Amish farmers, Israeli Jews, Buddhists, or Lutherans per-

petrating or celebrating the mass murder of three thousand

people on 9/11. Only Militant Islamists celebrated. Liberals

can walk around telling themselves that this is not a holy war.

but the Militant Islamists obviously did not get the memo.
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There is a good reason for this. These terrorists think

they're fighting an Islamic jihad,just as Muslims have done

since the seventh century. In the radical Muslim view, Islam

is a religion ofpeace only for those who believe in and fol-

low the Qur'an—especially parts like what Muslims know

as the Verse of the Sword, for which Osama has praised

Allah in one of his communiques.You know the one: it

goes, "Slay the unbelievers wherever you find them"

(Qur'an, Sura 9:5).

Renowned Islamic scholar Bernard Lewis explains, "One

of the basic tasks bequeathed to Muslims by the Prophet

[Muhammad] was jihad." Lewis says that the "overwhelm-

ing majority of early authorities, citing the relevant passages

of the [Qur'an], the commentaries, and the traditions of the

Prophet, discuss jihad in

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

military terms. According

to Islamic law, it is lawful to

wage war against . . . infidels

Only Militant Islamists cele- [and] apostates" and that

brated the mass murder of such a jihad is "a religious

three thousand people on obligation."

9/1 1 . Liberals can tell them- That means that Marin
selves that this is not a holy ^ , _ . w _ „ _. . ,,

, t . .....^ .
, .\ County s John Walker Lindh

war, but the Militant Islamists ] J

obviously did not get the (
aka Abdul Hamid), the kid

from California who con-

verted to Islam and ended

up fighting with the Tali-

ban against American troops, was only doing what he

thought Allah wanted him to do. So was Osama himselfon

9/11. So are the thousands upon thousands ofmembers of

Islamic terrorist groups around the world today.

To Militant Islamists, if you're with the program, you're

okay. But if not, then you're either an apostate or an infi-

memo.
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del, and deserve to be killed. As .1 non Muslim nation,

America can expect about as much peace from the Mili

tant Islamists .is was given to the huge, ancient Buddha

statues in Afghanistan destroyed by the Hadiban in 2001 in

the name of Islamic purity.

Bottom line: Hie U.S. is at war. I he threat we face today

from Militant Islam is no different (except in name and

philosophical foundation) than the previous threats we

Biced from the racial fascism of Nazism and the economic

fascism ofCommunism.

We're not saying U.S. foreign policy is perfect. But there

is nothing about U.S. foreign policy that can excuse the

action of the Militant Islamic terrorists. The U.S. may be

mad at France, but does this give us the right to blow up

the Eiffel Tower? The radical Islamists and their supporters

in the West who attribute terrorism to U.S. foreign policy

are simply putting up a smoke screen.

How is it that liberals, who have found in the

Constitution—voila!—unexpressed "individual rights" to

abortion, sodomy, and Miranda warnings, suddenly turn a

blind eye to the clear nature and motives of the terrorists

who are seeking our destruction? We didn't ask for a reli-

gious war or a clash of civilizations, but that's just what the

radical Muslims are fighting. If we don't defend ourselves,

we will lose.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"9/11 was caused by America's arrogant foreign policy.

America needs to stop angering the 'Arab street.'"

The world toward which the Militant Islamists strive can-

not peacefully coexist with the Western world. The

Western world is based upon the belief that ordinary
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people should have the opportunity to make their own
life choices for themselves and their families. In stark

contrast, Militant Islamic leaders want to create a world

in which they make the life decisions for their subjects to

best advance the views ofAllah and Muhammad.
Islamists would be trying to destroy the U.S. even ifwe

withdrew all our troops from everywhere in the world

tomorrow and stopped making any statement at all about

foreign affairs. Want proof? Consider this: Osama bin

Laden didn't say even one word about U.S. policy toward

Israel and the Palestinians until after 9/11, although he had

had plenty to say about how evil we were before then.

Anyway, it wouldn't matter if the U.S. really were the

global terrorist state that the Left (along with radical

Muslims) likes to pretend it is: No matter how valid any

complaints against the U.S. may be, nothing can justify ter-

rorist attacks against innocent, unarmed civilians. No mat-

ter why terrorists chose to bring down the Twin Towers,

they did so. Now we have to defend ourselves and destroy

them. This is war.

When 9/11 happened, the Blame-America-First crowd,

which had been relatively quiet since the collapse of the

Soviet Union, was back in force. Reality check: 9/11 was

not our fault. It was the direct result not of what the U.S.

has done, but ofwhat we are. Militant Islamists do not hate

us for anything more than who we are: a tolerant, reli-

giously diverse, and free society.We pose a threat to their

vision of Utopia on Earth simply because we do not all

bow to Mecca several times a day.

Our free society has made us the envy of the world, as

well as the world's preeminent nation militarily, economi-

cally, and culturally. But radical Muslims resent our global

superiority. They're looking for ways to knock us down a
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peg. [*hcy delight in criticizing oui decadence and

immorality—although these same Islamic moralists were

deafeningiy silent about the morality in the rape and tor

cure of Saddam Hussein's prisoners. Nor did they have

much to say about the palaces Saddam built with emer-

gency aid money meant for Iraq's civilians.

1 et's get something straight:The U.S. is the most gener-

ous nation in the world. Amenean taxpayers shell out

between $6 and S l

> billion in foreign aid each year. Muslim

countries get a great deal of this—Egypt alone sucks up

over $2 billion a year. And if America didn't buy any oil,

Arab states would be even worse off than they are now
(and would probably be getting even more American bil-

lions in aid). Meanwhile, presidents since Jimmy Carter

have tried to mediate a just settlement of the Israeli-

Palestinian dispute—one that would be fair to both sides

despite the fact that doing so would reward the

Palestinians for their terrorist attacks). In 2000, the U.S.

elected a president who supports the creation of a

Palestinian (i.e., Arab Muslim) state to help resolve the

Israel-Palestinian stalemate. In the 1990s, the U.S. helped

rescue Muslims in the Balkans from "ethnic cleansing" by

Serbs. Also in the 1990s, the U.S. tried to feed starving

Somalis—leading to the "Black Hawk Down" debacle,

which claimed the lives of eighteen American soldiers. In

the 1980s, the U.S. helped Muslims fighting in Afghanistan

against the Soviet Union.

What did the U.S. get in return for these efforts?

We got 9/11. Weakness, generosity, concessions and

appeasement have only emboldened the terrorists. Islamic

militants are not moved by our good intentions, earnest

efforts, and charity—to them, anyone who is not in the

House of Islam must be destroyed.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"To gain political advantage over the Democrats,

President Bush is lying to the American public by

exaggerating the threat posed by terrorism."

Ted Kennedy said this one. Ted, do you really think

President Bush's work to defend the country is one big

"fraud"? Do you think those planes flying into the World

Trade Center were just Hollywood props? Tell that to

any American who lost a loved one on 9/11. Tell it to

Lisa Beamer and to the child who will never know her

heroic father.

Look into their eyes, Ted. Tell them that avenging the

deaths of their loved ones is a fraud. Tell them that fighting

to prevent future attacks is a cynical attempt to gain polit-

ical advantage.What do you think they will say?

After spending eight years defending the self-indulgent

and nihilistic Clinton administration, liberals may not be able

to believe that an American president could be motivated by

anything but cynical, calculating self-aggrandizement.

They've forgotten that the government's primary purpose is

actually to defend the country (no, Hillary, not to tell us how

to live our lives and raise our children). 9/11 and the almost-

daily terrorist attacks against Israel (the only Western-style

democracy in the Middle East) make it mind-boggling that

anyone would claim that the terrorist threat is exaggerated.

In reality, conservatives understate the threat. Though

the terrorists may lack the military, economic, and techno-

logical means to destroy the West, their use of modern

technology gives them the capacity to inflict catastrophic

casualties. Make no mistake: If al Qaeda or any other ter-

rorist organization had had a nuclear weapon on 9/11,

they would have used it. Then the left-wing talking heads
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.it the NewYork Times wouldn't even be here to question

the president's motives.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Militant Islamists divide the world into two houses—the

House of Peace, winch includes the followers of "true"

Islam, and the 1 louse of War, the rest of US apostates and

infidels who do not follow "'true" Islam. Militant Islamists

want to destroy those in the House of War. Guess where

we fall?

• In the last deeade. Militant Islamists have repeatedly

attacked Americans and American interests here and

abroad, culminating in the three thousand murders and

SI trillion in economic losses inflicted by the 9/11

attacks.

• No Amish farmers, Israeli Jews, Buddhists, or Lutherans

were seen perpetrating or celebrating the mass murder of

three thousand people on 9/11. Only Militant Islamists

were seen celebrating.

• Unlike liberals, conservatives learned the lessons of

9/11 and heard the clarion call of war from the Mili-

tant Islamists. In contrast, liberals have not internalized

the message of 9/11, i.e., that we are at war against

Militant Islamists and they fully intend to kill us—ifwe
let them.

• The Militant Islamists and the lunatic variant of the

Islamic religion must be destroyed. If we lose this war,

no other political issue will matter, for a free society

cannot survive with suicide bombers blowing up malls,

offices, and theaters. Allowing the Islamist terrorist net-

work to expand and grow would result m the destruc-

tion of our wav of life.





THE WAR IN IRAQ:

SADDAM HAD IT COMING

Why do liberals oppose "regime change" in Iraq? Would

liberals have opposed "regime change" in Hitler's

Germany? In Stalin's Soviet Union? In Pol Pot's Cambodia?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
Like all wars, the war in Iraq didn't solve anything.

From Haight-Ashbury to Greenwich Village, from UC-
Berkeley to Harvard Yard, the cry resounds: "Oh, if only

we had given peace a chance!" War, they tell us, is never

the answer—not in Iraq, not anywhere.

Is that so? Let's see. The Civil War killed 600,000

Americans. World War I killed nine million people. World

War II killed fifty million. But the question isn't," Did lots

of people die?'The question is, "Did these wars make any

positive difference?"

Well, after the Civil War slavery was eliminated. Four

million African-American slaves became free citizens.

Was war justified to free the slaves? Are Europe and Asia
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better off today with the defeat of Nazism, Fascism, and

Japanese imperialism? It's an unpleasant fact, but some-

times you need to make war to have peace.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"No blood for oil!"

In reality, the Iraq invasion had little to do with oil. If the

U.S. simply wanted to use war to get free or cheaper oil,

we could have kept Kuwait's oil fields for ourselves back

in 1991. Heck, in 1991 the U.S. could have moved its

550,000 troops on the ground into Iraq itself to capture

the oil fields; after all, Iraq had no army left to oppose us.

Who could have stopped us? Why have we been paying

market prices for Kuwaiti and Iraqi oil ever since?

IfAmerica wants to use its military might just to con-

quer or to steal oil, then why don't we move southward

and seize the Mexican or

Venezuelan oil fields? It

would be a whole lot cheap-

er to take oil fields south of

the border than to send our

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

If the U.S. wanted to use

military might to conquer and carrier groups halfway
steal oil, it would have been a around the world Besides, if

lot cheaper to seize Mexican „ j ur
.. ,. . all we wanted was cheaper

or Venezuelan oil fields.

I
oil, the U.S. would've simply

given into French and Ger-

man demands to lift the economic sanctions on Iraq in

the 1990s.

Anyway, as author Ann Coulter said it best: "Why not go

to war for oil?We need oil." How else do we expect to keep

the lights, refrigerators, and cars running? Don't we want

our homes heated in the winter and cooled in the summer?
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Saddam was no real threat."

Make no mistake: Choosing "peace'
1

in Iraq would have

been choosing Saddam, whose regime was a criminal

mob masquerading as a government. This mob regime

executed between 300,000 and one million Iraqis. Rape,

torture, and murder were national policies. Saddam started

a war with Iran in which one to 1.5 million people died.

During it, he used poison gas on Iranian soldiers in viola-

tion of the Geneva Convention. Saddam invaded Kuwait

and seized its oil fields in 1991. He also used poison gas

against Iraq's unarmed Kurdish population.

Saddam has also supported worldwide terrorism. To

encourage suicide bombings in Israel, Saddam gave up to

$25,000 to families of Palestinian suicide bombers who
murdered civilians on buses and in restaurants.' He shel-

tered members of the Abu Nidal Organization and the

Palestine Liberation Front (PLF), a group headed by Abu

Abbas. Remember him? He was the leader of the band

that hijacked the cruise ship Achille Lauro in 1985 and

murdered a wheelchair-bound U.S. citizen, Leon

Klinghoffer.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We haven't found WMDs,

so Saddam didn't have any."

There's no dispute—even from the United Nations or the

Democratic party—that Saddam possessed and actually

used weapons of mass destruction. Between 1984 and

1988, six separate teams of UN investigators documented

instances o{ Iraq using chemical weapons on Iranians. In
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1988. the Security Council blamed Iraq for using mustard

gas m attacks against Iranian cities. The same year. Iraqi

foreign minister Tariq Aziz openly admitted that poison

gas was enshrined in official Iraqi war policy

Saddam also tried to develop chemical weapons. Gaps

identified by UNSCOM m Iraqi accounting and current

production capabilities strongly suggested that Iraq main-

tained stockpiles of chemical agents: probably VX, sarin,

cyclosarm. and mustard gas. Iraq failed to account for

hundreds of tons of chemical precursors and tens of thou-

sands of unfilled munitions, including Scud-variant missile

warheads. Nor has it accounted for about 550 artillery

shells filled with mustard agent.
:

What's more. Saddam tried to acquire nuclear weapons

technology. With the help of his pals in France. Saddam built

the Osirik nuclear reactor, which would have given him

access to the materials he needed for a nuclear weapon.

Fortunately Israel destroyed the reactor in a 1981 bombing

raid (which was. incidentally, condemned widely at the time).

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"George Bush lied about WMDs

and the dangers posed by Saddam."

So. President Bush conspired with British prime minister

Tony Blair. Secretary of State Colin Powell. Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and the American and British

military and intelligence services to fabricate reasons for

invading Iraq? Yet no one in this grand conspiracy

remembered to plant some anthrax somewhere?

If Bush really fabricated the evidence about WMDs
before the war. as some liberals claim, wouldn't he have

been deceptive enough to have also planted evidence of
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How have things in

Iraq improved since President

Bush's speech aboard the

USS Lincoln in May 2003?

Saddam has been caught.

60,000 Iraqis have been trained and are providing

security for Iraqi civilians.

Most of Iraq's court system is operating.

Power generation has hit 4,518 megawatts, exceed-

ing the prewar average.

Iraq's universities and colleges are open, as are

most primary and secondary schools.

About 240 hospitals and over 1,200 health clinics

are open.

Over 22 million vaccination doses have been

administered to Iraqi children.

Iraq has a single, unified currency (without

Saddam's picture on it) for the first time in fifteen

years.

Saddam's Ministry of Information has been replaced

with about 200 private newspapers.

WMDs? [f President Bush were that sinister, then how

hard would it have been to have someone drop a vial of

anthrax in a Baghdad basement? Saddam had left the

world with no choice but to assume he had them.
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Remember, the U.S.-led coalition stopped fighting the

1991 Persian GulfWar only because Saddam agreed not

only to give up hisWMD programs, but also to bear the

burden of proving that he in fact did so. The burden to

prove that Saddam had noWMDs fell upon Saddam him-

self. Yet, Saddam never came close to satisfying this bur-

den, for he repeatedly lied for a decade about his internal

weapons development and even kicked out UN weapons

inspectors from Iraq in 1998. We know that Saddam

developed and usedWMDs because he used them against

both the Iranians and the Kurds.

According to the Interim Progress Report delivered to

Congress in October

In 1998, a far-sighted

politician said:

[We] gave Saddam a

chance, not a license. If we
turn our backs on his defi-

ance, the credibility of U.S.

power as a check against

Saddam will be destroyed.

We will not only have

allowed Saddam to shatter

the inspection system that

controls his weapons of

mass destruction; we will

also have fatally undercut

the fear of force that stops

Saddam from acting to gain

domination of the region. 5

Who said it? Bill Clinton.

2003, investigators in Iraq have

already located dozens of

WMD-related program activi-

ties and large amounts of

equipment that Iraq concealed

from UN weapons inspectors,

as well as strains of biological

organisms that could be used

to make biological weapons

(concealed in a scientist's

home)

.

And even more recently,

we learned from David Kay,

former head of the Iraqi Sur-

vey Group, that the evidence

of Saddam s intent to acquire

WMDs is undis-puted. In his

January 2004 testimony be-

fore the U.S. Senate, Kay ex-

plained that Saddam, in viola-

tion ofUN resolutions, had a
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missile program that had

the potential to incorporate

\\ Ml )s in their warheads.

According to Kay, UN
inspectors had found enor-

mous quantities of banned

chemical and biological

weapons m Iraq m the

1990s and that Saddam

"certainly could have pro-

duced small amounts" ot

chemical and biological

weapons. He even went so

far as to conclude that Iraq

"was in the early stages o(

renovating [Iraq's nuclear

weapon program]." He also

noted that "[tjhere's ab-

solutely no doubt" that, if

still in power, Saddam

would harbor ambitions to

develop and use WMDs.
Kay agreed that toppling

Saddam was wholly justified

and, in doing so, the securi-

ty of the United States and

the world was enhanced.

Going to war for the "wrong" reasons does not neces-

sarily make the war unjust. The original reason President

Abraham Lincoln fought the U.S. Civil War was to

"preserve the Union"—not to free the slaves. Yet, we look

back at the Civil War as a just war because it freed the

slaves. Likewise, in Iraq, the freeing of twenty-six million

The world is far safer with

the disappearance and the

removal of Saddam Hussein.

I have said I actually think

this may be one of those

cases where it was even

more dangerous than we
thought. I think when we
have the complete record

you're going to discover

that after 1998 it became

a regime that was totally

corrupt. Individuals were

out for their own protection.

And in a world where we
know others are seeking

WMDs, the likelihood at

some point in the future of

a seller and a buyer meeting

up would have made that

a far more dangerous coun-

try than even we anticipated

with what may turn out to be

a fully accurate estimate.

—David Kay,

former head of the

Iraqi Survey Group
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Remember, liberals love to give unelected, unaccount-

able government bureaucrats more time, money and

resources to perform jobs that they have previously tailed

to perform. This is true with the government's tailed war

on poverty, tailing public school systems, and now with

the UN m Iraq.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

There's no dispute—even from the UN or the

1 )emocratic Ratty—that Saddam possessed and actually

used weapons of mass destruction. The American Left

pretends to care about international human rights yet

decided to oppose the military ouster of one of the most

tyrannical dictators of the twentieth century. Consider:

• Saddam executed between 300,000 and one million

Iraqis.

• In 1995, Hussein Kamal, Saddams son-in-law and chief

organizer of Iraq'sWMD program, defected to Jordan. He
revealed that Iraq was continuing to conceal weapons and

missiles and the capacity to build many more.

• Saddam supported terrorism by paying bounties to

families of Palestinian suicide bombers, by trying to

assassinate former president George H. W. Bush, and by

sheltering known terrorists.

• There is no dispute that Saddam was working to build

long-range missiles in violation of UN resolutions.

• Even if he did not possess actual WMDs, Saddam's

regime had the capability to provide technical know-

how to international terrorists on how to build

WMDs.
• Liberals didn't object to the U.S. launching a preemp-

tive war in Yugoslavia, even though Yugoslavia posed no

threat to the U.S. and its leader, Slobodan Milosevic.
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THE BEST WAY TO GIVE
PEACE A CHANCE IN IRAQ:

KEEP THE U.S. MILITARY
KICKING BUTT

Liberals worry that Iraq is a "quagmire" and "another

Vietnam" and insist that we should bring our troops home.

But where do you want to fight the front line of the war on

terror— in Iraq or in Iowa?

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The invasion of Iraq is hideously expensive.'

Funny how tax-and-spend liberals suddenly become par-

simonious cost-cutters when it comes to defending

America. But in this post—9/1 1 era, the costs of our occu-

pation of Iraq can't be looked at with a dollars-and-cents

mentality.Whatever it costs to protect our freedoms, it's a

bargain.

The real question is: What would the costs be if we left

Iraq' The 9/ 1 1 attacks probably cost us at least $95 billion.

New York City spent almost $5 billion just to clean up

Ground Zero. Now. how much more would it cost us if a

suicide bomber attacked a nuclear power plant in the
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U.S., or if a terrorist used a nuclear device in any major

city?

The invasion of Iraq must be regarded as an investment

in the Middle East—an opportunity to create a powerful

ally where the seeds of democracy can be planted.

Ultimately, the money we spend in Iraq will give the U.S.

a toehold in the Middle East and help us shape its future.

It's already working: Libyan strongman Muammar Gad-

dafi's recent decision to cooperate fully with the U.S. to

ensure that Libya is rid of any weapons of mass destruc-

tion is a direct result of our actions in Iraq. How much is

that worth, compared to the cost of a Libyan nuke hitting

Washington?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The occupation will cost too many American lives."

Each time an American gives his or her life on the battle-

field it's a tragedy. However, defending the country is a

serious and a dangerous endeavor. To protect our nation,

American blood must sometimes be spilled and American

treasure spent. The Americans who have sacrificed their

lives in the war on terror, and those who will, do so for

the most honorable of causes. They die to protect our

nation and our way of life. It's that simple.

Unlike America's secretaries, accountants, and waiters,

our soldiers have the benefit of confronting terrorists with

tanks, aircraft carriers, and fighter jets. We're all better off

if trained American soldiers are placed in harm's way

overseas rather than here in our backyard where average,

everyday American civilians would be placed on the front

line.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The invasion of Iraq does nothing

to make the U.S. safer."

As 1 tanald Rumsfeld has said, it's better to fight them in

Baghdad than in Boise. Fighting wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan takes the fight to our enemies. It also increases

our chance of winning. lighting in the Middle East gives

us access to the heart of the war on terror. Iraq has

become a magnet for terrorists because of the American

presence, and that's great. Let the mercenaries, jihadists,

and other nuts spend their time and money racing to Iraq

instead of plotting new attacks on American soil. If some-

thing has to be blown up in the war on terror, aren't we

better off with tents and camels blowing up in the Middle

East instead of high-rise office buildings in the U.S.?

Before the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the

front lines in the war on terror were in our backyard.

Consider the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, the

9/11 attacks, the planned attacks on the Lincoln Tunnel,

the attempts to destroy the Seattle Space Needle during

the 2000 millennium celebrations, and Jose Padilla's dirty

bomb plan. Now the front

lines of the war have shift-

ed from the streets of

America to those o( Iraq.

The Muslim fanatics may Secretary of Defense Donald

CONSERVATIVES
SAY IT BEST...

still be able to strike here,
Rumsfeld reiterated the essen-

tial rationale of the war: It is

but there is no doubt that
better tQ f|ght and capture ter .

their global operations ror j sts j n Baghdad than in

have been weakened, and Baltimore or Boise,

shifted away from Western
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targets. What's wrong with moving the locus of Islamist-

generated insanity to the Middle East?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. is acting like a colonial power, and shouldn't

be interfering with the sovereignty of another nation."

BU

Regardless, contrary to liberal hysteria, the U.S. is not trying

to turn Iraq into an American colony or the flrry-flrst state.

We have a long, successful history of nation-building after

wars: Japan, Germany, Panama, and more. In none of those

places did we establish

colonies, although we could

have.

Nervous Middle Eastern

dictators, of course, decry

America as "imperialist."

They're worried that West-

ern ideas of democracy and

individual liberty have

penetrated so deeply even

into their own countries

that a successful demo-

cratic example in Iraq,

combined with the dismal

performance of their own

political systems, could

now overwhelm them. And

the liberal American media

plays along, taking their

"anti-imperialist" claptrap

seriously.

BUSH VS. CLINTON

President George W. Bush

approved the largest increase

in the defense budget since

the Reagan administration: 26

percent. 1

Bush's 2005 pro-

posed budget for the

Department of Defense is

$402 billion, a 7 percent

increase from 2004. 2

In contrast, President Clinton's

2000 budget for the DoD was

$262 billion. He wanted to cut

defense spending by $10 bil-

lion in 2000 in favor of spend-

ing on liberal social programs. 3

Clinton squandered America's

"peace dividend" and left

American security underfunded

and vulnerable to attack.
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It's a joke even to mention Iraqi sovereignty in the con

texi of Saddam. Saddam was a thug who ruled without

the consent of the Iraqi people. Thus, under Saddam, Iraq

had no legitimate claim to sovereignty

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"A democracy can't succeed in Iraq."

[f liberal educators and bureaucrats hadn't destroyed the

public schools, they might have learned some history

World history shows that democracy is a relatively recent

phenomenon. With the exception of the Athenian

Greeks, democratic governments did not arise in signifi-

cant numbers until the late eighteenth century But since

the American Revolution, country after country has

adopted republican forms of government. This proves that

democracy can work in countries with no democratic tra-

dition. In the last sixty years alone, Germany, Japan, India,

Italy, and many Latin American countries have become

democratic republics. Why not Iraq?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Our troops in Iraq just inflame the local population."

Listen to the liberals long enough, and you might get the

idea that the common Iraqi is unhappy without Saddam's

oppression. But back on earth, liberating oppressed peo-

ple from tyrannical police states inflames no one except

those who ran the police states. Except for Iraqis who
were high-ranking Baathist party officials, what human

being, Iraqi or otherwise (except perhaps the Marquis de

Sade), would cry out, "Oh. no! Don't take away our
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oppressor! Don't gee rid ofthe man who can torture, rape,

or murder me or my family with the snap of his ringers!

How can we go on without him?"

Consider Afghanistan. Before we went to war against

the Taliban, the liberals told us the same thing: Our inva-

sion would just inflame the locals. Yeah, those Afghanis

looked pretry angry as they cheered the American and

British troops entering Kabul. Those women who were

once again tree to go out of their homes and go to school.

they looked enraged. Those folks who could listen to

music and fly kites again, they were mad as hell. .And of

course, there was never any uprising on the "Arab Street."

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Occupying Iraq will create more terrorists."

They said the same thing about invading Iraq, remember?

.And they're wrong on both counts. By righting crime, do

we encourage crime? Did killing Nazis create more Nazis?

Did attacking the Ku Klux Klan create more KKK mem-
bers- Heck, did fighting Nanve Americans create more

Nanve .Americans (or just more casinos)? There are now

ninety countries engaged in the war on terror. Purring

pressure on terrorists' finances . and making it harder for

them to travel, recruit, and raise cash does not create more

terrorists. Terrorists are created when kids are taught that

suicide bombers go to Heaven—not when we hunt them

down and kill them, sending them to their just rewards.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

It's better for American soldiers armed with aircraft car-

rier groups, tighter planes, and helicopters to tight the
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wax on tenor in Iraq than for American civilians to fight

the war on the streets of Kansas. America's success in Iraq

is critical to our national security. Consider:

• It gives the U.S. a toehold in the vital Middle East,

where we can better monitor and influence the Arab

nations supporting 1ntern.1t10n.il terrorism.

• History proves without a doubt that democratic

nations can be created from non-democratic begin-

nings. In the twentieth century alone, new democracies

arose m Germany, Japan, Italy, India, and many Latin

American countries. Why not Iraq now?

• Since the beginning of the invasion of Iraq, about 550

American military personnel have been killed. Though

each such death is a tragedy, in World War II, there were

221 combat deaths a day for four years and in Vietnam

there were about eighteen American deaths each day.

About 109 people a day die each day on America's

highways. In 2003, New York City experienced 596

murders and Chicago had 599 murders.

• Liberals apparently understand the meaning of the

word "unilateral" about as well as they understood

what the meaning of the word "is" is. The U.S. is not

acting "unilaterally" in Iraq, for dozens of other nations

joined the Coalition of the Willing to liberate the Iraqi

people from Saddams regime.





WHO WOULD
OSAMA VOTE FOR?

The Democrats like to say that Republicans are bungling

the war on terror. But if you were Osama bin Laden, who

would you want in the White House: George W. Bush and

Donald Rumsfeld, or an antiwar, United Nations-loving

Democrat?

• * • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The Republicans are playing politics

with American lives."

The liberal's main contribution to the war on terror is to

act like a child in the backseat during a cross-country

trip—to just sit, whine, and complain
ik

Are we there yet?"

Back in World War II, Republicans rallied behind a

Democratic president for the good of our nation. But it

apparently doesn't work both ways: In a cynical display o(

raw partisan politics, today's Democratic presidential can-

didates are undermining our national security by resisting

the president at every step of the war on terror—and then
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accusing him of politicizing the war. The Democrats are

operating on the assumption that they can't support any-

thing positive for the country while a Republican presi-

dent is in office, because it might benefit the Republicans.

Liberals have dragged their feet in the war on terror

from the beginning. From the beginning of the invasion

of Afghanistan, they started prattling about there being

not enough troops, that the Afghan rebels were poorly

trained, and where s Osama? As President Bush tried to

defend the country by ridding the world of Saddam

Hussein, liberals continued to whine. They tried to bog

down the war effort by insisting that we needed UN
approval, that we needed the French and Germans on

board, that the UN weapons inspectors needed more

time, quagmire quagmire, etc., etc.

This is rank hypocrisy. Liberals claim to be morally

superior to those Americans who take Militant Islamists at

their word when they say they want to destroy the U.S.

and the West.Yet they call George Bush a "Nazi" and prat-

tle on about "Bushitler" because he is acting in the man-

ner that will best protect the nation. So I guess it's evil for

President Bush to fight evil. Go figure!

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The use of American military power

is wrong and arrogant."

Some of these guys must have kept their high going since

the Summer of Love. Otherwise how could any sane per-

son, even a liberal, believe that it is actually the U.S. that

poses the greatest danger to the world today? Liberals

really hate the exercise of American power. They believe

that military power is inherently evil—unless it is used by
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Janet Reno to capture Elian Gonzalez or by communist

groups in the name of free health care, housing, and edu

cation, just the way their heroes Che Guevara and Fidel

c astro did u.

Really, their Opposition to the terror war is no surprise;

liberals hate the idea of fighting violence with violence,

rhey have repeatedly trumpeted the myth that the best

defense against a violent attacker is to give him what he

wants. Thanks to this advice, we got policies that on (

> 1 1

led to three jetliners tull ot people being overtaken by a

handful ot guys wielding only box cutters.We saw in the

fields of Pennsylvania that day what Americans fighting

back can aecomplish.

In tact, it's hard to use American power for evil. Our sys-

tem of checks and balances and the give and take of open

debate in our country make it virtually impossible. Any use

ofAmerican military or economic power will be examined

publicly within the country The use of military or eco-

nomic power is the ultimate expression of a democracy

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We should not defend ourselves

militarily until a threat is imminent."

The same liberals who want to deny us handguns tor per-

sonal self-defense, as well as the means to defend ourselves

against nuclear missiles, are now Celling us that we should

not defend ourselves militarily until we are in immediate

danger of being attacked. Liberals would wait until the

missiles are in the sky (thus malring the threat "immi-

nent") before fighting back. So I guess they would prefer

to see a nuclear device explode in New York harbor than

support an operation dedicated to finding and destroying
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Bush is a foreign policy cowboy

just like Ronald Reagan."
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presidents are elected to protect the country from foreign

threats. President Hush is doing just that. Anyway, ifbeing

a cowboy results in foreign policy successes similar to

those brought about by that other "American cowboy,"

Ronald Reagan, then let's amend the Constitution to

mandate the issuance of spurs, a six-shooter, and a ten-

gallon hat to every now president. Reagan's aggressive,

America-first stance toward the former Soviet Union led

to the end of not only the Soviet Union but also ofcom-

munism as a viable form of political economy (though

communism continues in spirit in the halls of academia).

Bush has been similarly proactive and aggressive in

advancing American interests at the expense of the Mili-

tant Islamists. Bush, like Reagan, is right.

Liberals don't seem to understand that peace marches

and antiwar demonstrations on New York's Fifth Avenue

won't stop terrorism. (If that worked, terrorism would

have been forever destroyed by the marches, protest, love-

ins, and adolescent tantrums of the 1960s.) Offering bin

Laden a Starbucks Frappuccino just won't do the trick.

Wars are not won by rhetoric. You must fight it to win

it—just ask Neville Chamberlain, who made the mistake

of believing that he could negotiate for "peace in our

time" with Hitler—only to find England later having to

fight a war against a much stronger, better prepared, and

fullv militarized Germany.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Why is it that since the Vietnam War, liberals practice

nothing but appeasement and defeatism"

• Jimmy Carter surrendered Afghanistan to the Soviets,

turned over the Panama Canal to Panama, and betrayed
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the Shah of Iran, which allowed Iran to fall into the

control of the Ayatollah Khomeini—thus giving

Islamofacists an oil-rich nation from which to fund and

launch terrorist attacks.

* Clinton gutted our defense budget to fund liberal

domestic programs like midnight basketball, failed to

respond seriously to the growing threat from interna-

tional terrorism, and rejected three different offers to

apprehend Osama bin Laden.

* Even before President Bush's response to 9/11, the

Democrats for National Security website notes that

voters in the 2000 election preferred George W. Bush

on the national security issue by a margin of nearly

three to one. 3



WANT SANITY AND
CIVILIZATION IN THE

MIDDLE EAST?
SUPPORT ISRAEL

So, Israel is to blame for the problems in the Middle East?

When was the last time an Israeli Jew blew himself up in a

Palestinian pizza parlor?

• • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The Palestinians and the Arab Middle East lash

out at the West because the U.S. supports Israel.

Maybe for once the liberals are right. The Palestinians and

the Arab Middle East probably really do hate us because

we Mipport Israel. But so what? They probably also hate us

because we are rich and powerful, but this is not exactly

an argument to bring back the horse and buggy and

kerosene lamps.

We should support Israel because Israel is the only

sane country in the region. Why should the U.S. with-

draw support for a steadfast ally just because Palestinian

schools teach children that Jews don't belong m the

Middle East?
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We have tc kee$ : :: supporting Israel, both br

doing so is in the best interest - ad because it

is the morally right thing :: :.: Right now there is only

one star! tern-style democracy in the Middle East.

[fwe abandon Israel, there may be none.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The Jews stole the land of Israel

from the Palestinians."

Do you really think that the struggle between Israel and

die Palestinians is about land? Was Hitler's decision to

:; the Rhineland in 1936 only about German con-

trol of the Rhineland? If the struggle between the Israelis

and ftdesuni really about land in the West Bank,

why were the Arabs attarVnng Israel in 1948. 1956, and

L967, when the entire West Bank was under ;^ntrol ot

Arab ] :

:

The Arab states, mcluding the Palestinian Authority,

- tc eliminate Jews rom the Middle East :: at least

_ate them under Islamic rule). Author David

Ho: - :utely explains that "[a] s the Arab Muslims of

the Palestine Mandate and then a had previously

announced through suicide bombings that targe* Jewish

through m that erase the state :: brad; through

rib . 1 999 re; e : ti : n :

:'

a p e i : c plan that mclu i e J
: per-

l : : their negot ting :. 1 1 i through the never-

abandoned •-- liberaaon manifesto that calls for the

rf brad as the 'Zionist entity:' through their

own spiritual leaders, the Grand M n Eti ;
: fJerusalem—the

the destrucnon of America and

the d the one wh yestc in the midst ot the

Nazi H pie and ally ofAdolf Hide:

—
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What Muslim textbooks teach:

"Many [Jews and Christians] lead such decadent

and immoral lives that lying, alcohol, nudity,

pornography, racism, foul language, premarital sex,

homosexuality, and everything else are accepted in

the society, churches, and synagogues."

"Jews subscribe to a belief in racial superiority

—

Their religion even teaches them to call down
curses upon the worship places of non-Jews

whenever they pass by them!" 4

"Judaism and Christianity are deviant religions."
5

"Befriending the unbelievers, through loving and

cooperating with them while knowing that they are

unbelievers, makes those who are their friends the

same as them." 6

the real agenda of Arafat and the Palestinian leadership is

and has always been the elimination of Jewry from the

Middle East."

Stolen land? The land comprising the State of Israel

comprises about 1 percent of the land in the Middle East.

How much of that 1 percent has oil? Virtually zero.

Nobody cared about this forsaken land before 1948,

when the State of Israel was established. But immediately

atter Israel was founded, the neighboring Arab nations

tried to invade and destroy it. Why- Did the Arab forces

really just want that spit of oil-less land in the middle of

the desert? No. They just couldn't stand the idea of aJew-

ish state because Jews were—well, Jews.
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A sane island in an

insane part of the world. .

.

Although Jews have always lived on the lands of

modern-day Israel, the nation of Israel did not

come into existence until 1948.

After World War II, the UN made a decision to par-

tition the area of modern-day Israel and its sur-

roundings between the Jews and Arabs living there.

In 1948, the United Nations recognized the State of

Israel as a nation.

The next day, the neighboring Arab states, includ-

ing Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria,

attacked Israel in an attempt to destroy the newly

recognized state. Israel thwarted the military

onslaught of its Arab neighbors, in the first of many
such instances.

Israel fought wars with neighboring Arab nations in

1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973.

Israel has a population of about 6.5 million and is

surrounded by twenty-two Arab states containing

an Arab population of about 300 million.

Today, if Israel ceded the West Bank to the Palestinians,

80 percent of the Israeli population would be within

Palestinian artillery and mortar range. Israel's forward-

looking radar that can see into the Arab states would be

blind. This would be like giving Osama bin Laden a pro-

tected base in Jersey City and then waiting for him to

shell Manhattan. Did you ever notice that the Israeli set-

tlements are on the hilltops? It's not because that's where

the fertile land is and it's not just for a view of the scenery.



It is the defensive high ground; with the hills in Israeli

control, the Palestinians can't shell tin- valleys below.

Anyway, win should Israel have to return any land to

the Arabs? What is this notion about returning land to the

loser after a war anyway? Why do you think they're called

theVictors and theVanquished? When you lose .1 war, why

do you think they call it losing} I don't remember the U.S.

giving back the Hast ( )oast to the British, or Florida or the

Dakotas to the American Indians. I can't recall that we

returned California to Mexico, at least not yet. Just

because the U.S. set an example after World War II and

returned Japan and Germany to their citizens doesn't

mean that this is the automatic outcome of war. The U.S.

would never have relinquished Japan and Germany ifthey

would have continued to wage guerilla war against our

troops. We would have crushed them. As it was, we only

gave up administering these countries after we were

absolutely certain that they would do us no more harm in

the foreseeable future. In tact, we permanently disarmed

Japan; so much so that having no army is now part of its

constitution.Why aren't the Israelis entitled to at least the

same terms from the Palestinians? Israel has fought and

won several wars against the Arabs, so, at this point, Israel

has every right to guffaw at requests to return land to the

Palestians and Arabs.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Even if the Jews deserve their own nation

because of the Holocaust, why should the

Palestinians have to give up their land for it?

They're not responsible for the Holocaust."

The founding of Israel did not displace any Arabs.

Remember: There was no Palestinian state on the land o(



modern- d before 1948. The land ofIsrael did not

belong to an ne nati u.When the Z :: man Empire fell

after
~.T.
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. I teles Jews ind Arabs The land then tecfank
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hac the idea that :hif " : aid involve the displacement of a

huge native population because ::::: wasni one.

In stark contrast t: u: Ara: ;:un-

rr:r^ e nor recognized as citizens and are not allowed
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dons, and eve:: serve in Israels legislative body, the Knc

Arabs Irving in Aral nations have far fewer pohtkal ma
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Israelis are responsible

for the Palestinian refugee problem."

Actual!v the Arab >tare> :::h:: the rerugee

problem. The so-called
'

"rale sOmans" arr no ilifleient, in

etfanicity >r language : r anything eke, nom theArab peo-
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inubbing ofthe Palestinians, the Israelis accepted 600,000

Jewish refugees from Arab countries into their tiny nation.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Israel is the real terrorist state in the Middle East."

Yes, [srad is tough on terrorists and their supporters.

Would you prefer that the one sane,Western-style demo-

cracy in the Middle Hast just lie down and die? Israel has

no obligation to commit suicide for the convenience of

the Palestinians.We know that terrorists simply see a tepid

response and often even an imitation to negotiate as a

sign ot weakness, prompting them to step up attacks.

Bill Clinton's weak response to the "Black Hawk Down"

incident in Somalia emboldened Osama bin Laden. If

Israel eases up on the terrorists, it would only encourage

more terrorist attacks.

True, Israel isn't perfect.What country is? In fighting for

its existence, and for the lives of its citizens who have been

subjected to military and terrorist attacks for over fifty

years, Israel has made the occasional mistake. Israeli soldiers

have on occasion shot an innocent bystander or killed chil-

dren by mistake. Did you catch that? By mistake.

Palestinian suicide bombers intentionally target civilians.

On October 4. 2003, it happened yet again: A Palestinian

terrorist blew up a bomb in Haifa, Israel, killing twenty-

one people, including four children. The Palestinian peo-

ple's response? Most were thrilled! And American lefties

hail these suicidal monsters as "freedom fighters." How-

can the U.S., while fighting the global war against terror-

ism, support any group where a majority favors deadly

terrorist attacks against civilians and children? What could

possibly justify blowing up restaurants and pizza parlors

full of ordinary people? And, by the way, when was the last
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time you read about an Israeli blowing himself up m the

name ot Moses in the middle ot a Palestinian market-

place?

But when Israel kills a few civilians in the course ot

military operations, it is condemned and demonized by

the Arab world and the United Nations. There's some-

thing wrong with this picture: Civilian deaths are not the

goal ot Israel's military. But they are the goal of Hamas,

Islamic Jihad, the PLO. and the rest of the Arab terrorist

groups. These groups should be condemned, not Israel.

It's true that Nobel Peace Prize—dreaming European

diplomats constantly browbeat Israeli leaders to make

further concessions to the Palestinians and the Arab world

in the "name ot peace." However, if you were an Israeli

Jew. would be willing to trust your life and future to the

advice of those kindly, open-minded. French and German

humanists? The only thing that might be worse would be

to have Jimmy Carter as your chief negotiator. Unfor-

tunately, the Palestinians and Arabs view '"peace" as a tac-

tic, rather than a goal to be actually achieved. Interludes

between Palestinian campaigns of terror against Israel sim-

ply become opportunities for the Palestinians to clean

their weapons and rearm. We saw this clearly, after the

Oslo Accords, when the Israelis intercepted a ship carry-

ing fifty tons ot weapons bound for Palestine in 2002.

Yasser Arafat's Palestinian Authority had paid for the

weapons. Apparently. just another Nobel Peace Prize win-

ner doing his part for world peace.

Bottom line: Israel is a terrorist state only in the fevered

imaginations ofYasser Arafat and Noam Chomsky. Israel

is not perfect, but it represents a modern democratic

country and a staunch ally of the United States in a region

critical to U.S. interests.
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VRWC TALKING POINTS

rhc U.S. should support sanity, rationality, toleran< e, indi

\idual freedom, and democracy wherever we can around

the globe. Unlike us neighbors in the Middle Hast, Israel

is .1 sane liberal democracy respectful of the rule of law

and religious tolerance. Supporting Israel is both in Amer-

ica's interest and the morally right thing to do.

• The founding of Israel didn't displace any Arabs. The

Arab states created the "Palestinian refugee" problem.

They refuse to take in the refugees, preferring instead

to keep them nameless and stateless so that they can be

used against Israel.

• Arabs living in Arab nations have far fewer political and

economic freedoms than Arabs living in Israel.

• Israel has an absolute right to use military force to

defend itself against Militant Islamic terrorists and the

nations that support them.

• Palestinian suicide bombers intentionally target civilians.

Civilian deaths are never the goals o{ the Israeli mili-

tary. But they are the goals of Hamas, Islamic Jihad, the

FLO. These groups should be condemned, not Israel.





HELPLESSNESS IS NOT
A VIRTUE: WHY WE NEED

MISSILE DEFENSE

Liberals think having a defense against nuclear missiles is

"provocative" and "dangerous." But what do liberals want

us to do if a rogue state launches a nuclear missile at us

—

duck?

• • • • *

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"America doesn't really need

a missile defense system."

You gotta be kidding me. The U.S. is the biggest bullseye

on the face of the Earth. Communist China despises us.

Rogue states in the former Soviet Union are some of the

largest suppliers of weapons and training to terrorist cells

throughout the world—and both would love to take a

shot at the big guy. North Korea has been unabashed in

its pursuit of a nuclear weapons program with the chief

purpose ot "defending" North Korea from American

aggression. Lets not forget about any number of the al

Qaeda cells or other terrorist organizations with which
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we are currently at war that would not hesitate to deto-

nate a nuclear weapon on U.S. soil if given the chance

Contrary to what over half of Americans think, the

U.S. today has no way to intercept and destroy a nuclear

missile launched at us. Despite President Reagan's best

efforts to commit the US. to developing and deploying an

anti-ballistic missile defense system, the end of the Cold

'/.:.:' and politicians eager to spend the "peace dividend"

stalled the deployment of such a system. So what can we

do now if the Chinese, North Koreans, or some crazed

Islamic state launches a nuclear missile at us? Duck.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"An anti-ballistic missile system

would be too expensive."

Okay Hillary, expla::: it :; me expensive compared to

what? How expensive would it be compared to. say. a

nuclear attack? The 9 1 1 attacks not only killed 3.000

people—they also caused billions of dollars in property

damage and cost the national economy trillions in lost

wealth, added insurance and secunr I and lowered

bus::. nfidence.A nuclear missile attack could dam-

age the U N far more than even 9 1 1 in terms of casual-

ties as well as economic and psychological devastation.

According to the Council on Foreign Relations, the det-

onation of a nuclear weapon in New York City would

likely kill over v people and injure another

while producing "radioactive fallout that could

kill half the i population as far as I -15 miles

away." The need to destroy or deter even a single nuclear

missile is obvious.
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Do we really want

mutually assured destruction?

In 1972, the U.S. entered into the Anti-Ballistic

Missile Defense Treaty, which prohibited the U.S.

and the Soviet Union from deploying defense sys-

tems that would shield their respective countries

from a missile attack by the other.

This gave rise to the doctrine of mutually assured

destruction: that a nuclear attack by either the U.S.

or the Soviet Union would ensure the mutual

destruction of both nations.

In 1983, President Ronald Reagan announced that

it was immoral for American political leaders to

allow their citizens to be held hostage by the Soviet

nuclear arsenal. Reagan began developing an

anti-ballistic missile system designed to destroy

incoming missiles, providing a protective umbrella

over the U.S.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, some of the

urgency for an anti-ballistic missile system faded.

Under President Bill Clinton, defense budgets were

substantially reduced in order to spend more

money on liberal domestic programs.

Today, the U.S. remains vulnerable to attack from

rogue states and terrorists. A single nuclear missile

targeted at an urban area could kill a million

Americans and cause grave damage to our national

and world economy.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"An anti-ballistic missile system, if it worked at all,

wouldn't stop 100 percent of the missiles."

Wrong! Just deploying the system would deter actual

attacks and nuclear blackmail. If it stopped just one

nuclear missile, the system would pay for itself. Please

don't confuse this argument with the liberal bleat used to

ban guns and impose hundreds of nanny-state regulations,

i.e., "Ifwe just save one life, the new law will be justified."

Stopping a nuclear missile from detonating in the U.S.

would not save "just one life," but a million.

Also, an anti-ballistic missile system really is technolog-

ically feasible.What's wrong with these liberals? Have they

forgotten that research and development pay off, and that

technology can always be improved? Have they forgotten

that where there's a will there's a way? Don't they remem-

ber that it was John F. Kennedy, a Democrat, who chal-

lenged NASA to find a way to place a man on the moon
within a decade, and NASA did so?

For those liberals who took only politically correct

classes in Sociology, let's explain the process known as

inventing. Okay, here's how this works. We invest money

and time and apply lots of brains and computers and, then,

lo and behold, we have B-l bombers, Patriot missiles that

work, heat-seeking missiles, bulletproof vests, unmanned

drones, and all sorts of smart bombs and weaponry. It can

be this way for an anti-ballistic missile system, too. Nobody

used medical MRIs or CAT scans a few decades ago.Why
not? Because they didn't exist. Now they do.

So what if we had a missile system that doesn't work

perfectly? Liberals, remember that the process of inven-
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CONVERSATION
STOPPER

Contrary to what over half of

Americans think, the U.S.

today has no way to intercept

and destroy a nuclear missile

launched at us. So what can

we do if the Chinese, North

Koreans, or some crazed

Islamic state launches a

nuclear missle at us? Duck.

don also includes an cle-

ment known .is trial and

error When inventors n\ .1

prototype and it Gauls, they

go back to the drawing

board. Unlike liberals who.

despite the complete failure

of the greatest socialist

economy in history (that

would be the former Soviet

Union) still think that

a government-controlled ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
economy can work, military

contractors and engineers learn from the mistakes—and

g,o on to build better and more effective weapon and

defense systems. The U.S. has put men on the moon,

robots on Mars, and (with the help of alpha male Al Gore,

of course) helped create the Internet. Surely we can

develop a working missile defense system.

Anyway, the U.S. is already moving toward the success-

ful deployment of an ABM system. The U.S. just recently

conducted yet another successful test: A missile launched

from a U.S. Navy Aegis cruiser destroyed a dummy war-

head over the Pacific.
3

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Because a missile defense system would

not prevent terrorists from attacking by sea

or some other way, why bother?"

This is an apples and oranges argument. We must defend

ourselves against all lethal threats, whatever their source.
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Ballistic missile defense is specifically designed to deter

one particular kind of attack, and it would do so effec-

tively. That terrorists may strike the U.S. using other

weapons of mass destruction "is no reason to leave our

country naked to missile attack. Taking the missile threat

seriously does not imply that the terrorist threat is some-

how unimportant.A homeowner aiming to deter burglars

would not take pains to lock the doors and deliberately

leave the windows wide open." 4

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Rogue states will be deterred by U.S. military

strength, making a missile barrier unnecessary."

Please. Let's look at Saddam Hussein. This guy invaded

Kuwait. Despite the fact that the entire world (including

many Arab states) opposed him, he refused to withdraw

voluntarily. Obviously he wasn't deterred by the com-

bined military might of the U.S. and the entire world.

Likewise, North Korea was not deterred by American

military might when it agreed to and then immediately

breached its 1994 Jimmy Carter-engineered agreement

not to acquire the enriched uranium necessary for the

production of nuclear weapons. Unlike the Soviet Union,

which viewed the use of nuclear weapons as a last resort,

many rogue states and terrorists groups see weapons of

mass destruction "as weapons of choice, not of last

resort."
5
Just one more reason why we need a missile

shield.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Deploying an anti-ballistic missile system would

violate the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union."

Wuc to Howard Dean, who recently referred to the

Soviet Union tour tunes on Chris Matthews's Hardball:

There is no more Soviet Union. That's right, I know lib-

eral hearts are broken, but the greatest attempt to make

socialism work now lies on the junk heap of history. Since

the 1972 ABM Treat\' had only two signatories—the U.S.

and the Soviet Union—and because one o\~ those has

pulled a permanent Houdmi disappearing act, any

obligation the U.S. had to comply with the ABM Treaty

has ended.'
1

VRWC TALKING POINT

America is the biggest target of rogue states and terrorists.

Its only common sense that we need the ability to inter-

cept and destroy nuclear missiles launched at us. Consider:

• By a two to one margin, the American people want a

missile defense system." Why can't liberals agree to defend

the country? Isn't that government's primary purpose?

• A single nuclear detonation in New York City would

likely kill over 800,000 people and injure another

900,000 while producing "radioactive fallout that could

kill half the exposed population as tar as 10-15 miles

away," according to the Council on Foreign Relations.

• We know the threat is real; it's time tor our nuclear

defense to be real too. We don't need a second Pearl

Harbor or 9/11.





AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL:
WHY THIS "ARROGANT,
UNILATERAL, RACIST,

GUN-CRAZED SOCIETY" IS

THE ENVY OF THE WORLD

Only a liberal could think the Pledge of Allegiance violates

the U.S. Constitution, or that Americans have a history of

nothing but sins against women, minorities, and workers.

You gotta ask the liberals a question: If America is so terri-

ble, why are you still here?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. exploited, murdered, and stole the country

from Disney's Pocahontas, the Lone Ranger's Tonto,

and the rest of the peaceful, environmentally conscious

Native Americans (formerly known as Indians)."

True, Americans took much of the land we enjoy today

by bice of arms. But so what? When people were settling

this land, most land disputes were settled by force of arms.

The U.S. was formed only after winning the American

Revolution against the British. Should we now teel sorrv

for Tony Blair and the rest of Parliament because we took

their land? We also took Texas and much of the Western
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United States from the Empire of Spain and Mexico.

Should we now send Jimmy Carter to Mexico to give

back this land like he gave back the Panama Canal?

Remember, the world has been a very bloody place for a

long, long time. Most people in the world today occupy

land that was conquered and taken from somebody else.

Even the Native Americans got into the act. Long

before Columbus sailed the ocean blue in 1492, North

American Indians were warring, torturing, and raping one

another. Just ask the Chippewas about their impression of

America: it's getting

better all the time

As economists Stephen Moore and Julian Simon

explained in It's Getting Better All the Time:

• The nineteenth century in America was an era of

tuberculosis, typhoid, sanitariums, child labor, horse

manure, candles, twelve-hour workdays, Jim Crow

laws, tenements, slaughterhouses, and outhouses.

Lynchings were common back then. If you lived to

age fifty, you counted your blessings. "For a mother

to have all four of her children live to adulthood

was to dramatically beat the odds of nature,"

according to Moore and Simon. About one in four

American children died before the age of fourteen.

• One hundred years ago parents lived in fear of their

child's death; these days, "middle-class suburban

parents live in fear of their child's not making the

county select soccer team."

• In 1901 , the average American life expectancy at

birth was forty-nine. Today it's seventy-seven.
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the 1 )akotas. ( 'ontrar) to today's fashionable myth thai the

American Indians were oppressed, the) inflicted p 1 c- 1 1 1 \ of

damage on scalers and on each other. Many settlers were

killed during Indian raids, dor you Hollywood liberal

types, think Daniel Day 1 ewis in Last of the Mohicans.)

I'm sorry, but a few Stone Age people can't claim title

to 2 continent just by waving their hands and saying, "all

we can see is ours." But it the Europeans had never come

to North America, the Japanese would have been glad

to do so in the l

l H<)s. [low do you think they would

have treated the American Indians' (Think the Rape o\~

Nanking.) Conquest is a constant of human history.

Today radical Muslims around the world have declared

their intention to transform the world into a unified

Islamic state. Would Osama bin Laden take our country

from us today if he could? You bet. Thus even today we

possess our country not because we have title insurance or

a deed registered in some courthouse—but by force of

arms. Every d,w the U.S. depends on its military to stop

others from taking our country. If you can't defend your

land by force, then you probably won't own it for long.

Am I saying that everything the U.S. did to the

American Indians was right' I am not. But we've been

using taxpayer monies to subsidize Indian reservations tor

decades—m essence, reparation payments.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. unnecessarily dropped

atomic bombs on the Japanese."

This charge tries to show that the U.S. is morally corrupt

and hypocritical. But it doesn't accomplish what liberals

want it to. When President Harry human, a Democrat,

ordered the dropping of the atomic bombs on Japan, the
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Germans had already surrendered. But the Japanese

hadn't. The Japanese had already sacrificed 3,000 suicide

kamikaze bombers to try to destroy the American naval

fleet. If the kamikazes had succeeded, an invasion of the

Japanese mainland would have been near impossible.

Throughout World War II, the Japanese had fought to

the death. On hvo Jima, 8,000 American soldiers died

for every- mile of island taken. The estimated loss of life

from an American invasion of mainland Japan was hun-

dreds of thousands, if not one million, American lives

—

plus similar numbers ofJapanese. Dropping the bomb to

save American lives was wholly appropriate, especially

since the Japanese had shown no indication of surren-

dering anytime soon. Indeed, they showed signs of dig-

ging in for a long fight—as revealed by the fact that we

found Japanese soldiers hiding in jungles years after the

war had ended.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. is arrogant and acts unilaterally."

In fact, Americans are not arrogant—although most

Americans are proud of our country and grateful for the

blessing of being able to live here. It is true that most

Americans (at least those in the red states) believe that the

U.S. is the greatest country in the world. That Americans

rarely renounce their citizenship, board rafts, and shove off

for Cuba or the like, proves the point. People risk slavers;

poverty, and even death to reach the U.S. Recognizing

this fact, however, doesn't make us arrogant—-just aware of

history and present-day reality, and of the blessings this

nation bestows upon its citizenry.

Nor is the U.S. unilateral. If unilateral means that the

U.S. acts in its own best interest to ensure the safetv of its
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citizens, then okay, we're

unilateralist What's wrong conversation
with that? What nation stopper
doesn't act in its best inter- .... . AWhy is America the greatest
estt! Liberals think that the country m the woHd? Just ask

U.S. acts unilaterally be- those who risk slavery, poverty,

cause they can't stand the and even death to reach the

thought ot being despised US
-
That Americans don't

board rafts and shove off for

Cuba proves the point.
by the wine-sipping, Brie-

eating Europeans, whose

decaying welfare states

they admire so much. But don't worry, liberals: France

won't stay mad at us for long. After all. if they stay mad.

they won't have anyone to fight their next war for them.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. is a fundamentally racist society."

Racist, eh? Name me another country where people of all

races, national origins, and economic backgrounds have

formed a harmonious "melting pot." People from nations

that had been at war with each other for generations

became friends in America. By allowing each individual

to pursue his or her own interests, the U.S. raised the idea

of the individual above that of the group.

Yes, the U.S. had slavery. We also eliminated it.

Americans fought the Civil War and freed the slaves.

Americans ran the Underground Railroad. Americans

fought against and eliminated the entrenched racism of

the Jim Crow South.

Today America provides all of its citizens—black,

white, yellow, purple, fuchsia, whatever, as well as male or

female or confused—the chance to make it on their own

merits and efforts.
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Liberals, on the other hand, don't think that people can

make it by themselves. Instead, they assume that certain

groups are helpless and try to use expensive government

do-gooders to spoon-feed them the entire way. But the

fact is that the most successful people are those who work

hard and make their own way in life, without depending

on handouts from others. The U.S. gives people a greater

opportunity to make it on their own than has any other

country in history. Indeed, "[e]ighty percent ofAmerica's

millionaires are first-generation rich," as explained by

Thomas Stanley and William Danko in The Millionaire

Next Door.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"America's capitalist economy corrupts our value

system so much that Americans are willing to pay

golfer Tiger Woods far more money than we

pay to public school teachers who are responsible

for educating future generations."

This argument is constantly dragged out to show the

"unfairness" of the free market and to support public

school funding increases. But actually this argument con-

fuses the concepts of "value" and "scarcity." Why does

water, which is essential for all living things, sell for pen-

nies a cup, while the same-sized cup of diamonds, which

don't do anything but glimmer, could sell for millions of

dollars? (Note to male readers: Don't ask a woman to

marry you with a cup of water instead of a diamond

ring—it generally doesn't work even with female envi-

ronmentalists from Vermont.) Because water is far more

available, and thus less scarce, than diamonds. Likewise,

although teachers are extremely valuable to our future
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generations, they aren't exactly scarce, hut find me some

one who can play golfas well asTigerWoods, and I'll find

you a quick way to get rich. If, however, golfschools were

turning out rigers in the quantity that education schools

turn out teachers, it would be a different story.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

No country in history gives the common man more

opportunities or has been more successful at enriching

more people than the United States. This is why people

from around the world are willing to risk their lives to

come to America and we never had to build an iron cur-

tain to keep people in.

• No power has ever been more benign than the United

States—we don't conquer countries, we rebuild them.

What other country, after being attacked without

warning and rallying to victory, restores economic

prosperity in its foes? What other country, having won

a total victory, wound up with less territory than it had

when the war began? The U.S. did all of this after

World War II by restoring Europe and Asia while also

giving the Philippines its independence.

• Dropping the bomb saved American lives and was

wholly appropriate—the Japanese had already sent

3,i N »»
t suicide kamakaze bombers and was ready to fight

to the death.

• American society is self-reforming. We had slavery but

abolished it. We denied women the right to vote but

then gave them suffrage. We had laws segregating the

races but then eliminated the Jim (Tow laws.





THE UNITED NATIONS:
LET'S TEAR IT DOWN AND
PUT UP A STARBUCKS

Liberals believe the United Nations is a great, humane

institution, dedicated to peace and international law.

Unfortunately, you don't have to be a humane, peaceful,

law-abiding country to be a member of the UN. In fact, most

of the UN's membership couldn't care less about peace and

human rights. Did you know that Libya recently ran the

human rights committee and Syria ran the disarmament

committee? It might be funny, if it weren't so frightening.

• •*••

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. has a moral and

legal obligation to support the UN.

In the immortal words of Wayne's World: "Not!" Nothing

should compel the U.S. to act against its national interests.

Nothing forces the U.S. to belong to (and support finan-

cially) an organization that disregards and subverts

American interests. Nowhere does the U.S. Constitution

require the U.S. to bind itself to any treaty or international
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anti-democratic I et's face it is a tailed experi-

ment, h rum to some of the most desj

leaders in world history, allowing them to prattle self-

righteously about how to establish peace on earth. Once

their speeches are finished they call home to order a tew-

more executions. These are the thug? we have a moral

obligation to? Tell me another.

Unfortunately, it's unlikely that the UN will be elimi-

nated altogether. So. the United States should give lip

service to the UN while simultaneously acting in its own

inter.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The UN can be effective in

promoting peace and human rights."

The rv-nine-year history proves just the opposite:

that the UN is incapable ot fostering peace or human

rights. The UN by itself is just an organization consisting

of member states, none of which are bound to do a thing

it tells them to do. It's like a giant international Rotary

Club or Chamber ot Commerce—no offense to Rotary

Clubs or Chambers of Commerce!

The UN has repeatedly failed in its essential mission: to

_rve world peace. The wars, genocide, and human

rights abuses of the majority of its member states and the

UN's failure to stop them) prove this point.

Who is the world's real guardian of freedom, democracv.

tolerance, and peace? You guessed it: the United States.

Before the UN ever existed, the U.S. and its allies beat the

Naziv. the ¥ . :.d the Japanese imperialists m World

War II. Since the UN's creation, the U.S. has prevented a

Soviet invasion ot Western Europe, protected South K
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LIBERAL LVNACV
'The U.S. shouldn't have acted in Iraq

without UN approval—and always criticizes

the UN when we don't get our way."

Liberals love me Urmei Xmms bemuse :: reminds mem
0:" me form m" goverrmem :hi: ihev support m me
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something the UN iid that was not in tact objectionable:
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anyone willing to stand

up for die UN on that one now: History proves it: The

US criticizes the UN when the UN acts in a manner

contrary to its charter or to the ideals offreedom, democ-

and world peace. What's wrong with that?

Meanwhile, look at what happened with Iraq.The U.S.

plaved bv what 01 e supposed to be the rules ot the game,

csh sough: mo recemei U:u:eo Nmms
approval—in the form of a unanimous Security Council
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vote— tor a renewed campaign

to disarm Saddam. Saddam was Liberals love the United

already in defiance of a whole Nations because it reminds

catalogue of UN resolutions, them of the form of govern-

giving us more than enough
ment that the

*
SUPPort jn

; / . the United States: bloated,
le^al justification tor going in.

,
....B J e B ineffectual, anti-capitalist,

But even it the UN had and anti-American,

declined to give its initial |

approval to Bush's policy. Bush

was hardly acting without precedent when he took us

into Iraq over UN objections. After all. President Clinton

resorted to force without UN approval on several occa-

sions. Each time, he received the support ofTom Daschle

and his fellow Democrats.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
'The U.S. should submit its national interests

to the greater good (as defined by the UN)."

As long as there are separate nation-states in the world.

the U.S. government will have an obligation to its citizens

to uphold the U.S. Constitution and protect our national

interests. The U.S. was founded by the people and for the

people. The preamble ot the U.S. Constitution begins

with the words "We the People of the United States.*' not

"We the People o{ the World" or "We the People Who
Admire Kofi Annan."

Liberals, do you really think that the UN and Kofi

Annan have our best interests at heart" \^)o you really

think that they will even give us a fair shake" UN bureau-

crats aren't elected by the American people and certainly

don't represent the American people. Consider some tacts:

In 2001, the U.S. was voted off the UN Human Rights
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Commission. The country in charge of that Commission?

That would be the great human rights paragon, Libya.

Meanwhile, in charge of the disarmament committee is

another great member of the family of nations: Syria.

Still unconvinced? Still ready to make Dubya say "How
high?" every time Kofi says "Jump"? Then let's go to the

history tapes. The UN has repeatedly failed to prevent

genocidal massacres. It sat idly by during the genocides in

Cambodia, Rwanda, and the former Yugoslavia. The UN
has also failed to prevent wars in Africa, the Balkans,

Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, and the Middle East.

Whatever the causes or merits of these conflicts, they

prove that the UN failed to bring peace to the world

—

and that without U.S. involvement, the UN is a hollow

shell.

Not to be entirely negative: The UN does provide its

members with a chance to have coffee with delightful

people from around the world. That's why we'd be better

off tearing the place down and putting up a Starbucks.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

The U.S. should never subvert its national interests to

those of the UN. The US. represents individual freedom,

democracy, free markets, and the rule of law. The UN is

full of members whose nations are nothing more than

tyrannies, kleptocracies, and criminal enterprises mas-

querading as countries.

* Why should the US. respect an organization represent-

ing the interests of North Korea, Libya, Syria, and

China?

* The UN experiment failed. Though the UN suppos-

edly exists to preserve world peace, it has failed to do
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so. rhc UN sat idly by during genocides in Cambodia,

Rwanda, and the formerYugoslavia. I he UN has failed

to broker peace between Israel and the Palestinians and

tailed to prevent twentieth-century wars in Korea,

Vietnam, the Balkans. Afghanistan, and the Middle

1 .1st.

* History shows that the U.S., not the UN, is the global

force for spreading freedom, prosperity, tolerance, and

peace. The UN sat idly by as the U.S. won the Cold

War and thwarted aggression by North Korea and the

Soviet Union.

• Liberals love the UN because it reminds them of the

form of government that they want to see in America:

bloated, ineffectual, anti-capitalist, and anti-American.





GET YOUR LAWS OFF
MY POCKETBOOK:
WHY LOWER TAXES
BENEFIT EVERYONE

Conservatives think that people who earn the money

spend it best. Liberals think that the government knows

best how to spend that money. Let's compromise and

make everyone happy. Let's have high taxes on liberals and

low taxes on conservatives!

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"High taxes enable the government

to do good and create jobs."

Nope, sorry. Read my lips: the government docs not cre-

ate jobs. Liberals frequently defend government spending

by pointing to the visible effects ofgovernment spending.

Liberal politicians who want to take your money for sonic

alleged "greater good" can point to a government-funded

bridge or school and boast about the marvels of govern-

mental works. But they don't tell you about the very real

yet invisible costs of such government spending. To build
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What the government

is costing you

According to the Americans for Tax Reform Foun-

dation:

• The "Cost of Government Day" is the date in the

calendar year when the average American worker

has earned enough gross income to pay off his or

her share of spending and regulatory burdens

imposed by all levels of government.

• In 2003, that day was July 1 1—4.5 days later than

in 2002. This means that Americans must work, "on

average, 1 93 days out of the year just to meet all

the costs imposed by government."

• The "cost of government consumes nearly 53 per-

cent of national income."

• The total taxes paid in fiscal year 2001 came out to

$1,991 trillion. $994 billion—49.9 percent—came
from individual income taxes.

rj when it comes to a good cause like caring for the

poor. Not to mention, only a small percentage ol the fed-

eral budget actually goes to the poor.

Nevertheless, largely in the name of caring tor the

poor, today the top 5 percent of income earners in the

U.S. pay half of the federal income tax. I he top l(> per-

cent ot income earners pay two-thirds ol the federal

income tax. The bottom half of American taxpayers pay

either nothing or very little m federal income taxes. Thus,

the great burden of income tax is imposed on a relatively
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small percentage of the nation's income earners. Taking a

substantial portion of income from those in society who
are the most productive is not only unfair, it's harmful to

those who are theoretically supposed to benefit from gov-

ernment benevolence.

Who will provide jobs for the unemployed or the poor.

other than those who have the financial and intellectual

wherewithal to start businesses, create jobs. and. yes. even

pay taxes? Remember, you can't be an employee without

an employer. As Ronald Reagan explained, there's no bet-

ter welfare program than getting a job. Letting people

keep their money helps everyone. The more money left in

the hands of workers, investors, and entrepreneurs—that

is. the productive class—the more we all benefit, includ-

ing the poor. Smaller government and lower taxes create

more incentives to work. save, invest, and encase in entre-

Who pays?

The top 2.7 percent of American income earners

pay almost half of the totai taxes.

The top 5 percent of income earners pay half of the

federal income tax. The bottom half of American

taxpayers pay either nothing or very little in federal

income taxes.

20.8 percent of Americans paid 85.2 percent of the

ome taxes received by the federal government

in 2002.

George W. Bush has proposed, fought for, and won

a tax cut each and every year of his presidency.
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pieneurial endeavors.When the government cakes less in

taxes and regulatory costs, businessmen have more money

to hire people. Consumers have more money to spend in

those businesses. More people work, and more people

prosper. Simple, isn't it?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need high taxes

to punish the greedy rich."

Perhaps because so many liberal politicians, such as Ted

Kennedy, Howard Dean, and John Kerry, were born into

or married wealth, they fail to understand the direct rela-

tionship between hard work, saving, and economic suc-

cess. This one is especially ironic coming from limousine

liberals and radical-chic types who ought to be wealthy

enough to realize that punishing the rich means punish-

ing everyone. Says a wise and self-made rich man. Rush

Limbaugh:
t4

It's easy to talk about punishing wealthy peo-

ple for their supposed greed. But when you talk about

taxing the rich, you're talking about taxing capital. And

taxing capital results in damage to more than just the

wealthy. In other words, you can't punish the wealthy

without also punishing the middle class. That's because the

wealthy invest their capital to create new jobs, most of

which accrue to those not wealthy."'

Government policy shouldn't punish the rich tor their

success; it should instead empower the non-rich to get

rich. Conservatives want to make the poor rich, while lib-

erals want to make the rich poor. Winston Churchill said

it best: "The inherent vice of capitalism is the unequal

sharing of blessings; the inherent virtue of socialism is the

equal sharing of miseries."
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Also, where in the name

CONSERVATIVES of Joe Stalin did any

SAY IT BEST.... American ever get the idea

Cti :„u«^„+ „:„« ^t ^^\ that it was the role of our
I he inherent vice ot capi-

talism is the unequal sharing government to punish

of blessings; the inherent people for being wealthy

—

virtue of socialism is the and even to enslave them?
equal sharing of miseries. Taxation is, after aU, a form

of slavery. Hyperbolic?

Hysterical? I don't think so.

What is slavery, anyway? A
slave is someone who is owned by another. The slave

owner tells the slave what he can and can't do. Most

importantly from the slave owner's perspective, the owner

gets to keep not just the slave himself but also the fruits of

the slave's labor without having to pay a dime for them.

Today, those of us who pay taxes have become partial

de facto slaves to the government. If the government

decides that you have give up 50 percent of your income

regardless of whether you want to, you must do so. The

government decides how much of the fruits of your

labor it will seize. If you refuse to play along, you go to

jail.

That modern government engages in activities that

enslave us is not just unfortunate; it's inconsistent with the

principles of the individual freedom upon which our

nation was founded.You should be allowed to act as you

see fit unless doing so would violate the natural rights of

another. Says Leonard Read: "Man either accepts the idea

that the Creator is the endower of rights, or he submits to

the idea that the state is the endower of rights. I can think

of no other alternative."
5
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We can't afford to cut taxes.

Cutting government jobs will hurt the economy."

Balderdash. If the government needs to balance its budg-

et, u should act like a private company and lay offwork-

ers and cut costs. Laying offgovernment workers—few of

whom produce anything other than paper and zany reg-

ulations—would actually save taxpayers money and thus

help the economy. Taxpayers would have more money

because they would be paying less to the government.

Anyway, most government workers are parasites who

produce nothing but paper and costs to the nation s pro-

ductive private sector. They just hurt the economy, and

with it all our standards of living, by taking money from

the productive private sector and sending it to the unpro-

ductive government sector. Remember, in order to

receive money in the free market private sector, you must

provide a service or product for which someone is will-

ing to pay. Thus, in the free market private sector, there is

a direct relationship between satisfying people's wants and

receiving economic rewards.The private sector is the pro-

ductive sector because there are economic incentives for

providing consumers with goods and services they want.

This direct relationship between satisfying human wants

and needs, on the one hand, and receiving economic

rewards in the form of more money, on the other hand.

does not exist in the government sector. Most govern-

ment employees remain employed not because anyone

wants their services, but because their jobs are mandated

to exist by virtue of a law enacted by politicians who do

not have to actuallv bear the costs of the law.
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VRWC TALKING POINTS

More money in people's pockets is better than more

money in bureaucrats' pockets.The people who earn their

money have a greater incentive to spend their money

wisely than do government workers spending other peo-

ple's money Where did the government get the idea that

its job was to punish people for being wealthy?

• Today the top 5 percent of income earners in the U.S.

pay 50 percent of the federal income tax. The top 10

percent pay two-thirds of the federal income tax.

• Higher taxes = more government = more regulation =

more red tape = more bureaucrats and more lawyers.

Do we really want more big government, bureaucrats,

and lawyers?

• Americans spend more than half the year—an average

ot 193 days according to the Americans for Tax

Reform Foundation
—

"just to meet all the costs

imposed by government."

• Businesspeople and the tree market give far more

to society than do most government bureaucrats.

Businesses provide jobs, places to eat. to bank, to live, to

buy cars, to shop, to buy gas, to buy medical products,

and to buy life-saving, life-enhancing drugs.When you

want to buy food, appliances, clothes, holiday girts, or

arrange for a vacation, you don't call the government,

vou call business.



REAGAN VS. CLINTON:
GUESS WHO REALLY
SAVED THE ECONOMY?

Okay, liberals, this one is easy. If jobs, wealth, and tax rev-

enues are created by business, which president would a

businessman prefer: low-tax Ronald Reagan or let's-social-

ize-health-care Bill Clinton?

• • • • •

what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Reagan's tax cuts benefited

the rich and hurt ordinary Americans."

Liberals don't really hate Ronald Reagan because they

think his tax cuts hurt the poor. Nor do they want high

taxes because they care about the poor. They want taxes

high so they can have lots of government money on hand,

which they can use to create more Democratic voters

—

voters who depend upon government jobs and subsidies.

Democrats need tax revenues to keep government hand-

outs going. After all. Democrats gam power by being able

to dole out political goodies. But these goodies

money—money that has to come from the taxpayer.
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Cut off the flow of that money and you cut off the

Democrats' power. 1

That's why Ronald Reagan was

Public Enemy Number One for liberals: by cutting taxes,

Reagan threatened the parasitic, unproductive class

dependent upon taxpayer-funded government largesse.

This threatened the Democrats' political sustenance.

In 1981, Reagan persuaded Congress to enact his 25

percent across-the-board tax cut. It worked: after Reagan's

tax cuts the economy grew (accounting for inflation) by

31 percent between 1983 and 1989, for an annual eco-

nomic growth rate of 3.5 percent. In the process, the

Reagan economy created almost twenty- million new

jobs, doubled the value of the stock market, and reduced

both poverty and unemployment rates.
2

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Reaganomics was bad

for the economy and the nation."

There they go again. Reaganomics wasn't bad for the

economy or the nation, but it was bad for liberals. Reagan

once explained that "the governments view of the econ-

omy can be summed up in a few short phrases: If it moves,

tax it. If it keeps moving, regulate it. And if it stops mov-

ing, subsidize it." In contrast, Reagan understood that the

American people, not bureaucrats, were the driving and

creative force of the economy. He pointed out: "You can't

control the economy without controlling the people." He
didn't want to control the people because the people

—

not the government—make America great.

Reagan's view was simple: if you tax people less, they

have more of an incentive to work harder and produce

more. By giving Americans the largest tax cut in history.
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Reagan knew that people

would be freer and would

spend more. This would

increase income as well as

government tax revenues.

Even President John F.

Kennedy, a Democrat,

knew that In L962, he cut

the federal income tax rate,

explaining/* It is a paradox-

ical truth that the tax rates

are too high today and tax

revenues are too low, and

the soundest way to raise

revenues in the long run is

to cut taxes now. The pur-

pose of cutting taxes now
is not to incur a budget deficit,

prosperous, expanding economy

get surplus."

Ronald Reagan:

You can't control the

economy without controlling

the people.

John F. Kennedy:

[Tjhe soundest way to

raise revenues in the long

run is to cut taxes now.

The purpose of cutting

taxes now is... to achieve

the more prosperous,

expanding economy
which can bring a budget

surplus.

but to achieve the more

which can bring a bud-

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Reagan's tax cuts created huge budget deficits,

placing U.S. taxpayers $1.5 trillion in debt."

It's true: the U.S. government was SI. 5 trillion deeper in

debt when Ronald Reagan left office than it was when he

became president. This deserves a thoughtful, carefully

considered response. Ready? Here it comes: So what?

In the 1980s, we were in the middle of a cold war

against an expansionist Soviet Union that had aheady

killed tens of millions of its own citizens m the name ot\\

communist Utopia. The Soviets had made it plain again
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Kelvin disagreed with the legitimacy of many of these

liberal programs, he understood the first principle ofpol

ltuv don't let the perfect be the enemy of the good.

Accordingly, he begrudgingly went along with the

Democrats
1

liberal social spending in order to increase

defense spending—and saved the world from murderous

Soviet communism.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"If you want to see great economic growth,

look at what we experienced in the

1990s thanks to Bill Clinton."

Got to hand it to the liberal media. They created the

"George H. W. Bush recession" and then turned around

and created the "Clinton boom." Throughout Bill

Clintons successful run for the presidency in 1992, the

media trumpeted talk of"George Herbert Hoover Bush."

The liberal media did this while overlooking a minor

fact—the U.S. economy had been growing (and thus not

in a recession) for well over a year.

The liberal media kept up a steady drumbeat through-

out the 1992 election season: the economy was in tin-

tank. They repeated uncritically Clinton's charge that the

economy was in the worst shape since the 1930s. Few

knew—or had the opportunity to learn from Dan Rather,

Ted Koppel, or Peter Jennings—just how false this was.

Contrary to what most Americans believed, the econ-

omy wasn't really in a recession.The recession was over by

March 1991. Clinton didn't even announce his White

House run until months after the recession had ended.

And the Clinton boom? What really saved Clinton was

the Republican Congress elected in November l994.After
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that, his chances to punish the business community by rais-

ing taxes or socializing health care were gone forever. But

what was Clintons pre-November 1994 economic record?

Remember, despite his 1992 campaign promise to cut

taxes, he raised taxes by a record $240 billion over five

years. Clinton even admitted in 1995, "People in this room

are still mad at me at that budget because you think I raised

your taxes too much. Well, it might surprise you to know
I think I raised them too much, too."

Today, Clinton's former economic advisors try to claim

credit for the tech boom of the 1990s. They say it resul-

ted from their targeted tax hikes. (Interesting how Clinton

said that he was wrong to raise taxes in 1995, but isn't

singing the same tune today.) In fact, the technology

boom of the late 1990s took place thanks to millions of

entreprenurial, and hardworking Americans who created

millions ofjobs and economic opportunities.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Ifyou tax something, you get less of it. Ifyou subsidize it,

you get more of it.We should avoid taxing the productive

private sector to subsidize the unproductive, bloated gov-

ernment bureaucracy. Consider:

• President Ronald Reagan lowered taxes and reduced

the federal bureaucracy, which unleashed the power of

the American people. The result? Twenty million new

jobs, low unemployment, technological innovation, and

rising standards of living.

• President Bill Clinton got elected after the economy

had already been growing for a year, and then pro-

ceeded to raise taxes and attempt to socialize one-sev-

enth of the economy (i.e., health care).
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Clinton's economic liberalism was sharply rebuked by

the American people in the mid term elections of

1994.With the election of a Republican Congress, the

economy could breathe a sigh of relief, confident that

the Republicans would thwart any zany liber.il eco

nomic proposals. The result? The 1990s economic

boom!





THE RUNAWAY JUDICIARY:

RULE OF LAW,
NOT RULE BY JUDGES

Liberals are always for "the people"—in theory, that is. In

fact, they increasingly prefer to enact their agenda through

the courts, because "the people" won't vote for their can-

didates or policies. But, who should make the laws—the

American people and their elected representatives, or

unelected judges and jurors?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"Tort law helps the little guy against companies

that place profit over people and consumer safety."

This argument tails to recognize the fundamental truth

that, in terms ofin our litigation-happy society, most ofus

are "companies."Whether we run the companies .is man-

agement, work .it the companies as employees, work tor

companies that are our customers, buy from companies .is

consumers, or hold company stocks and bonds for retire-

ment, virtually every one of us is dependent upon busi-

ness in one way or another. American companies are you,
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me, and even our liberal friends—who hit up private

companies for donations to Greenpeace and siphon off

taxes to pay for zany social programs.

Of course, a company seeks to make a profit. That's its

whole point for existing. If, however, it tries to make a

profit by making slipshod or dangerous products, you

don't need to get a lawyer to make things right. The

marketplace will make the company pay in lost sales and

bad publicity. A company has no incentive to kill or hurt

its customers. Remember: no government regulation was

needed to remove the Edsel from Ford's production line.

Likewise, companies now use safety as a selling point:

Check out the ad campaigns for every liberal's favorite set

of wheels, the Volvo, or every liberal's favorite whipping

boy. the SUV.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need tort law to punish doctors

and businesses that are negligent."

Conservatives don't want to abolish the tort system.

Certainly people and companies that hurt people, inten-

tionally or unintentionally, should pay a price. A system

designed to hold individuals and companies accountable

for their wrongdoing is different from a system in which

defendants can be financially destroyed by the mere cost

of being sued or by a runaway jury.

Because of our litigious culture, juries have immense

power but little accountability. Should it be this way?

Should a randomly selected set of eight unelected, unac-

countable jurors in a single town in a single state have the

lawful power to effectively ban products and destroy

industries that produce products and services that the rest

of the nation would like to buv?
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1 et*s say .1 company spends tens of millions of dollars

researching, inventing, and testing a new drug to cui

life-threatening disease. After shepherding the drug

through an approval

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

process that takes many

years with the U.S. Hood

and Drug Administration.

the drug is approved and Liberals run to the courts to

sold to the public. Ten yean 9 et from fr,endly judges what

1 1

'

they can't qet from the demo-
pass as the drug amasses a 3

cratic process,
reputation as a real life-

saver. But then, two plain-

tiffs sue the company, claiming that its scientists tailed to

identify a dangerous side effect of the drug. At the trial, a

jury (none ot whom are scientists and none ot whom
attended college) decides that the company's scientists

made serious mistakes. It awards the plaintiffs S3 million

in compensatory damages and S50 million in punitive

damages. This verdict bankrupts the company. The life-

saving drug is taken off the market.

Is America better off? Thanks to runaway lawsuits.

helpful drugs, valuable products, and useful tools are

pulled from the shelves.

In the same vein, negligence cases have become the

newest form ot the lottery. Litigants know they can win

millions with the right case—and potential defendants

know it too. In personal negligence cases, the average

award was almost S3 million in 1999. ' A restaurant in

Seattle now requires diners to sign a habihtv waiver before

they can be served a fried banana ice cream dessert. Before

enjoying the dessert, diners must promise not to bring an

"obesity-related lawsuit" against the restaurant.

But the costs are huge as well: In April 2<»i)2. the

Council of Economic Advisors found that even by using
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a conservative cost figure of $180 billion for the direct

cost of the U.S. tort system, the '"excessive" portion Dot

allocated to compensating victims for their losses and not

allocated for the administration costs oi transferring

money from the liable defendant to wronged plaintiff) ot

the tort tax is the "equivalent to a 2 percent tax on con-

sumption, a 3 percent tax on wages, or a 5 percent tax on

capital income. As with any tax. the economic burden oi

the 'tort tax" is ultimately borne by individuals through

higher prices, reduced wages, or decreased investment

returns."
3

In 2001, the cos: ofAmerican tort litigation was (205 bil-

lion. That's S~21 for even- person in America. Know what

this cost was in I -5 : 87 bucks (adjusted for inflation ."

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need activist courts to protect

the American people from themselves."

Justice? Is that what you call it? Liberals always run to the

courts to get from friendly judges what they can't get

from the democratic process.When California's Proposi-

tion 18". designed to deny taxpayer money in the form

of social services and welfare from going to illegal aliens.

was passed by 60 percent oi California voters in

November 1994. a federal court immediately stopped the

law from taking effect, "lb this day. it hasn't been substan-

tially implemented. Similarly, in November 1996.

California voters passed the California Civil Rights

Initiative: Proposition 209. This outlawed race and gen-

der preferences in public education, employment, and

contracting. But again judges thwarted the popular will.

A federal district court initially prevented the law from

going into effect and. to this day aspects oi the law are
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still being litigated in the

COUrtS. Sjgn Here Before

1 he most extreme exam- You Take a Bite:

pie ofliberals using the judi-

ciary to force the people to A Seattle restaurant now

accept then- will is the ease
rec

^
u,res diners to s,9 n a lia "

... ., ,, ., . , bility waiver before they can
ot Mr. Almost President. Al ,

be served a tried banana ice
c Jorc. After he lost the initial cream dessert Diners must
count and the automatic promise not to bring an

recount in Florida, he sued "obesity-related lawsuit"

to overturn the election against the restaurant.

results that kept going against \mmmmmmm—mmmm—-—mmmm
him. And just recently, when

Congress enacted the federal "Do Not Call" law pro-

hibiting telemarketers from calling registered citizens, one

federal court kept the statute from taking effect because

the FCC supposedly lacked the authority to enforce the

law. Then, when Congress subsequently gave the FCC
clear authority to enforce the law, yet another federal

court prohibited the law from being put in effect. Why? It

supposedly violated the First Amendment right of tele-

marketers! (Finally, a federal appellate court stepped m
and has allowed the law to take effect.)

Liberal judges have interpreted the Supreme Court's

authority to "interpret the law" as meaning that they ^.wn

make the law. In their own defense, these judges explain

that they're simply interpreting the "living Constitution,"

keeping the document "current" with the "changing

times." Actually, the Framers of the Constitution contem-

plated the need for constitutional change by permitting

amendments under Article V. True, it is not always easy to

obtain the virtual consensus of society needed to amend

the Constitution. So liberals have taken to the guise ot

this "living Constitution" idea to advance their agenda
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The tort jackpot
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Read the document!You won't find either one.You'll find

the words "keep and bear arms'
1

and "property," but not

"privacy" or "abortion."

But a libera] activist Supreme Court won't be stopped,

even when its decisions contradict the Constitution's

explicit words. In 1

( C2, the Court struck down (tem-

porarily, as it eventually turned out) the death penalt

despite the clear reference to the permissibility of the

death penalty in the Fifth Amendment to the

Constitution.

And most recently, tour judges cm the Massachusetts

supreme court tossed aside the state's three-hundred-vcar-

old definition ot marriage as a legal union between man

and a woman as being "lrrationak'That 's right, in a single

decision, four judges were able to eliminate the three-

hundred-year-old law regardless of what any of the other

6.5 million Massachusetts residents thought about the

divisive political issue of gay marriage. Even as recently as

the 2002—2003 Supreme Court term, the U.S. Supreme

Court struck down a Texas law outlawing same-sex

sodomy. Once again, this was a decision that should have

been left toTexans through the democratic process. Instead.

a decision with immense repercussions for our society was

decided by nine unelected judges in Washington. I ) (

VRWC TALKING POINTS

The U.S. is suffering from a litigation explosion; far too

many people are trying to hit it rich with the nation's tort

lottery. The number of lawsuits, as well as their costs and

the size ofjury verdicts, keeps rising. Conservatives don't

want to abolish the tort system—we want a system to

hold individuals and companies accountable, not one m
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which defendants can be destroyed by the mere costs of

being sued or by a runaway jury. Consider:

* The cost of tort litigation was $721 for every person in

America. In 1950, it was only 87 bucks. 8

* Do we want to live in a society paralyzed by the fear of

getting financially destroyed in a lawsuit? Do we want

to live in a society so paranoid about getting sued that

lawnmowers warn that their rotating blades can cut

hands, coffee cups warn that contents are hot, handguns

warn that they can kill, clothes irons warn not to iron

clothes while they're being worn, and car sun screens

(that stretch across parked car windshields to prevent

seats from overheating) warn "Do not drive with sun-

shield in place"?9

* The average jury award in 1999 of $104,308 was 240

percent higher than in 1994.

* According to the Council of Economic Advisors, the

portion of America's tort tax not attributable to com-

pensating victims or administration costs is the "equiv-

alent to a 2 percent tax on consumption [or] a 3 per-

cent tax on wages." 10

* Runaway lawsuits have made malpractice premiums for

obstetricians as high as $200,000 a year, or nearly as

high as their average salaries.
11

* Unelected and unaccountable liberal activist judges do

not just interpret the law made by the people's elected

representatives; they are making the law by "legislating

from the bench."



BIG GOVERNMENT:
THANKS, HILLARY,

BUT NO THANKS

If a large, intrusive government overregulating human

behavior is so great, then why is South Korea more pros-

perous than North Korea (where millions starved to death

in the 1990s), why was West Germany more prosperous

than East Germany, why is Taiwan more prosperous than

China, and why is the U.S. still thriving while the Soviet

Union lies on the trash heap of history?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
'We need big government to protect

us against big business."

Hillary Clinton once said that she "would trust big gov-

ernment over big business anytime.*
1

But with all due

respect to the Woman Who Would Rather He President

Than Right, that's nuts. Why? Because even America's

largest companies don't have anything like the power over

citizens that the government exercises routinely. Nothing

forces vou to buv Microsoft software or a General Motors
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car. Indeed, there have been plenty of extremely success-

ful and supposedly "powerful" companies who within a

few years found themselves to be quite mortal.

Remember toy maker FAO Schwartz? Retailer Mont-

gomery Ward? Atari? Digital Equipment? But govern-

ment doesn't go out of business. Nor is it subject to the

automatic quality control of the free market. As President

Reagan once said, government is like a baby: "It is an ali-

mentary canal with an appetite at one end and no sense

of responsibility at the other."

Thanks, Hillary, but I'll take big business over big gov-

ernment anytime.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Government must regulate the economy,

because free markets create unemployment."

In a certain sense, it's true. Free market economies com-

mit "creative destruction" 1

: They eliminate old industries

and jobs but, in the process, create new industries and

jobs. By creating new industries and laborsaving tech-

nologies, the creative destruction of capitalism creates a

better world for everyone. At the start of the twentieth

century, about 25 percent of Americans worked in agri-

culture. Now, only about one in two hundred workers is

employed in the agricultural sector. There used to be 1.4

million people working on the railroads. Now there are

about 200,000. There used to be 400 manufacturers of

automobiles; now there are only a handful. IBM was once

considered the great American computer company, but in

1993, IBM almost went bust.

Are these disasters? Hardly. Whenever one industry is

destroyed, a new industry is born.Those workers displaced
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in one industry ait now available to work elsewhere in

the economy. Certainly the advent of the automobile

destroyed lots ofjobs in the buggy whip factories, bui the

rise of the car helped the entire lociety become more

mobile—while simultaneously creating thousands ofnew
jobs making and servicing cars. 1 iberals fail to understand

that an essential (and desirable) part ofany capitalist econ-

omy is the destruction of jobs—manufacturing jobs in

particular. But at the same time, laborsaving devices create

more and better jobs while also raising standards ofliving.

Want full employment in America right now? Han the

use of tractors. How many jobs have been lost in farming

over the last LOO-150 years due to the advent of the trac-

tor? However, if these farming jobs had not been

destroyed by tractors, then food today would not be as

cheap and plentiful—and many of us who now toil in air-

conditioned office buildings fighting with copy machines

would find ourselves sweating in the hot sun harvesting

crops. We'd all have jobs, but should we really opt for full

employment under such circumstances?

Of course, the recognized societal benefits from tree

markets do come with a cost. Those who lose their jobs

in old, dying industries obviously suffer. However, they

too benefit from the cheaper and more plentiful products

made available by the new advances that eliminated then

jobs. And, they can seek new employment in the new

industries that have been created in the process.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need government to compensate for the

growing gap between the haves and the have-nots."

Free markets, by harnessing the individual initiative and
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intelligence of millions of people, cause an upward march

in the quality of life and standard of living for everyone.

The technological innovations in particular promote

material equality better than any other vehicle. Dinesh

D'Souza explains: "A hundred years ago, the rich man
drove a car and the poor man walked. That was a big dif-

ference. Today, the rich man drives a new Porsche and the

poor man drives a second-hand Honda Civic. That is not

such a big difference. A century ago, rich families avoided

the cold weather by going

to Florida for the winter.

Meanwhile, poor families

braved the elements. Today,

most families, whatever

their economic status,

enjoy central heating; but

the poor have benefited

more from this invention

because it has alleviated a

situation from which they

previously had no escape."
2

The free market of ideas

and technology, not the

__ government, is closing the

gap between the rich and

the poor. According to a recent study: "Today the typical

American, defined as poor by the government, has a

refrigerator, a stove, a clothes washer, a car, air condition-

ing, a VCR, a microwave, a stereo, and a color TV. He is

able to obtain medical care and his home is in good repair

and is not over-crowded. By his own report, his family is

not hungry and in the last year he had sufficient funds to

meet his essential needs. While this individual's life is not

CONSERVATIVES
SAY IT BEST...

A hundred years ago, the

rich man drove a car and

the poor man walked. That

was a big difference. Today,

the rich man drives a new

Porsche and the poor man
drives a second-hand Honda

Civic. That is not such a big

difference.

—Dinesh D'Souza
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opulent, n is equally far from the popular images of povei

t\ ( onveyed by politicians, the press, and a< th ists.
M

In fa< t.

u
[t]he principal nutrition related problem facing the pooi

m America is obesity, noi hunger; the poor have .1 higher

rate of obesity than other socioeconomic groups....

Nearly 4<» percent of the households defined .is poor by

the U.S. government actually own their own homes" and

"poor" Americans have "more housing space 2nd are less

likely to be overcrowded than the average citizen in

Western Europe."
4

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Political freedom is more important than economic

freedom. Since we can vote, who cares if

government makes rules about zoning,

property taxes, and protecting the disabled?"

Let me ask you this: how many Americans (most ofwhom
don't vote anyway) would gladly give up their right to

vote if by doing so they'd be excused from paying taxes?

There might not be any voters left. And why? Because

economic freedom is far more tangible in and important

to the daily lives of most Americans than is political free-

dom—and most Americans just want to be left alone to

live their lives as they see fit. Yet liberals want to use
g

eminent to tell us how to live, what we can pay employ-

ees, the types of homes we can live in, and how much of

our money we can keep. That ain't freedom, and it

Americans could get free from it all by giving up their

right to vote, many would jump at the chance.

Economic freedom is political freedom. George SoiOS

is donating over SW> million to defeat President Hush in

the 2<><)4 elections. How much of this political freedom
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Not tall tales

Stories of wasteful government spending and egre-

gious mismanagement are so numerous as to have

become cliche.

• A 2001 report prepared by U.S. senator Fred

Thompson (R-TN) finds that the federal government

alone wastes taxpayer money due to fraud, waste,

and mismanagement to the tune of about $35 bil-

lion a year. 6

• The federal government budgeted $2.6 billion to

build Boston's Central Artery (known as the "Big

Dig"). But already, the cost of completion is about

$14.6 billion—a 560 percent increase.

• The U.S. Department of Interior cannot account for

$3 billion it was suppose to be holding for

American Indians.

• NASA lost all four of its spacecraft bound for Mars

in 1999 in part because its staff failed to convert

feet to meters.

• Medicare paid millions of dollars to beneficiaries

whom it knew to be dead.

• The IRS admits that it has no idea how much it col-

lects in Social Security and Medicare taxes (But

watch out, it will come auditing if you don't have all

your receipts in order.)

would he have left if the government taxed away all his

wealth? It is important to understand that "[t]o be con-

trolled in our economic pursuits means to be controlled

in eventhing." 5 Though liberals like to emphasize the
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right to vote (or perhaps the right to an abortion) as the

most important freedom in a demo cracy, an equally

important right is the right to be free to earn a living.

1 hough getting a job, earning an income, buying food,

buying clothes, going to a restaurant, owning property,

renting or buying a home may seem .1 bit pedestrian to

main modern-day political and philosophical theorists, in

reality, these are the most important human freedoms. A

society that has the power to deny you the right to engage

in these basic, daily economic activities has the power to

enslave you. While the right to vote for elected officials is

important (even Saddam Hussein held elections, as did the

Soviets), the right to go about our daily lives is more so.

A moral, just, and successful society recognizes and pro-

vides for the protection of individual freedom. In fact, his-

tory shows that societies that protect economic freedom

also allow human liberty7 to flourish. Says a 1923 U.S.

Supreme Court decision: "Without doubt [liberty]

denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also

the right of the individual to contract, to engage in any of

the common occupations in life, to acquire useful knowl-

edge, to marry, establish a home, and bring up children, to

worship God according to the dictates of his own eon-

science, and generally to enjoy those privileges long rec-

ognized at common law as essential to the orderly pursuit

of happiness by free men."

Big government is the enemy of these fundamental

human freedoms. This country was founded to protect

the freedom to choose how to live without meddlesome

interference from others. Free people make their own

decisions about how to live, how to keep the fruits of

their labor, and even how to suffer the ill effects of their

decisions. A society that protects these opportunities is
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moral. Once someone else (even if in the form of a

benevolent government bureaucrat) gets to make deci-

sions for you. you become as a child and get treated as

such. They get to tell you where to work, how much to

charge for your labor, and what you have to do to stay

healthyYou lose your self-reliance, your freedom, and the

incentives to make wise personal choices and the oppor-

tunity to learn from the "school of hard knocks." The

worst scenarios are reflected by the former Soviet Union

and modern day North Korea, where citizens are denied

their freedom to engage in economic transactions—and

die as a result of it.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Unlike the private sector, the government

is motivated by public interest."

Hardly! Businesses give far more to society than do most

government projects. Businesses provide us with jobs,

places to eat, live, and shop, and even life-saving drugs.

Businesses do not get their customers the same way the

government does. People go to the government because

there's nowhere else to get a driver's license, mail a letter,

or get a building permit. People frequent business estab-

lishments voluntarily and only because those businesses

have something they want. Bill Gates is rich today because

his innovative ideas and products have put computing

powers into more hands for less money.

Liberals howl at the "selfish" motivations of economical-

ly successful people because they fail to see the tremendous

benefits society receives from the efforts of these "selfish"

people. Our lives today have been hugely improved over

the last decade thanks to the entrepreneurs who through
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hard work and creative thinking provided us with techno]

such >^ computers, cell phones, and I >VI H.

And let's talk about the self-anointed "selfless, public

interest oriented" liberals. Remember when Hill Clinton

took tax deductions for donating Ins used underwear":

Remember when Al Gore, as a Tennessee landlord, threat

ened to evict a tenant who complained that her homes

plumbing wasn't working? And what about those "selfless"

public school teachers unions who never seek pay raises or

try to thwart sehool choice initiatives? And, of course, I

suppose that the American Federation of Government

Employees, as the largest federal employee labor union, just

exists to advance the public interest—not the interests of

their members":

VRWC TALKING POINTS

If everyone in America woke up tomorrow and decided

they wanted to work for the government, they could not.

Why? Because there would be no one to pay the salaries.

Without a private sector to create wealth, goods, and serv-

ices, the government cannot do anything. A thriving private

sector is essential to the well-being of the public sector.

• It's just plain wrong for Hillary to take your money for

her pet projects.

• Investors, entrepreneurs, and businesses create real jobs;

Hillary's government spending creates more govern-

ment dependents sucking at the teat ot big govern-

ment.

• Today, the government involves itself" m whom we

marry (blood tests); whom we work for (licensing);

what we eat (irradiated food regulations), w here we live

(rent control and zoning laws), what we buy (Microsoft
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DEATH BY A
THOUSAND PAPER CUTS:

HOW GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS ARE KILLING YOU

Liberals think people can't run their own lives. They say we

need government regulations to do that for us. But do we

really need regulations requiring Braille keypads on drive-

through ATMs?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need government regulations for our own safety."

Yeah, right. We need government regulations to fine bar-

bers for having "too much hair on the floor." To prevent

the late Mother Theresa from building a homeless shelter

in New York. To require banks to install Braille keypads on

drive-through ATMs. To punish farmers for shooting bears

in self-defense. To fine casket salesmen for selling their

wares without an embalmer's license.

America's unelected royal elite, government bureaucrats.

are running amok and declaring war on ordinary

Americans and their businesses. It's time to call a halt. Want

to do something that is not regulated by the government":
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Forget it. Government regulations apply to housing, bank-

ing, recreational activities, land use, occupations, and even

using the toilet. That's right: Under a 1992 federal law, toi-

lets installed in American homes must be limited to 1.6

gallons per flush; showerheads must limit water usage to

2.5 gallons per minute. I say lets fire the government toi-

let inspectors and use the money to beef up a few anti-ter-

rorism units—or give it back to the taxpayer. These

niggling regulations not only limit our freedoms, they

don't even accomplish what they're supposed to.

After all, half of all violations of Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA) regulations don't come

from real threats to health and safety, but—horror of hor-

rors—from failure to maintain proper paperwork! 1

Call the

file cabinet police! OSHA employs over 2,300 people; its

1,000 inspectors visited work sites 36,000 times in 2001

alone, discovering almost 80,000 safety violations. These

resulted in fines of S82 million.
2 Feel safer yet? Not so fast:

One recent study shows that "increased safety regulation

actually increases the occupational death rate."
3 Another

estimates that the current regulatory system is actually

responsible for as many as 60,000 deaths every year.
4

Hard to believe? It shouldn't be. Billions of dollars are

squandered on eliminating negligible or nonexistent risks,

while you remain unprotected from other, more serious ones.

Take the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)

standards for cars. The direct result of federal fuel econo-

my laws was the manufacture of smaller, more fuel-

efficient cars. There was just one catch: These nifty new

gas-efficient beauties were much more likely to get flat-

tened in an accident than the old gas-guzzlers.The former

head of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

tion, Jerry Ralph Curry, reports, "since CAFE legislation
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took effect, more people have been killed because of it

than died in Vietnam.*
1

Maybe the liberals should turn

their "no blood tor oil" slogan on the federal bureaucrats

who run their beloved regulatory agencies.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need government regulations

to protect small businesses."

Without government regulations, say the liberals, pretty

soon Wal-Mart and Staples will run the last mom-and-pop

store out of business, and Mom and Pop will be eating

watery soup with plastic spoons down at the homeless

shelter. But in fact, regulations saddle small businesses with

imposing costs and mountains of red tape—so much that

it all amounts to a serious threat to the survival of small-

and medium-sized businesses, which create two out of

every three new jobs in the U.S.' The Small Business

Administration estimates that small businesses have to pay

1 for each employee every year just to keep up with

the ridiculous rules and mountains of paperwork that the

government requires/

If employers were freed from all these regulations, they

could make more money, pay their employees more, or

expand their businesses. But as it is. small businesses are

strangled by red tape.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need regulation to rein in

shady businesses and discourage scofflaws."

Liberals seem to think that ifthey create minute regulations

covering every aspect of business and life, outlaws will turn
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in their guns and peace will reign in the land. Nobody will

be bilked or defrauded, nobody will be conned by huck-

sters. But these volumes and volumes of legal codes don't

really make us any more honest. In fact, regulations are just

another form of taxation. They're just another way for the

government to exercise control over us.

In 1998, the total cost to the economy of all regulation

was estimated to be $700 billion. This is a hidden tax of

more than $6,800 per year per American family and equal

to about 43 percent of the entire federal spending budget. 8

Today, the costs of the federal regulatory burden has been

estimated at over $750 to $860 billion a year, or almost

"$10,000 for every American household. Add in state and

local regulatory costs, and the burden leaps to $20,000 per

household." 9

The rules are so many and so minute that they're turn-

ing us into a nation of criminals. The documents upon

Regulation mania!

The Code of Federal Regulations Is about 75,000

pages long. It takes up twenty feet of bookshelf

space—and that doesn't include state and local

regulations.

In less than two years, federal regulatory agencies

issued almost 7,000 final rules.

Federal law even has something to say about your

toilet: Toilets installed in American homes must be

limited to 1.6 gallons per flush and showerheads

must limit water usage to 2.5 gallons per minute.
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which this country was founded the ( Constitution, Bill of

[lights, and Declaration of Independence-—are .ill short

and to the point. In stark contrast, the Code of Federal

Regulations is about 75,000 pages long. It takes up twenty

feet ofbookshelf space—and that doesn't include statutes

or state and local regulations. Hie U.S. ( reneral Accounting

Office (GAO) says that between April 1, 1996, and

December 31, 1997, federal regulatory agencies issued

almost 7,000 final rules.

Meanwhile, there are about sixty federal regulatory

agencies, which exist only to enforce these laws. The sheer

volume of regulations makes the law virtually unknowable.

These regulations are often so ambiguous and compli-

cated that you need an army of lawyers just to tell you

what they mean. All in all, it makes for a situation in which

you are most likely, at this very moment, somehow break-

ing the law.

The most shameful example of this is the tax code. Tax

laws are so complex and unreadable that businessmen and

families order their financial affairs only with great diffi-

culty and cost. Many must take on the additional expense

of hiring professional tax preparers. Every year, Americans

spend over 4.6 billion hours at a cost of $140 billion just

to comply with the federal tax code and regulations/
1 The

result is fewer success stories and fewer businesses in gen-

eral. When laws are unpredictable, people are less willing

to take risks because they can't predict the likely outcomes

of their actions.

You want honesty? Deregulate. In 1997, the White

House Office of Management and Budget (OMB) admit-

ted that higher prices and inefficient operations are the

direct result of stifling regulations. Regulations even

discourage entrepreneurs from starting new businesses.
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It's time to let a businessman make an honest buck with-

out making him jump through a dizzying array ot

government hoops. When government relaxes control,

Americans prosper. The proof is out there: Over the past

twenty years, Americans have reaped the benefits of the

deregulation ot the transportation, natural gas, and other

industries. Experience shows that the profit motive is the

best basis for decision-making: The decision maker faces

the consequences of his own making. Regulators have no

such discipline.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Regulations do more harm than good because they are

made by unaccountable, unelected bureaucrats. Consider:

• Regulations cost our economy about S800 billion each

year; a cost of S10,000 to each American household.

• The U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, and Declaration

ot Independence combined add up to about twenty

pages. The Code ot Federal Regulations is about

75,000 pages long and takes up twenty feet of book-

shelf space.

• Regulations cost small business, which create two out

ot three jobs in America, S5,000 each year for even'

one of their employees.

• A Harvard University study finds that regulations led to

the deaths of 60,000 people each year.

• More people have been killed by the federal govern-

ment's Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) stan-

dards than "died in Vietnam" according to Jerry Ralph

Curry former head of the National Highway Traffic

Safety* Administration.



AN "EXIT STRATEGY" FOR
THE WAR ON POVERTY:

END WELFARE IN AMERICA

Liberals don't seem to understand that if you want to eradi-

cate poverty, you have to know how wealth is created. It

doesn't come from government. It doesn't come from sit-

ting on your hands. It comes from getting a job. The liberal

architects of our welfare system seem never to have asked

the question: Would you work if you were paid not to work?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need welfare to give the poor a safety net."

The American welfare system was originally designed to

help the deserving poor with the basic necessities ol life:

food and shelter. This is honorable, but the current system

Strays far from these ideals. Now it caters to untold num-

bers who use welfare as a hammock. Such a deal! Why
would you work ifyou got paid not to work? As an unem-

ployed teenager, why should you wait to haw children until

you can afford to care for them when the government will

pay you a subsidy right now ifyou have a child?
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It's pretty simple: ifyou tax something, you get less of it;

ifyou subsidize something, you'll get more of it.

Despite decades of research by liberal social workers,

psychologists, sociologists, and other assorted do-gooder

liberals—and despite $8 trillion in social service spend-

ing—has anyone really been able to come up with a bet-

ter or more successful social program than just going out

and getting a job?

Look, sometimes bad things do happen to good people.

Some welfare is necessary, although it would be better han-

dled by private charities that can better monitor the effects

Where is the "Exit Strategy"?

In 1965, when Lyndon Johnson launched the War
on Poverty, welfare spending was only $8.9 billion.

In 2000, total federal and state spending on welfare

programs was $434 billion.

On average, the annual cost of the welfare system

today amounts to around $5,600 in taxes from each

household.

As a percentage of gross domestic product, welfare

spending has grown from 1.2 percent in 1965 to

4.4 percent today.

The cost of the War on Poverty has been more than

twice the price tag for defeating Germany and

Japan in World War II (after adjusting for inflation).

The amount taxpayers now spend on welfare each

year (adjusted for inflation) is greater than the value

of the entire U.S. gross national product at the

beginning of the twentieth century. 5
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oftheii own efforts than b> the government, which jus!

sends a chock. It should be available in limited circum-

stances to help formerly productive, responsible members

of society get back on their feet.Welfare should not. how-

ever, be permitted CO replace work, marriage, or personal

responsibility.

That's because this safety net just doesn't work. Thanks

in large part to the perverse financial incentives created by

generous welfare programs, illegitimacy, welfare rolls, and

crime rates have exploded. Since the rise of government

welfare, the American family has disintegrated. Since the

1960s, the number of single-parent households and the

number of illegitimate children has gone through the roof.

According to the Centers for Disease Control, National

Health Statistics, Division ofVital Statistics, when the war

on poverty began, only 7.7 percent ofAmerican were born

out of wedlock—in 2002, that figure was 34.5 percent. 1

Why? Liberal social welfare programs reward illegitimacy,

unemployment, and single parenthood. And when you

reward such behavior, you get more of it. It's that simple.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Conservatives oppose welfare because they're mean

and not compassionate toward the poor."

Oh, really? Well, let me tell you something: Conservatives

are more compassionate than liberals. Liberals love to talk

the talk when it comes to compassion, but they don't walk

the walk. Liberals constantly talk about how society should

spend more of someone else's money to help out poor

children in inner-city schools, but they continually refuse

to try school vouchers, which would give inner-city par-

ents the financial ability to remove their children from fail-

ing schools and place them in schools that work.
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Liberals talk about how Americans should be compas-

sionate to the criminals who commit heinous crimes, but

they themselves show little compassion to the victims of

crime. Nor do they take any notice of the devastating

effects crime has on crime-ridden neighborhoods.

Liberals claim to be compassionate to the poor, but simul-

taneously overtax the people who give the poor their best

chance at a middle-class lifestyle: businessmen and employ-

ers who could provide those poor people with jobs.

Conservatives are far more compassionate—and a

whole lot less patronizing—than liberals. Liberals think it's

"compassionate" to raise taxes on hardworking, productive

Americans in order to transfer other people's money to

Democratic constituents: welfare recipients and govern-

ment bureaucrats.

In stark contrast, conservatives show real compassion by

trying to create an equal playing field with as many eco-

nomic opportunities as possible. Making it possible for

poor and low-income workers to become self-reliant is far

more compassionate—and far more effective—than creat-

ing opportunities to receive government handouts.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We have welfare to bring fairness

to American economic life."

I don't know what causes it. Maybe they failed to advance

beyond their freshman course in Marxism. But for what-

ever reason, liberals endlessly natter on about how the rich

get richer and the poor get poorer, and that it's not fair that

some people can fly first class while others can't afford cars.

What liberals don't acknowledge is the many years of hard

work and sacrifice that are usually needed to create a rich

person.
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Why is it unfair for a rich person to make lots of

money? Imagine it a young woman, Noelle, gets ri< h after

working forty hours .1 week to pay for college and study-

ing another forty hours each week. Now imagine if this

young lady went to high school with lack, a guy who

decided not to go to college or to get a decent job, and

who never did anything to develop any marketable skills.

Ten years later. Jack is lucky to find work sweeping up at

McDonald's. Noelle has a Park Avenue penthouse. Is that

unfair? Not on your life. Noellc's own work and self-

sacrifice made her wealthy.

But how would a liberal view this scenario? Predictably.

A liberal would immediately label Noelle a member of the

"fortunate tew." and conclude that she should be punished

for her high income by being made to pay high taxes for

social welfare programs—which go to benefit poor old

Jack. At the ballot box, liberals can count on Jack for polit-

ical support, because, obviously,Jack is happy to get a piece

of Noelle's income. Conservatives look at this same situa-

tion and understand that Noelle gets paid more not

because she is lucky or because the system doesn't work,

but because it does: Her skills and personal qualities (deter-

mination, perseverance) paid ofY in the marketplace.

Nothing unfair about that.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Without welfare, life below the

poverty line would be intolerable."

Come on. This is America—not Bangladesh! As economist

Stephen Moore explained in 2000:"Most Americans who

are considered 'poor' today have routine access to a quali-

ty of housing, food, health care, consumer products, enter-

tainment, communications, and transportation that even
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the Vanderbilts, the Carnegies, the Rockefellers, and the

nineteenth-century European princes, with all their

wealth, could not have afforded."
2

Robert Rector and Sarah Youssef of the Heritage

Foundation clarify our terms: "To most Americans, 'poverty'

means destitution: an inability to provide a family with

nutritious food, appropriate clothing, and reasonable shel-

ter. In reality, only a small fraction of persons classified as

'poor' by the Census Bureau meet this description. The

bulk of the 'poor' live in material conditions which would

have been judged comfortable or well-offjust a few gen-

erations ago. Most 'poor' Americans today are better

housed, better fed, and own more personal property than

average Americans throughout much of this century." 3

VRWC TALKING POINTS

The "War on Poverty" subsidized poverty and illegitimacy

—

and guess what? We got more of both. Why? Because if

you tax something you get less of it; if you subsidize

something, you'll get more of it.

* When the War on Poverty began, only 7.7 percent of

American were born out of wedlock—in 2002, that

figure was 34.5 percent.
4

* We've spent $8 trillion in social services, and it hasn't

improved on dad's advice: "Go out and get a job."

* We now spend ten times as much on welfare as was

spent when Lyndon Johnson launched the War on

Poverty. The War on Poverty is LBJ's domestic

Vietnam—yet we don't hear the liberals squawking

about "what's our exit strategy" in the War on Poverty.



ROUND UP THE USUAL
SUSPECTS: WHY TERRORIST
PROFILING MAKES SENSE

For liberals, we should all be treated as terror suspects

—

otherwise we're violating civil rights. But if you're looking

for terrorists, why harass the Pennsylvania Amish?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
Law enforcement should not be allowed

to consider race at all."

Okay, why not? Law enforcement should be allowed to

consider race, ethnicity, sex, or anything else that can ration-

ally be used to identify and thwart terrorists. Surely liber-

als would agree that liberal icon and then—U.S. Attorney

General Robert F. Kennedy acted appropriately in the

1960s when he considered only whites as possible suspects

in cases involving the Ku Klux Klan's terrorizing of

Southern blacks? 2 Or do liberals believe that RJ K should

have investigated blacks as vigorously as whites while try-

ing to stop the Klan? In the same way, law enforcement

today would be wise to look for Islamic terrorists not
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among white-haired Norwegian grandmothers, but among

those who are most likely to be engaging in terrorism:

young Muslim males. Let's take a look at the facts:

Islamic fundamentalists blew up the U.S. Marine bar-

racks in Beirut in 1983, killing 243 Marines; 3

Islamic fundamentalists hijacked the Achille Lauro

cruise ship and murdered an elderly wheelchair-bound

American; 4

Islamic fundamentalists murdered 270 innocent people

in 1988 by bombing Pan Am flight 103;
5

Islamic fundamentalists bombed the World Trade Cen-

ter in 1993; 6

Islamic fundamentalists bombed the U.S. military bar-

racks in Saudi Arabia in 1995, killing 292 people; 7

Islamic fundamentalists bombed the American

embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1997, killing 243

people and injuring over 5,000;
8

Islamic fundamentalists bombed the USS Cole in 2000,

killing seventeen sailors;
9

And on September 11, 2001, Islamic fundamentalists

hijacked four airliners and killed 3,000 people.

Should our nation's law enforcement officers be asked

to ignore these undeniable facts about the identity of the

attackers? Is it really a wise use of our scarce anti-terrorism

resources for airport security officers to spend just as much

time searching and questioning little old ladies instead of

young men of Middle Eastern appearance who just hap-

pen to be praying to Allah in the airport lounge? Is it real-

ly wrong for security officers to consider the fact that no

one but Islamic fanatics have declared any intention to

wage war against the United States? Graham Allison, a pro-
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lessor .it the Kennedy School of Government .it Harvard

University, says thai it is "more likely than not" thai ter

rorists will seek to detonate 2 nuclear bomb in New York

City, In light oi this, should we really ignore any known

facts about those seeking our annihilation?

The consideration of race or ethnicity is hardly new in

terrorist or criminal profiling.
n To thwart the Italian mafia.

law enforcement investigated Italian males. To stop a

Jamaican drug posse, look for Jamaicans. And to stop the

Irish Republican Army, find the white guys with brogues.

In each of these examples, race and ethnicity are critically

important. However, none of them really constitute

"racial" profiling. Instead, these examples reflect "criminal"

or "terrorist" profiling.

Terrorist profiling can save lives. In 1999, U.S. govern-

ment officials were "on the lookout for Middle Eastern

men when they stopped Ahmed Ressam, an Algerian." In

his car, Ressam had bomb-making materials that prosecu-

tors later alleged were intended for an attack on an

American airport.
12 While looking for Ressam, should they

If the profile fits. .

.

All twenty-two people on the FBI's most wanted

terrorist list are Muslims and virtually all are Arab.

In June 2003, the Justice Department issued

guidelines saying that federal law enforcement

efforts may consider race and ethnicity in investi-

gating past acts of terrorism as well as thwarting

new ones.
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CONSERVATIVES
SAY IT BEST...

1

have stopped blonde-haired,

blue-eyed women too, in

the name of fairness?

In debating terrorist pro-

filing, you must be prepared

to answer charges that your

position is racist. This is a

tried-and-true tactic of the

Left: They define issues

where the liberal position is

weak as "taboo," heaping

shame on those who dare to

challenge them instead of

dealing with the substance of

the issue. Don't let liberals

distort the truth. To defend terrorist profiling is not to sug-

gest that race alone justifies investigating somebody for a

crime. Suggesting that someone is guilty of something sole-

ly because of race is immoral, wrong, and should be out-

lawed. 13 Nothing justifies a highway patrolman searching

specifically for minority drivers to stop and harass them

when there is no reason for suspicion. But that's a far cry

from an airport security guard deciding to search the beard-

ed guy in a turban with a Saudi passport, clutching the

Qur'an, instead of the Japanese tourist behind him in line.

00 percent of successful

terrorist attacks on commer-

cial airlines for twenty years

have been committed by

Arabs. When there is a 100

percent chance, it ceases

to be a profile. It's called

a 'description of the sus-

pect.'

—Ann Coulter

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Racial profiling does not work

because profiles can change."

Profiles may indeed change. But that just means that the

profiling used by law enforcement needs to change as well.

In the current war on terrorism, profiles may change, but
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right now n's pretty clear who the terrorists are, On
September 1 1. 2001, nineteen male Arab fundamentalist

Muslims murdered 3,000 people on American soil. I hcv

weren't Pennsylvania Dutch Amish, Bible Belt Baptists, or

Polish Roman C latholics. Nor are Methodists or I utherans

operating global terrorist networks bent on destroying the

United States. Only one religious group is doing that. It"

the Amish start killing people in the name of their religion,

then change the profile. Until then, let's focus on reality.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Profiling unfairly scapegoats all Muslims."

Obviously, as President Bush has repeatedly emphasized,

the fact that the U.S. is at war with many Islamic funda-

mentalists doesn't mean that U.S. officials suspect all

Muslims ot terrorism. But as Michael Kinsley, a well-

known liberal commentator, aptly explains: "Today we're

at war with a terror network that just killed [3,000] inno-

cents and has anonymous agents in our country planning

more slaughter. Are we really supposed to ignore the one

identifiable fact that we know about them? That may be

asking too much." Terrorist profiling simply recognizes that

it is logical to look at certain individuals within the

American Muslim community in order to win the current

war on terrorism. Non-jihadist Muslims should welcome

and cooperate with such efforts, because their lives are at

stake too.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

The U.S. should use every legitimate means available CO

protect ourselves against terrorism, including recognizing
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the fact that Islamic fundamentalists ofArab descent have

perpetrated numerous terrorist attacks against the U.S.,

including the 9/11 attacks.

* Liberal Democrat Robert F. Kennedy, while serving as

U.S. Attorney General m the 1960s, considered the

"race"' of members of the Ku Klux Klan as he tried to

stop the KKK from terrorizing Southern blacks.

Should we learn from Bobby Kennedy?

* According to Clinton advisor Dick Morris. President

Clinton failed to crack down on terrorist-supporting

Muslim charities ''because of a fear that it would be

seen as 'profiling' Islamic charities."



I HAVE A DREAM:
LET'S END RACIAL
PREFERENCES ONCE

AND FOR ALL

Somehow liberals think it's a person's color, not his compe-

tence, that should matter. So ask a liberal: Would you be

willing to fly on Affirmative Action Airlines or have surgery

at Affirmative Action Hospital?

• • • • *

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
'We need affirmative action because

America is still a racist society."

You gotta be kidding me. How can you say America is still

racist? Where are the racists in positions ot influence m
American society? Just asserting the existence ofso-called

"institutional racism" is a canard. Prove it! Companies and

the government bend over backwards trying to hire and

promote qualified minorities. Minorities succeed m all

walks of life. If America were racist, its favorite athletes

would not be Tiger Woods and Michael Jordan; its favorite

entertainers would not be Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby, or
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Jennifer Lopez; and Colin

CONVERSATION Powell and Condoleezza

STOPPER Rice wouldn't be helping

to lead the nation.

America a racist country? Our Americans abhor race
favorite athletes are Tiger

discrimination. Institutions
Woods and Michael Jordan; , , . .

r . . such as slavery and the
our favorite entertainers are J

Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby, government-endorsed

and Jennifer Lopez; and our policies of "separate but

nation's leaders? They include equal" have no support

Colin Powell and Condoleezza today in the United States.

e * Even the mere use of a

racially insensitive slur

would cause opprobrium in polite circles. America's racist

past is largely that: in the past. Americans cheer wildly for

successful minorities on the athletic fields, in entertain-

ment, and in politics.

Claiming that minorities need affirmative action to

succeed won't eliminate any residual racism. In fact, it will

encourage more racism. Racism's premise is that members

of some races are superior to members of other races.

Who is implying that all races are not equal today? Not

conservatives. Liberals are the ones fostering the notion

today that racial minorities are inferior to whites

—

because liberals claim that minorities need the helping

hand of government to succeed, which only whites can

succeed without.You know what that is, folks? It's racism.

And the liberals are up to their necks in it.

The question posed by the current affirmative action

debate is whether race discrimination in favor of racial

minorities is appropriate. Conservatives answer this ques-

tion with an unequivocal "no." The liberal answer: "Sure,

if we can buy minority votes by giving minorities special



preferences in the guise of justice and righting old

wrongp." In reality; racial discrimination is always wrong.

It doesn't matter who is doing the discriminating, or if it

is being done for a ^ood cause. It's still wrong.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We need affirmative action because minorities

still lag behind whites in all statistical measurements

of the good life (i.e., college degrees, members of

white-collar professions, annual income)."

Results aren't guaranteed in America. The Constitution

guarantees each of us the freedom to pursue our visions

of happiness; it doesn't promise us happiness. Nor does it

guarantee that you will succeed, just the opportunity. If I

tried out for the Boston Red Sox tomorrow, I know I

wouldn't make the team—and race would have nothing

to do with it. It isn't society's job to decide the "proper

percentage" of whites in medicine or the "proper per-

centage" of blacks in the NBA. Blacks, women, and oth-

ers can and do achieve in all aspects of American life

without the "helping hand" of big government.

Frederick Douglass, a nineteenth-century African-

American abolitionist leader, once told a group of aboli-

tionists: "In regard to the colored people ... Do nothing

with us! Your doing with us has already played the mis-

chief with us . . . And if the Negro cannot stand on his

own legs, let him fall also. All I ask is, give him a chance

to stand on his own legs' Let him alone. . . . Your interfer-

ence is doing him positive injury." Today's liberals should

take note.

As is usually the case with liberal do-gooder programs,

affirmative action harms its intended beneficiaries.
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Qualified minorities wb : ucceed b e cause ot their own
abilities and hard work are frequently tainted in the eves

-

. the an be perceived u having succeeded

through affirmative aenon. not through their own talents.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
'The presence of racial minorities creates 'diversity.'"

Liberals constantly confuse their idea of
"
diversitv" with

real diversity For liberals, it's all about race. They think

diversity exists when you have a roomful of people of -li-

ferent skin colors—even if everyone in the room v

Democrat, graduated from an Iw League school, and

writes editorials for the 1 7

In reality, diversir. : arise from skin ;:Ior. but

from background and experience. A roomful oi racial

minorities all agreeing that Karl Marx was a gemus and

that Ronald Reagan had nothing : with winning the

ar is not diverse. However, a re om full of individ-

uals of whatever skin color, debating the merits of differ-

ent intellectual, philosophical, or polmcal viewpoints is

real diversity But that's not the diversity that liberals want.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"When they oppose affirmative action,

conservatives oppose civil rights

Contrary to liberals" understanding, civil rights isn't at

proppmg up people who are actually incapable . : per-

forming the job they've been given. Civil rights should be

ut leveling the playing field and treanng ever,

equally under the law—not preferring some over others

use of race. 1 ::ce is blindfolded for a reason. If
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she starts to peck out to sec the skin coloi oi wealth of i

party appearing before her, then justice is no longer

blind- and cases are no longer judged Oil their merits.

That's not justice.

Americans willingly accept meritocracies m proles

sional athletics. African-Americans make up a dispropoi

donate number of professional basketball players. Imagine

the OUtcry it" affirmative actum wonks started requiring

NBA teams to carry a quota of white players! Hut why

should meritocracies be acceptable in professional athlet-

ics but not m medical school applications? Isn't it more

important to have meritocracy when selecting a cardiac

surgeon than choosing a pro basketball player? When
you're settling down under the cardiologist's knife, what

would comfort you more: knowing that he or she was a

member of a minority group, or knowing that he or she

really earned that degree?

Not convinced, liberals? Then would you be willing to

Qy as a passenger on Affirmative Action Airlines?

"Welcome! At this wonderful new airline, minorities can

qualify as pilots by passing a series of tests much easier

than those white pilots must take. We've done this to

ensure that a socially desirable percentage of our pilots are

minorities. Step on board!"

Related to liberals' claim that support for affirmative

action is support for civil rights is their contention that

affirmative action fulfills the vision of Martin Luther

King, Jr. But in fact, Dr. King wanted to create a society

where individuals would be judged "not by the color of

their skin but by the content of their character." 1 )r. King

dreamed of a "color-blind society" where race would be

irrelevant in society and government policy. That's hardly

the society that affirmative action creates today.
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In fact. Dr. King wanted :: ::: equality of opportunity

in America. Affirmative action doesn't attempt to create

equality of opportunity, but equality of results. But tin

as impossible as it is polarizing. Current affirmative acnon

pdbdea 1 7-; resent the trashing of King's vision.They care

only about the color of one's skin, not the content of one's

character. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas

explained it in sharp terms: "Government-sponsored racial

discrirmnanon based on benign prejudice is just as noxious

as cEscrirninanon inspired by malicious prejudice. In each

instance, it is racial chscrirmnanon. plain and simp.r '

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Claiming that minorines need affirmative acnon to :

.
:-

ceed won't eliminate residual racism. It will only encour-

age more racism. As with most liberal do-gooder pro-

grams, racial preferences hurt those they i.zz supposed to

b 7 .
-;

* Kace chscrirrnnanon is wrong—period.

-r Martin Luther King dreamed of a "color-blind

where race would be irrelevant. Racial preferences are

anathema to Dr. King's dream.

* The Consntunon guarantees us the freedom to pursue

our visions ofhappiness; itdc esn't promise that we « ifl

all achieve sue;-.

* Admitting less-qualified applicants into any job. pro-

_: vm. or school to ensure only skm-der letk

diversity is unfair both to the peisoa denied entry

because of race and to the person admitted because ot

race. The rejected applicant loses the oppormnity The

admitted applicant's future accomplishments may : z

tainted by the percepnon that his successes arose from

racial preference
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MULTICULTURALISM NO:

BRINGING SANITY TO
THE IMMIGRATION ISSUE

Liberals like immigration not because it's good for America,

but because they want immigrants to change awful,

oppressive America into a multicultural, balkanized country

where they can play ethnic politics. But the late U.S. con-

gressman Sonny Bono had it right: "My position on illegal

immigration? It's illegal."

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
Multiculturalism and diversity

are good for our society."

Is that so? So we should emphasize our differences over

our similarities? We should encourage immigrants to

embrace the culture of the place they abandoned and

reject the culture of the place to which they ran" Great

idea' Maybe we'll end up like one of those places where

ethnic and cultural differences matter more than anything

else—say, Northern Ireland or Bosnia, or maybe Rwanda

or India. Gee, I can't wait!
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Let's face it: Multiculturalism is dangerous to our

nation. Even Bill Clinton saw this: "Ethnic pride," he

noted, "is a very good thing. America is one of the places

which most reveres the distinctive ethnic, racial, religious

heritage of our various peoples. The days when immi-

grants felt compelled to Anglicize their last name or deny

their heritage are, thankfully, gone. But pride in one's eth-

nic and racial heritage must never become an excuse to

withdraw from the larger American community. That

does not honor diversity; it breeds divisiveness. And that

could weaken America."

Clinton must have been having one of those "New
Democrat" days because he even weighed in favor of hav-

ing immigrants learn English: "Now, it's all very well for

someone to say, every one of them should learn English

immediately. But we don't at this time necessarily have

people who are trained to teach them English in all those

languages. So I say to you, it is important for children to

retain their native language. But unless they also learn

English, they will never reach their full potential in the

United States."

I may never utter these words again, but here goes

nothing: Bill Clinton was right. Immigrants should accli-

mate themselves to American culture—not vice versa. If

they want to come to the U.S., then they have to speak

English. We don't want a balkanized America split into

warring ethnic or racial groups. We should impress on

Americans that there is a unique American identity, which

is inseparable from the American way of freedom and

democracy.

Eliminate bilingual education programs. They burden

taxpayers while encouraging foreign-language speaking

immigrants to refuse to learn English. How does it help
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immigrants in New York, Chicago,

01 1
os Angeles to give them a The Census Bureau

chance to speak Farsi, Greek or estimated that the

Spanish—but no incentive to learn illegal alien popula-

Endish? Forget what's best for the
t.on ,n 2000 was

rTci I i ii i
8,705,421.

U.S.; how does this help the immi-

grant get ahead? When an immi-

grant comes to the U.S., he should be encouraged to

become a true American, not a hyphenated American. I [e

should learn English and understand the value ot hard

work, self-sufficiency, and independence—not the value

of dependence on government programs paid for by the

American taxpayer.

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"Illegal immigrants do jobs that

Americans don't want to do."

Actually, the more accurate statement is: "Illegal immi-

grants do jobs that Americans don't want to do at the cur-

rent wage rates." But so what? Without illegal immigrants

would fruit and vegetables be rotting in fields? Would

there be no nannies for toddlers in yuppie families or

anyone to launder towels in hotels? I doubt it. Simply put,

illegal immigrants are not essential to our economy. It

there were a decrease in cheap, illegal immigrant labor,

employers would simply have to substitute higher-priced

domestic employees, legal immigrants, or perhaps greater

mechanization.

Still, it's true: To deport illegal aliens would cause dis-

ruption. But not for very long. Employers would make

the necessary adjustments. Main tasks would be mecha-

nized. But, you say, machines can't replace human labor":
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nthood, the reality is that they could just pay a little

more to hire legal help.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We should welcome illegal immigrants

with a blanket amnesty."

Liberals say that we should just give up and declare victo-

ry in our current struggles with illegal immigration by

legalizing the current group of illegal immigrants. But

previous attempts at amnesty have tailed—and led only to

more illegal immigration. The principle is simple enough

even tor a liberal to grasp: Ifyou tax it. you get less; ifyou

reward it. you get more. By granting amnesty to law-

breakers i.e.. illegal aliens), then you encourage more ille-

gal immigration.We tried this in v
( Qgi ss legalized

over three million then-illegal aliens in an attempt to end

illegal immigration once and tor all. Since then there has

been m explosion of illegal immigration.

In any case, illegal immigrants should not be rewarded

for breaking the law Nor should people who entered the

U.S. illegally be allowed to gain citizenship before those

who arrived legallv and followed the rul<

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"How we can justify turning

our backs on the world's poorest people?"

I am not going to apologize for saying that our elected

officials need to worry about America first. Every other

country puts its own interests first: why should America be

different? If we accepted every immigrant who wanted to
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move here, there would be hundreds of millions of for-

eigners here tomorrow—causing untold problems for our

national security and economy. Wouldn't it be better to

have a system in wThich we receive, review and process

immigration applications in an orderly manner?

Conservatives should support legal immigration, but

not illegal immigration. There is no constitutional or

other right for foreigners to immigrate to the U.S.; nev-

ertheless, the U.S. should

embrace immigration

when doing so advances

our national interests. We
already have the most gen-

erous immigration policy

m the world and accept

more legal immigrants

Sonny Bono tnan other countries. The

U.S. admits roughly

800,000 legal immigrants

each year who are eligible to become citizens. This is

more than all nations in Western Europe combined and

more than at any point in American history.
3

Those who are ready and able to work should be wel-

comed. Immigration has always benefited a country's

economy and strength. However, we should choose care-

fully We don't want immigrants who will cost taxpayers

more than they bring to the table. If an immigrant thinks

he is going to get social services paid for by the tax dollars

ofhardworking Americans, send him home.We don't need

to be the welfare system or soup kitchen to the world.

More important, 9/11 has shown that immigration is also

a national securitv issue. At least fifteen of the nineteen

CONSERVATIVES
SAY IT BEST...

My position on illegal

immigration? It's illegal.

—The late congressman
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hijackers were in America on that fateful day even though

they should have been denied vis.is—ifimmigration offi-

cials had processed their applications properly.'

According to the Census Bureau, in 2000, [14,818

Middle Eastern men and women were estimated to be in

the U.S. illegally. Will any of these people ever perpetrate

another terrorist attack on American soil? Are you willing

to bet that none of them ever will? We already know that

abou: v illegal criminal aliens, including convicted

murderers, rapists, drug dealers, and child molesters who
served prison time are loose on the streets ofAmen,

The Beltway sniper, Lee Malvo, and his mother were

illegal immigrants from Jamaica. They were arrested in

Bellingham, Washington, in 2001. The arresting officers

noted in writing that Malvo and his mother should be

imprisoned until deportation charges were resolved. This

did not happen. Instead, Malvo, despite being caught as an

illegal alien, was released without bond and on his recog-

nizance. Shortly after his release, Malvo, with the help of

his partner,John Muhammad, went a killing spree that not

only killed ten and injured three but also caused public

panic. What's the use of spending tax dollars to capture

illegal aliens if we're only going to release them back onto

the streets? Illegal aliens who are captured should be

deported. For the sake of our safety, we need stricter

immigration enforcement and control.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Illegal immigrants should not be rewarded for breaking

the law. Those who enter the U.S. illegally should not be

allowed to stay.
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FORMER FETUSES, UNITE:

WHY BEING PRO-LIFE IS

THE RIGHT CHOICE

Why are liberals willing to stay up all night outside a prison

singing John Lennon's "Imagine" while awaiting the exe-

cution of a man who raped, tortured, and murdered a

young girl, but then fight ferociously for the right to exe-

cute an unborn child?

• • • • •

Hen's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The fetus is not a human life."

"Life begins," said Democratic presidential candidate

Wesley Clark, "with the mother's decision." So I guess

infanticide is just fine if that's what Mom wants?

In reality, a "human being" is a living member ol the

species Homo sapiens. Leaving aside the self-serving polit-

ical posturing, objective science can determine without a

reasonable doubt whether any living thing is a human

being. A human being, from the moment o\ fertilization,

is genetically complete. To quote professor Jerome

Lejeune:"If a fertilized egg is not by itself a full human
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being, it could never become a man. because something

would have to be added to it. and we know that does not

happen."

When does human life begin? Biologically, this isn't a

tough question. Regardless ot whether one ultimately

supports legalized abortion, it is a scientific fact that

human life begins when a sperm fertilizes an egg. Once

joined, the combination forms a new individual human

possessing its own unique genetic code.The chromosomal

composition ot the newly formed individual remains

unchanged whether it is permitted to reach maturity in

the form of an infant at nine months or is terminated pre-

maturely at six weeks. And. of course, if not aborted, the

zygote inevitably grows into a human baby—not a frog, a

cow. or a chicken.

What's the difference between a seven-day-old fetus

and an eight-and-a-half-month-old fetus? If an eight-

and-a-half-month-old fetus is a human entitled to legal

protection, then why isn't a seven-day-old fetus entitled to

the same protection? They both have the same unique

genetic composition.

Humanity is not something one acquires, like a skill;

you're either human or you're not. People may undergo

socialization, societies may undergo civilization, but a

human being cannot undergo humamzation.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The decision to have an abortion is a

personal choice of the woman and the

government should stay out of it."

This begs the ultimate question of whether the fetus is a

human life. If a fetus is human, nobody has a right to kill
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it. I his argument is like saying that you should have the

personal choice to commit murder or rape and the g

eminent shouldn't interfere.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We should strive to make abortion

'safe, legal, and rare'!"

That's Bill Clinton's phrase: "safe, legal, and rare." He suc-

ceeded in keeping abortions "'legal" and "sate" (tor the

mother, that is, not tor her unborn child) but he didn't do

anything to make abortion "rare." Today, one million

abortions occur each year in the U.S. But why does it

matter to Clinton (or any other liberal) that abortions are

"rare." if aborting a fetus has the same moral significance

as cutting your toenails?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Anti-abortion crusaders should not try

'to impose their religious views on others.'"

So the liberals want to eliminate religion from politics.

Well, let's kiss goodbye those laws against murder and theft:

after all. we derived them from the Ten Commandments.

I guess we'll have to bring ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
back slavery too: The

movement to outlaw it was A "partial-birth abortion"

, .

i i i kt i is defined in the Partial Birth
driven lar^elv bv North- .. _, A , onn _&

• Abortion Ban Act of 2003
eastern abolitionists in-

as the killing of a fetus at

spired by Judeo-Chnstian
| east twenty weeks old and

ethics. Anyway, there is no whose entire head is outside

religious creed that state of the mother's body.

"The life of a human being Lmmmmmwmmm
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starts at fertilization, when the father's sperm unites with

the mother"- egg."
4 This is a sentence found not in the

Bible but m a medical school textbook. The reason is sim-

ple. This is not a matter oi faith, but ol scientific fact. To

call the results ol this research "religious belief" is to call

biology a religion.

The hard facts on abortion

Until the twentieth century, state laws outlawing

abortion v.e'e ihe ^orm in the United States.

n
' ^65, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Ghswold

v. Connecticut, which recognized constitutional

rights to privacy and to use contraception.

By 1970, fourteen states had laws permitting abor-

tion in ce-.a - : -cumstances.

n
' z "3, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Roe v.

Wade, which found that the constitutional "right to

:ected a woman's decision to have an

abortion. Roe v. Wade legalized abortion on

de m and during the first three months of pregnancy.

Child abuse has increased since Roe v. Wade,

despite the fact that over twenty million abortions

have taken place—which eliminated presumably

potential "unwanted," supposedly abuse-prone

5 ~ce 1980, the incidence of child abuse

rias doubled.3

n 2003. President Bush signed the Partial Birth

Abortion Ban Act, which had passed both the

Senate and the House. A day later, three federal

|es ssued resfl : "ders to prevent :- e

enforcement of the new law.
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
Every child should be a planned and wanted child.

No child should be born unwanted."

u
Wuitedness" b a subjective measure ofanother's feelii

It" a child can't be allowed to live unless or until he is

wanted, this makes human lite not valuable in itself N
one's lite has value unless others deem it valuable.

Following this line of liberal logic, the homeless probably

aren't "wanted," either. Should we do awav with them?

Every baby should be wanted—simply because every

babv is in tact a human being. If he isn't wanted, the prob-

lem lies with his parents or society at large, not with the

innocent babv. Why should babies have to die becatu

the selfishness of others? Contrary to the old pro-abortion

promise that legal abortion would lower the number of

"unwanted" children and thus reduce child abuse, if any-

thing, the opposite has occurred. Despite the fact that over

twenty million presumably unwanted children have been

killed by abortion since Roe v. l\lnit\ the incidence

child abuse has doubled/ Since 1980, legalized abortion

has resulted in the devaluing ot human life such that the

birth of a former fetus is viewed by many as the result ot

just another lifestyle choice, rather than a sacred event.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We're not pro-abortion, we're pro-choice."

This is a clever rhetorical dodge and nothing more \i\

practice, if you're not expressly against abortion, you are at

least implicitly in favor ot it. What if a group appeared in

America tomorrow advocating the legalization ot slavery,

and explaining: "We're not in favor ofslavery.We just want
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the right to choose whether to own one." Everyone

would recognize that this group was really pro-slaverv.

Any attempt to portray the "pro-choice" stance as abor-

tion-neutral is just as ridiculous. Pro-choice groups can

hardly be described as observers standing on the abortion

sidelines.

Also, saying that one is in favor of the '"choice" to abort

assumes that abortion is a valid moral choice. just as being

pro-choice on slavery necessarily involves assuming that

slaverv is not immoral.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Even' baby should be wanted—if he or she isn't, the

problem lies with the parents or with society not with the

innocent new life. Why should children die for the self-

ishness of others?

* From the moment of fertilization the fetus or child is

imbued with its own unique genetic DNA code that

will remain unaltered for the rest of its life—whether

terminated by an abortion just three weeks later or by

a natural death eighty years later.

* Do you ask a pregnant mother, "'How is your fetus?" or

do you ask. "How is your baby?"

* Lets assume your elderly grandfather is in a coma and

you are asked whether to remove life support.Would the

morality of your decision be altered if you knew- that

after nine months (the term of a normal pregnancy), he

would regain consciousness and resume a normal lite?"



YOU'VE GONE A LONG WAY
OFF THE DEEP END, BABY:

WHY EVERY WOMAN SHOULD
REJECT RADICAL FEMINISM

Liberals uphold feminism as another great moral crusade.

But if that were true, why do radical feminists care more

about getting a handful of rich women into the Augusta

National Golf Club than about destroying Saddam's gov-

ernment, which practiced an official policy of raping

women as punishment?

• • • • •

Hcrc'< what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Women need government to protect

them from discrimination in the workplace."

Yes, some men (primarily men who came of age before

women entered the universities and workplace in great

numbers) may be male chauvinist pigs who think that

women are an inferior species. Many ol these men are

now retiring from the workplace. Soon they will be gone.

leaving m their place younger men who attended schools

and training programs alongside women. Remember.

women have only been in the workforce in significant
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made it without a "helping hand.'
1

I his is the wrong mes-

to send to society in general——and to women m par-

ticular. Women should be encouraged to do well and

should be given an equal playing field, insofar .is this

means that the law should treat men and women equally.

I xws classifying women as "minorities," providing them

with special subsidies or assistance, only perpetuate the

traditional patriarchal view that women (unlike mem
need a helping hand.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Women make less money

than men for the same work."

This argument comes only from liberals who have spent so

much time taking womyn's studies courses that they've tor-

gotten (or never learned' basic economics. Businesses exist

to make profits. Ifthey tail to earn profits, they die. The dis-

cipline imposed by the free market upon businesses creates

an incentive to hire the best and brightest people in order

to maximize profits and minimize the risk of going bank-

rupt. Since business owners want to avoid bankruptcy, they

always try to hire the best workers they can afford in order

to maximize their profits. They don't care about the sex or

race of their workers—as long as those workers help the

owners make money. If they tire competent blacks or

women but keep incompetent white guys, their business

will soon feel the pinch in profits.And if their competition

is smart, they'll hire the competent black person or woman.

Soon, the racist, sexist company will be history

This is why the argument advanced by liberals that

women get paid only 75 cents for every dollar a man

makes is silly. If a company could cut its labor costs b
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The ideology of feminism teaches that women
have been mistreated since time began and that

even in America women are discriminated against

by an oppressive male-dominated society. As a

political movement, feminism teaches that a just

society must mandate identical treatment for men
and women in every phase of our lives, no matter

how reasonable it is to treat them differently, and

that gender must never be used as the criterion

for any decision. As an economic movement,

feminism teaches that true fulfillment and libera-

tion for women are in a paying job rather than in

the confining, repetitious drudgery of the home,

and that child care must not be allowed to inter-

fere with a women's career. Feminism's psycholog-

ical outlook on life is basically negative; it teaches

women that the odds are stacked so severally

against them that they probably cannot succeed

in whatever they attempt. 2

—Phyllis Schlafly

1

percent by hiring only women, even* man m America

would be out of work tomorrow Heck. I'd even tire

myself and get a woman to replace me!

The serious statistical work in this area corroborates

this common sense point. Childless women working for

the same consecutive periods of time as men earn the

about the same or even more than men. The "wage gap"

is simply a myth. According to Pacific Research Institute

fellows Katherine Post and Michael Lynch. "The wage

gap between women aged twenty-four to thirty-three

who have never had children is virtually nonexistent

compared to men ol the same age. And a 1993 U.S.
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Census Study shows thai women who work .k full time

jobs and have nevei married earn $l,0i 15 for every 11,000

oftheii male counterparts." Pbsi and Lynch say that as t.n

back as the 1970s, never-married women in their thirties

who worked continuously outearned never-married

men: "There is vast evidence that women who chose to

remain single, invest m education, and work long hours

have in the past and continue to tare about as well as men

in the labor market."

However, women who take substantial periods of time

off from their career do generally make less money than

men who have worked continuously without interrup-

tion. This should surprise nobody. If a man and a woman

graduate from college together, but five years later, the

woman takes three years off from work while the man

keeps working, the man will have three additional years ol

work experience. That's likely to make him three years

more valuable to his employer—thus explaining the dis-

crepancy in pay.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Women can never get ahead of men

because women are the only ones who can bear

children, which inevitably hurts their careers."

In addressing this point, it's important to keep in mind

that, at least for most people, deciding on a career path is

not just about money. There are tradeoffs. Want to rise to

the level of CEO in a Fortune loo company? All right

—

but this will require many long days, late nights, weekend

work, lots ot trawl, and many years of long, laborious,

stressful toil. That price is more than most people (men or

women) want to pay.
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That people choose not to stay on such a career path is

no one's business but their own.That some women or men
decide to step off the career path leading to the highest-

paying and most prestigious jobs in America because they

don't want to run in the corporate rat race speaks highly

ofAmerican society. In America, we each have the choice

to work as hard (or as little) as we like and to place fami-

ly above work, or vice versa. Ifwomen (or men) decide to

spend more time with their family and less time at work,

then great for them!

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Without feminism, women would

be stuck being housewives."

Feminists denigrate women who stay home. They place a

much higher value upon individual women succeeding in

the workplace and in the political arena. Conservatives, in

contrast, believe that all men and women should be free

to choose their own life paths, and that the decision to

stay home and raise a family is as admirable as working as

a high-powered professional.

Indeed, the raising of children may be the single most

important job a parent will ever have. Says the eloquent

Judge Robert Bork:"It should be a source of great pride

to bear the next generation and to train that generation's

minds and morals. That is certainly a greater accomplish-

ment than churning out tracts raging at men and families.

It is fine that women are taking up careers, but the price

from that need not be the demoralization ofwomen who

do not choose that path."
3

Anyway, women owe the feminist movement nothing.

It was advancing technology, not feminism, which paved
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the way for women to enter the workplace in large num
bers. technological advances like the vacuum cleaner, the

dishwasher, the birth control pill, and the microwave oven

had more to do with women working outside the home

th.m the ranting! of Betty Friedan or the National

Organization of Women. The tree market—not any lib-

eral academic musings— is responsible tor this technolog-

ical revolution and the betterment of women (and men)

everywhere.

VRWC TALKING POINT

Women in the U.S. today enjoy more freedoms, rights,

professional success, and opportunities than at any other

moment in history or place in the world. Consider:

• Women are not ''minorities" in America. Women con-

stitute 52 percent of the voting populating and out-

number men in all but two states.

• Women hold more than half of the wealth in the U.S.,

and make up over half the college students in the coun-

try and over half the applicants to medical and law-

schools.

• Contrary to radical feminist attitudes, women who

chose to place family over their careers should be

admired as much as any high-powered professional.





PLUCKING CHICKEN LITTLE:

A COMMON-SENSE APPROACH
TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Liberals have warned us about overpopulation only to see

the world's population growth plummeting—in Europe it's

below replacement level. Liberals warned us about mass

global starvation—while in fact the world now sits on food

surpluses. Liberals warned us about a coming Ice Age

—

but now they say the real danger is global warming. Would

you trust someone who's repeatedly made such wrong

doomsday predictions?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Conservatives don't care about the environment."

Conservatives want to protect the environment as much

as our Birkenstock-wearing liberal friends. Bur conserva-

tives don't base their environmental policies on emotions,

hysteria, or junk science. Dinesh D'Souza said it best:

Conservatives "Mike trees, rivers, and baby seals .is nnieh as

the next guy," but earing tor the environment "does not
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require Americans to walk lockstep with the radical envi-

ronmentalist agenda." 1

Environmentalists, perhaps weaned on too many Star

Trek episodes, are frequently incapable of distinguishing

between science fiction and science fact. Indeed, the scare

tactics and scapegoating so often employed by liberal

environmentalists tend to undermine support for envi-

ronmental causes and, even worse, may serve to discredit

actual threats to health and safety.

After all, liberals have been playing Chicken Little for

decades. They predicted that the earth was running out of

food and water. They were wrong. They predicted that

pollution levels would not fall. They were wrong. They

claimed that the world's population was growing so fast

that it would outstrip the world's capacity to feed them.

Wrong again. They claimed that reserves of oil and fossil

fuels would cease to exist. Nope. They even claimed that

the Earth was about to plunge into an ice age—that one

was before the opposite hysterical claim, global warming,

caught on. Al Gore even proposed abolishing the internal

combustion engine.

How can anybody take these people seriously?

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Industrial growth harms the environment."

Wrong.You know what's really bad for the environment?

An environmental policy designed to punish business and

the economy. In reality, the "corporate polluters" and oil

companies are leading the way in environmental cleanup.

Environmentalists may be well intentioned, but their

policies hurt people by destroying jobs and damaging

the economy. Look around the world: Countries that are
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economic basket cases are also environmental nightmares.

Just compare the "tree market" U.S. with the once

tralty planned countries of the former Soviet Union. In

countries where the economies arc relatively tree from

government interference, the natural environment is

cleaner than m countries with state-controlled econo-

mies. Also, wealthier countries can afford to worry about

environmental sustainability, and can afford the necessary

technology; poor countries can't.

Save the purple

bankclimber mussel!

• The Endangered Species Act is a prime example of

regulation run amok. Enacted to preserve the habi-

tats of endangered species, most Americans

thought its purpose was to save baby seals, mana-

tees, and other furry, fuzzy creatures from Walt

Disney movies. But get this: Most of the species

listed as endangered and thus entitled to protec-

tion under the Endangered Species Act are inverte-

brates and insects.

• Of the 388 animals listed as endangered here in

the U.S., only sixty-five are mammals. The remain-

ing 323 animals include sixty-two types of clams,

twenty-one types of snail, thirty-five types of insect,

and seventy-one types of fish.

• When children send in dollar bills as part of school

projects to protect endangered species, we can

sleep soundly knowing that they are helping to

save the purple bankclimber mussel, which has

been listed as a federally protected endangered

species since 1998.
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Private companies have an incentive to keep the envi-

ronment clean. It's called "profits." Before a company can

consume resources in order

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

_::\ around the world:

Countr es that are econo^- :

casve: cases a-e also en\ ron-

merta - ghtmares n :c^n-

tr es where the economies are

relative . free
*'
rom govern-

ment interference, the natural

environment is cleaner than in

countries with state-controlled

economies.

to produce its product, the

company has to buy the

iirces. The fewer

iices it has to buy to

make its product, the lower

its ;:>:> Are. and the higher

its profits. Soft drink cans

illustrate this. "In the \

when most sort-drink cans

were made :>f steel, making

one thousand cans required

164 pounds of metal. By

1990. the same number of

cans could be made from

only thirty-five pounds of aluminum." 1 In an attempt :;

make more money the companies sought to reduce their

production costs by switching from steel to aluminum,

and then sought to use less aluminum. The result? The use

vi fewer natural resources—without the coercive hand of

government.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"America produces 25 percent of the world's

carbon dioxide, causing global warming.

We should enact laws to reduce that amount."

They won't tell you this in the New York Times, but we

don't even know if carbon dioxide actually afreets the

Earth's temperature. So the amount of carbon dioxide

America puts out may well be completely insignificant. It
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radical environmentalists had taken tunc out from being

environmentally active to read up on some "hard" science,

they would know thiv

And anyway, the world needs carbon dioorid

products. News flash to the Lett: Carbon dioxide is
i

T pollutant. Trees and plants need carbon di<

:rvive—SO they must love America! And what are we

doing that makes all this carbon dioxide? Producing

things the world wants and needs: food products, medi-

cine, technology and more.

As for global warming, it still isn't proven. A funda-

mental problem with the global warming debate is that

there is no easy way to determine the temperature ot the

Earth. If you compare temperatures in cities today with

data from twenty-five or fifty years ago. how can you be

sure that that's enough to tell you anything reliable? What

:he temperature in your city one hundred \\

During the Dark Ages? At the time of Chnst : During the

of Socrates, or Dino the Dinosaur?

Okay, it's true that over the last one hundred vears. the

average world temperature has probably gone up about

1 degree Fahrenheit. However, we don't know if the

rise is due to natural variation or anything relating

people.* Liberals love to think that the inert I car-

bon dioxide, which is created by the burning

fuels such as coal and oil, is causing the atmosphei

warm up due to the "greenhouse effect? But we just

don't know. We do know that "if [carbon dioxide] and

other greenhou^ 2 ;aused the Earth to warm, tem-

peratures should have risen roughly in tandem with the

increase in greenhouse g However, over the last

century, "the pattern ot warming does not follow the

rise of [carbon dioxide]."
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That's right, though carbon dioxide has been increasing

steadily, average global temperatures have not. Seems to

raise a question about causation, huh?

Earth has been around for a very long time, and

humans have been here for only a fraction of it. Now,

environmentalists would have us believe that in the span

of about one hundred years there is sufficient evidence to

prove that humans are causing this 3.5 billion-year-old

planet to warm up to cataclysmic temperatures. Sorry, but

I just don't buy it.

What about the "hole in the ozone layer," you ask? There

again: not enough data. Scientists have been measuring the

ozone on Earth only since 1956.What we're experiencing

now could be a completely natural phenomenon.

Nor do we even know if global warming would be bad.

Thomas Gale Moore, a senior fellow at the Hoover

Institution and author of Climate of Fear: Why We Shouldn't

Worry about Global Warming, explains that a warmer Earth

might be welcome. Moore explains that a warmer planet

could give a "rising world population longer growing sea-

sons, greater rainfall, and an enriched atmosphere" helpful

in staving off famines. Moore explains also that while

"most economic activities would be unaffected by climate

change" (since most such activities occur indoors in heat-

ed or air-conditioned climates), some outdoor-oriented

services could be benefited. "Transportation would benefit

generally from a warmer climate, since road transport

would suffer less from slippery or impassable highways.

Airline passengers, who often endure weather-related

delays in the winter, would gain from more reliable and

on-time service."
7

Even the Democrats are hesitant to adopt extremist

environmental agenda. The proposed Kyoto Treaty, which
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would have required signatory nations to significantly cut

"greenhouses gases'
1

resulting from the burning of fossil

fuels, was rejected by the

I v Senate by a 95-0 vote.

Why? Because ratifying

the treaty would have

required a large reduction

in the use ofthe fossil fuels

that we use to run our

economy. Until there is an

alternative fuel source that

is better than good old-

fashioned coal and oil,

restricting our economy's

ability' to burn these fuels

will only hurt economic

growth.

Better check with Al

Gore—he just gave a

speech on global warming in New York City on what

turned out to be one of the coldest days m the city's

history.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We are running out of energy,

food, and natural resources."

Although there are now
twice as many of us as there

were in 1961, each of us has

more to eat, in both devel-

oped and developing coun-

tries. Fewer people are

starving. Food is far cheaper

these days and food-wise

the world is quite simply a

better place for far more

people.

—Bjorn Lomborg,

author of The Skeptical

Environmentalist

Here we go again. Radical environmental activists are

long on emotional rhetoric and short on scientific fact.

"Contrary to the predictions of many environmentalist

ideologues;' says analyst Norman Borlaug, "world food

supplies have more than tripled in the past thirty years,

staying well ahead of world population growth. Global
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food supplies, if equitably distributed, could provide an

adequate diet tor "00 million more people than there are

living in the world today.*'

Fewer and fewer people are starving, and there will be

more and more food per person in the future. Poverty has

been reduced in virtually even* country.
:

Fewer people

worldwide are starving: In 197 . 35 percent of those hir-

ing in developing countries were starving: m 1996. it was

down to 18 percent. The United Nations expects this to

fall to 12 percent by 201

Just check your local supermarket. Walk the aisles.You'll

see rows and rows of groceries of all types. Pr::e- are gen-

erally low.Western countries, especially the United States,

are far more worried about overeating than starving. As

Bjorn Lomborg explains m Tkt ^::v:ical Ennronmenulut.

"Although there are now twice as many of us as there were

in 1961. each of us has more to eat. m both developed and

developing countries. Fewer people are starving. Food is

far cheaper these days and food-wise the world is quite

simply a better place for far more people."

To the extent that starvation still exists in Africa and

elsewhere, the fault lies with shortsighted and self-

serving and generally hard-Left political leaders, rather

than with the worlds supposed scarcity ol natural

resources.After all. people were malnourished in Saddam

Hussein's Iraq not because of a lack of food (even dur-

ing the ernbargc . but because of selfish opportunism.

politicaljockeying, and outright theft by Saddam and his

cromes.

Make no mistake: Our modern lifestyle is the radical

environmentalists' ultimate target. Regardless ot the

issue—global warming, overpopulation, nuclear waste.

the depletion of resources, the extinction of species

—
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environmentalists blame America and its wealth, rhey

charge that the richer we get, the more irreplaceable

resources we consume, and that as we consume them we

pollute the Earth. I he clear implication ot all this is that

the Earth would be better off without us.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

1 iberal predictions of environmental disaster have been

repeatedly, consistently, and always wrong.We are not run-

ning out ot food, we did not have a new ice age. and

chances are we won't sutler from global warming.

Consider:

* People are living longer and better lives and the world

is getting cleaner every day, thanks to the technological

advancements, wealth accumulation, and economic

growth inherent in tree market economies.

• The natural environment is better off under tree mar-

ket capitalist economies than under heavily regulated

controlled ones. Think Chernobyl.





DONT LET HILLARY
CHOOSE YOUR OB/GYN:
THE CASE AGAINST

GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED
HEALTH CARE

In Canada, home of socialized health care, doctors boast

that "most" urgent care patients are treated within two

weeks." Do you want to have a heart attack in a country

that boasts that "most" urgent patients are treated within

two weeks?

• * • • •

Hen's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Americans spend too much money on health care."

How do liberals know how much money each of us

should spend on health care? Should we be spending 5

percent of our income? in percent' 4<» percent": Should

the percentage change as we get older" You can't know

whether someone is really spending a "disproportionate"

amount on something unless you know exactly what is

the "correct" or "proportionate" amount. But nobodv
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the insurance of those who are poor (Medicaid), elderly

Medicare or uninsured altogether (the cost of their

emergency room visits gets built into the insured's taxi

insurance premiums). Allowing Americans to acquire

health care outside ofany socialized system will continue

to be important in the same way that private sehools are

important: It's an issue of quality as much as it is one of

freedom.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Too many Americans are uninsured."

Here it comes again: So what? Let me play the heartless

conservative of liberal myth tor a minute and ask: Who
cares ifwe have uninsured people? There's not a word in

the U.S. Constitution that grants you the right to health

insurance. If you want health insurance, buy it. If you

don't, why must your neighbors buy it for you?

Oh, but people will die. you say? Heartless doctors will

refuse to treat impoverished patients, leaving them to die

on hospital doorsteps? Nope. Doesn't happen. Although

not all Americans have health insurance, they do have uni-

versal access to health care—which is obviously tar more

important than having insurance. Under federal law. hos-

pital emergency rooms are required to treat anyone,

including the uninsured. Thus Americans already have

universal health care.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Why can't we have universal

health care like Canada or Great Britain?

This question ignores the tact that, as 1 just explained, we

already have universal health care. \\ hat liberals are realty
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asking is why can't we have socialist, government-

controlled health care. Well, we can. But we don't want it.

In Canada, home of socialized health care, doctors brag

about how urgent cases get treatment in a timely man-

ner—that is, they're treated "within two weeks." 3 Hey
Canucks, that's terrific! But I think that, all things consid-

ered, I don't want to get sick or hurt in a nation with such

a system. Say you hurt your knee playing in a football

game, and your doctor recommends you get an MRI. If

you happen to live in Canada, you'll find that the wait for

an MRI is several months. But ifyou happen to Live in the

United States, you'll be able to get an MRI within a

week. In which country would you prefer to hurt your

knee?

Royalty from Middle Eastern countries like Saudi Ara-

bia have long come to the U.S. for medical treatment.

Why not Canada or Britain? Because they know that

America has the world's finest health care system. (This is

an interesting phenomenon. By taking advantage of U.S.

health care, aren't these Arab princes delaying their big

part}' in Paradise with all those virgins?)

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Health care is not like other goods or services.

People will consume only what they need

and not what they want."

Au contraire, if you'll pardon my French. Harvard Univer-

sity professor Joseph Newhouse conducted a study over

the medical spending habits of almost 8,000 people in the

United States. He wanted to find out whether asking peo-

ple to pay in part for their own health care caused a reduc-

tion in their demand for health care, and whether their
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decisions, it any, to forego

health care resulted in harm to

their health. The results were
conversatio

startling to liberals—but not to
stopper

anyone who understands the If the government pays for all

basic rules of supply and the nealth care in America,

demand. The study found that
then exPect y°ur local doctor

. ill i
an<J hospital to be as respon-

tnose who had to pay tor their ,

r
- sive to your needs as your

health caie consumed 50 per- )oca | Department of Motor

cent fewer medical services Vehicles.

than those who received the ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
same services for tree. Also,

those who received "free" health care had hospital admis-

sion rates 30-50 percent higher than those who actually

had to pay something for their health care.

But did those who went without health care sutler for

it? Nope. The study concluded that "the average person's

health changed very little, despite the rather large change

in use caused by the insurance plans."
4

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"It's not fair for some people to get fantastic

health care while other get lesser care."

This is another example of the famous liberal last resort:

the appeal to envy. Why should a successful business per-

son get to drive a 2004 SUV while a schoolteacher has to

drive aVW bug? Why shouldn't someone get the best care

possible if he wants it and can afford it' This is just another

manifestation of liberals' hatred of the rich. But there has

never been and never will be a society in which everyone

has the same amount of everything. Human nature just

isn't designed that way.
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VRWC TALKING POINTS

Americans have available to them the best doctors, hospi-

tals, drugs, and health care in the world. Why mess with

the best?

* In nations with socialist health care systems (e.g.

Canada and Britain), the quality of health care—and

access to it—is far inferior to that in America. Why?
When the government takes over paying for health

care, health care providers work for the government

and not for you. the consumer. At that pomt. expect to

be treated the same way you get treated when you visit

your local Department ofMotorVehicles

* Universal health care already nri I federal law man-

dates emergency care.

* American pharmaceutical companies develop lrfesaving

drugs because they are motivated by profits—developing

the drugs that people really need.



STOPP SUPORTING
PUBLIK SKOOLS:

DEFENDING SCHOOL CHOICE

Who cares more about your children—you or the govern-

ment? Who is responsible for your children—you or the

government? Whose values should be imparted to your

children—yours or the government's? And who should

decide where your kids go to school—you or the govern-

ment?

• • •

what the liberals say. . .

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We must spend more taxpayer money

on public schools in order to raise

teacher salaries and reduce class size."

When businesses fail to provide 2 desirable service to cus-

tomers, they go out of business. But when a government

program fails, the government asks for more and more

money. That's what's happening with pubhe schools U

the country's worst school districts generally have the

highest per-student spending. The I olumbia

spends about $10,000 every year per student. That's three
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times more than it spent in 1963. But what does all this

money buy? Not much: in virtually every indicator of

student performance (i.e. math, science, and reading pro-

ficiency),Washington, D.C., public school students rank at

the bottom, or near it.
1

If anyone can be forgiven for giving up on public

schools, it would be parents in Washington. These parents

have a responsibility7 to make sure their kids are properly

educated. How can the government help? By giving them

back the tax money they spend on failed public schools.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"It takes a village to raise a child. Education is

a community responsibility, best discharged by

educational experts in public schools."

No, Hillary, it really doesn't take a village to raise a child,

except maybe in the socialist paradise of your dreams.

In fact, it just takes parents. Liberals think that only state-

supported teachers know how to educate your child

properly. (Last I checked, the prestigious Ivy League col-

leges were all private.) School vouchers would prevent

these public school teachers from carrying out their lib-

eral socialist experiment on our children: teaching them

to hate America, distrust their parents, and believe that big

government is the solution to all of society's ailments.

Parents—not government educrats—should decide how

to raise their kids, and where and how to educate them. Par-

ents should be able to decide how money is spent on their

children's education. After all, it's their money If parents

want to send their child to a private school, they should not

also have to subsidize the schooling of other families' chil-

dren. "In a nation supposedly committed to free enterprise,
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Where's the "choice" in education?

Liberals are always talking about "choice" when it

comes to abortion; why not in education? The

answer is simple: teacher unions don't want the

competition.

The public school monopoly has been largely taken

over by teachers' unions—the National Education

Association (NEA) and the American Federation of

Teachers (AFT)—who are more interested in the

welfare of their members and not the welfare of the

children.

-

America's largest teachers union has made up

the largest single group of delegates at every

Democratic National Convention since 1980.

Teacher union-affiliated delegates nowadays out-

number California's entire delegation.

In 1996, 363 DNC delegates were NEA members.

Another 1 17 delegates were affiliated with the AFT.

This means more than 10 percent of the delegates

who nominated President Clinton for a second term

were unionized teachers.

Today, the NEA has about 2.4 million members and

the American Federation of Teachers has about one

million members. The NEA budget for its national

office in 1998-99 was approximately $221 million.

Here are the millionaires who want to deny many

children a quality education/

consumer choice, and equal educational opportunities,

constitutional attorney Clint Bolick declares. "school choice

should be routine. That it is not demonstrates the clout and
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determination of those dedicated to preserving the govern-

ment's monopoly over public education." 5

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Vouchers are crazy, untested experiments."

This argument is a joke. School choice isn't new any more

than consumer choice in a tree market economy is new.

Voluntary non-compulsory schools were in the U.S. long

before public schools became the norm. Today millions of

Americans who can afford to do so send their children to

private and parochial schools. In those schools, they usually

receive an education superior to the one they'd get m a

public school. Today, one out of even- ten parents in the

U.S. sends their children to private school/ Says attorney

Clint Bolick: *'[P]rivate schools, often using public funds,

have played a key role in American education. Even today.

America's post-secondary system of education—the

world's envy—is characterized by widespread school

choice. Students can use the G.I. Bill. Pell Grants, and other

forms of government aid to attend either public or private

schools, including religious institutions. Parents can use

childcare vouchers in private and religious settings. Indeed,

under federal law. tens of thousands of disabled children

receive schooling in private schools at public expense. It is

only mainstream K-12 schools in which the government

commands a monopoly over public funds.""

Moreover, voucher programs are "experimental" and

"untested" because professional educators and bureaucrats

are hghring relentlessly against any efforts to start school

choice programs. Why? Government educrats realize that

their product can't compete in the tree market. Once school

vouchers become available, the educrats will hear the thun-
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der of young fed racing out the doors of their schools to

schools where iri still possible to gel an education.

In tact, an educational marketplace is ready and wait

ing. Students today have many educational options, if the

government school monopoly would just step aside/
1

1 he

pre-collegiate education system in the United States is a

mosaic of public, religious,

L

independent, and other

private schools, all work- CONVERSATION

ing together to provide the STOPPER

best possible education for A poll conducted in 2000 by

American children. A sys- the Washington-based Center

tern that relies on the rich- for Education Reform found

ness ot pluralism and that 70 percent of African-

,. ,
American parents earninq less

diversity must make its . t1c
"

than $15,000 a year support
resources accessible to all school choice.

children. A basic belief of

private education is that

families should have options in the pursuit ot' their chil-

dren's education. Such choices always have existed for

families that have the means to pay private school tuition

costs, and should be available to all."'

Also, vouchers work. "For more than a century, Ver-

mont has operated a viable and popular voucher system in

ninety towns across the state. During the 199&-99 school

year, the state paid tuition for 6,505 students m kinder-

garten through twelfth grade to attend public and private

schools. Families chose from a large pool of public schools

and more than eighty-three independent schools, includ-

ing such well-known academies as Phillips Exeter and

Holderness. . . . Vermont's voucher program has been run-

ning since 1869, nearly as long as the monopolistic pub-

lic education model."
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We must have public schools to give

minority children a chance to get an education."

Unfortunately for liberals, school choice is supported by

one of their core constituencies: inner-city minorities.

Many black and other minority parents support school

choice programs because they and their children have suf-

fered the most in failing public schools. Recently, U.S.

Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas wrote, "[t]oday

many of our inner-city public schools deny emancipation

to urban minority students," who "have been forced into

a system that continually fails them."

Minority and low-income parents express overwhelm-

ing support for parental choice, and are most interested in

placing their children in private schools. Says Terry Moe
of the Hoover Institution: "[T]he appeal of private schools

is especially strong among parents who are low in income,

minority, and live in low-performing districts: precisely

the parents who are the most disadvantaged under the

current system." 11

The strongest support for vouchers, notes Moe, comes

from people who are socially less advantaged, members of

minority groups, and residents of low-performing school

districts. Survey after survey confirms this. A poll con-

ducted in 2000 by the Washington-based Center for Edu-

cation Reform found that 70 percent of

African-American parents earning less than $15,000 a

year support school choice. 12

The reasons for this are obvious. A black high school

dropout earns just over $13,500, but with a high school

degree, the average income of blacks rises to almost

$21,000. Blacks with a bachelors degree have an average
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annual income of about I )
r

,5( H I, and $75,54 M ' u ich a pro

fessional degree. Staying in school and getting out of

the chaotic war zones that are .ill too many public schools

today - has obvious benefits.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

It takes parents (not a village) to raise a child—parents, not

educratS, should decide how and where to educate then-

children. A child's education is tar too important to be left

to (ailing government schools. Parents get to decide what

their children eat, wear, and play, so why shouldn't all par-

ents, including poor ones, be given the opportunity to

decide where to educate their children":

• Liberals such as Bill and Hillary Clinton, Al Gore, Ted

Kennedy, and Jesse Jackson refused to send their own

children to public schools. What does this say about the

quality of public schools?

• We already spend massive amounts of money on pub-

lic schools. The District of Columbia spends about

SI 0,000 every year per student, yet its public school

students rank among the bottom of the nation.

• Good old-fashioned free market competition gives

consumers more choices in products at lower prices.

The education marketplace is no different, as we sec

with colleges and universities. Give parents vouchers to

select their children's school and we'll see better

schools at lower costs.

• Seventy percent of African-American parents earning

less than $15,000 a year support school choice.





GUNS DONT KILL PEOPLE:

LIBERAL GUN CONTROL
LAWS KILL PEOPLE

If guns don't deter crimes, then why do armed Secret

Service agents surround the president?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"The Second Amendment confers no individual right to

own guns but merely allows states to keep a militia,

which today is taken care of by the National Guard."

First, how about reading the thing" The Second

Amendment says that "the people*' shall have the right to

keep and bear arms. In interpreting "the people" as it is

used in the Second, Fourth, Ninth, and Tenth

Amendments, the Supreme Court has made it clear again

and again that it refers to individuals.

Lets also not forget that the Second Amendment falls

in the middle of the Bill of Rights. So we're supposed to

believe that stuck in the middle of all these constitution-

ally protected individual rights is one that grants powers to

state governments- I don't think so. The Hill of Rights was
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written to set forth those rights of the individual so fun-

damental that they may not be infringed upon by gov-

ernment. If the Founders intended the Second

Amendment to grant powers to state governments, they

certainly put it in a funny place.

The Founders made the importance of an armed citi-

zenry abundantly clear because they understood that the

first step tyrannical governments take to oppress the citi-

zenry is to disarm them. Why did Paul Revere ride

through the Massachusetts countryside in 1775, warning

that the British were coming? Was he worried that the

British were marching to torch the countryside and rape

the colonists? Hardly. The British were marching to seize

the colonists' guns.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Guns are dangerous and should be banned."

Sure, guns are dangerous, but so are cars, planes, knives,

hammers, and ropes. Criminals have used them all to com-

mit heinous crimes. Criminals who use guns to murder,

criminals who use automobiles as getaway cars, and terror-

ists who fly airplanes into buildings should all be punished.

But it would be just as silly to call these "airplane crimes"

or "car crimes" as it is to refer to "gun crimes." The focus

should be the criminal, not the tool he used.

As many as 86 million people own over 200 million

guns in the U.S. This includes about 60 million handguns.

Of all these guns, only about 30,000 are involved in deaths

each year—including deaths from murders, accidents, and

suicides. That's .015 percent of all the guns in America.

As in all other areas, when talking about gun control,

liberals don't consider the true costs of their policy
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proposals. rhey refuse to acknowledge the tremendous

and well-documented benefits of civilian gun ownership.

Many studies have demonstrated that Americans use guns

to protect themselves, often stopping crimes without Si

ing .1 shot. In the largest study ever conducted on the

cticct of gun control laws, John R. 1 ott, |r. studied crime

data for every county in the U.S. He found that "when

state concealed handgun laws went into effect m a coun-

ty, murders tell by 8.5 percent, and rapes and aggravated

assaults fell by 5 percent and 7 percent."

Also, gun control laws simply don't thwart criminals.

Washington, I ).C, banned handguns m 1 976. By 1

(

)
(

)
1 , its

homicide rate had tripled. In the same period, the homi-

cide rate in the rest of the U.S. rose 12 percent—still a

matter ot grave concern, but a significantly smaller

increase.

More recently, in October 2003, an independent task

force of the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Pre-

vention released a study

finding no link whatsoev-

er between gun control

laws and lower crime

rates. The study "conduct-

ed a systematic review ot

scientific evidence regard-

ing the effectiveness ot

firearms laws in prevent-

ing violence, including

violent crimes, suicide.

and unintentional injury"

and "found insufficient evidence to determine the effective

ofany of the firearms Lues or combinations of laws reviewed on

violent outcomes/'

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

Criminals use guns to murder,

cars to get away, knives, ham-

mers, and ropes to break in,

and even airplanes to bring

down buildings. The focus

should be the criminal, not the

tool he used.
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Passing yet another gun control law to add to the

already existing 20,000 gun laws already on the books

won't do any good. Enacting a law that expressly prohibits

hijacking an airplane and flying it into a building wouldn't

have stopped the 9/11 attacks, which, obviously violated

many existing laws. Likewise, a criminal who intends to

commit murder with a firearm has already decided to

break the law. The fact that he may also violate a gun law

will not deter him from committing murder.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Guns kill children. We've got to protect the children!"

It is always a tragedy when a child's life is needlessly cut

short. Liberals embrace these opportunities to push for

more gun control. But we have to be on guard that those

senseless tragedies do not result in the erosion of our indi-

vidual liberties. As a society we must ask ourselves: In

making laws that govern the behavior of adults, do we

want to base the legal stan-

dard on a typical five-year-

old? Should we accept the

notion that every adult in

the U.S. must give up the

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

More children under five

drown in water buckets than ^gjit to defend himself in

children under ten die from
order tQ em the

accidental qunshots. Is it time . . r
,

i mo potential misuse or guns
for water bucket control laws? r °

(or any other product for

that matter) by five-year-

olds with irresponsible parents? Absolutely not. I like kids,

but that's no way to run a society of free adults.

Now, the obligation to protect children from dangers in

the home falls to parents. A responsible parent will take
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steps tO make his house Safe tor his kids. It .1 parent IcaVCS

a loaded gun or household chemicals around, it's his fault

it his child IS injured—not mine, not yoUTS, not the law's

\ society of over 22<> nullum responsible, law abiding

adults should not be breed to surrender then freedoms

because a tew parents are careless.

I et's also look at the "kids and guns" Statistics bandied

about by the gun haters. Michael Barnes, then president

ot Handgun Control, Inc.. testified before the U.S.

Senate that in the U.S. about eleven children a day die

from gun violence. Is this true": Are eleven kids coming

home from elementary school each day to watch Barney

on TV, only to be killed by a gun? Of course not. Barnes

is lumping teenage criminals in with the people he refers

to as "children." Violent crime is largely a young man's

game. Among "children" nineteen and under, in 2000

there were 3,0 12 gun-related deaths (including suicides

and murders). If, however, you define "children" as four-

teen-Year-olds and younger, thereby excluding most

gang members and teen drug dealers, there were only

433 total deaths. Though any death of an innocent child

is tragic, this puts Barnes's hysterical claim in perspective.

Many objects kill far more children than guns/ In

1999, 1,260 children under ten died due to motor vehi-

cles, 484 died in residential fires, ninety-three children

under ten drowned in bathtubs. And another thirty-six

children under five drowned in five-gallon plastic buck-

ets. "More children under five drown in this one type ot

water bucket than children under ten die from any type

of accidental gunshot."' Folks, it's time to put safety

locks on the water buckets. Indeed," [a]ccidental firearm

deaths are at an all-time low, while gun ownership is at

an all-time high."
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Of course, some liberals will argue that if banning

guns saves just one child's life, then we should ban guns.

But using the same logic, Americans use guns to defend

themselves from at least 80,000 assaults, robberies, and

household burglaries each year. At least one child's life is

saved each year by gun ownership.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

In reality, gun control laws would leave millions of

Americans defenseless against violent predators. That's not

a society in which we'd want to live. Consider:

• You have a right to life and thus a right to defend that

life against criminal predators. Guns allow you to exer-

cise this fundamental human right.

• More guns mean less crime, as seen in study after study,

including the largest study ever conducted. Researcher

John R. Lott, Jr. demonstrated that "when state con-

cealed handgun laws went into effect in a county, mur-

ders fell by 8.5 percent, and rapes and aggravated

assaults fell by 5 percent and 7 percent."

• In every state that has enacted a conceal carry law, mak-

ing it easier for more law-abiding citizens to carry

guns, crime rates plummet. After the right-to-carry law

went into effect in Texas in 1996, the state murder rate

fell by 60 percent within four years. After the right-to-

carry law went into effect in Florida in 1987, Florida's

homicide rate fell by 23 percent in five years (in con-

trast to the U.S. homicide rate, which rose 9 percent

during that same period).

• Of the 200 million guns in the U.S. today, only about

.015 percent of all guns in America are involved in

deaths each year.



IT'S SIMPLE:

DO THE CRIME,

SERVE THE TIME

Liberals believe that guns don't deter crime, harsh prison

sentences don't deter crime, nothing, in fact, deters crime.

We all just need more tolerance and understanding and

government social programs. But ask a liberal this: Where

would you rather see a career criminal living—behind bars

or next door to your family?

• • • • •

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"Criminals aren't responsible

for their crimes. Society is."

We've bought into this way of thinking for decades now.

During the 1960s and 1970s, we adopted a soft-on-crime

approach advocated by liberal theorists. 1 hey insisted that

people committed crimes not because they were crimi-

nals, but because they were poor, their mother dressed

them funny, they didn't have puppies growing up. Of

because they were not being "raised by a village." I hese

wrong-headed notions led to public policies, which
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denied the link between individual responsibility and

criminal conduct.

The result of this kind of thinking? More criminals

stayed on the streets for longer. In 1960, for every 1,000

violent crime arrests, 299 arrestees were eventually

imprisoned. But by 1970, that number had fallen to 170. 1

Crime rates soared. From 1960 to 1970, violent crime

rates rose 126 percent. In the next decade, they jumped

another 64 percent.

But then the picture began to change. From 1980 to

1990, the violent crime rate went up again, but at a slower

pace: 23 percent. Then violent crime rates actually began

to fall—there was a 6.4 percent drop between 1990 and

1 995. 2Why did violent crime rates begin to drop? Because

communities all across the U.S. started to roll back the

destructive liberal policies of the sixties. Criminals began

going to jail in greater numbers and for longer periods. In

1980, state and federal prisons held 329,821 inmates; by

1990, there were 773,919 prisoners, and by 1994,

1,053,738.
3
Liberals howled, but there was no mistaking

the numbers. McGruff was starting to take a bite out of

crime.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We should focus on eliminating the root

cause of crime by expanding social programs and

building more schools instead of more prisons."

Once again, liberals have the causal chain backwards.

Poverty does not cause crime, but crime causes poverty.

Liberals love to justify big government, higher taxes, and

more social programs by saying, "People turn to crime
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because of social conditions: poverty, illegitimacy; and a

lack of economic opportunities. It we just spend more

taxpayer dollars for social programs, we can reduce crime

rates.'
1

Sounds great. And saying it often enough might

cam you a master's degree in Sociology or Wbmyn's
Studies. But it sure won't do anything co save innocent

lives from violent predators.

According to a 2002 study

by the Department of

Justice, approximately

68 percent of criminals

released from federal

prison are rearrested for a

felony or serious misde-

meanor within three years

of their release. Almost 47

percent were convicted of

a new crime.

1 et's look at the record:

"Hetween 1962 and 1972,

spending in America's

twenty-eight largest cities

increased 198 percent,

while federal and state aid

to cities rose 370 percent.

Federal direct aid to cities

rose from less than SI bil-

lion a year in 1964 to S21

billion in 1980, finally lev-

eling off under President

Reagan."
4 With all that money pouring into the cities, the

crime rate must have fallen sharply, right' It didn't!

In fact, crime skyrocketed. Cities like Washington, DC.
and New York City were first in line at the federal trough

for welfare and social programs—and at the same time

became showcases o( violent crime and social disorder.

Once again, if you subsidize socially undesirable behavior.

you get more of it. The bottom line: Crime causes pover-

ty, not the other way around. Businesses and productive

law-abiding citizens leave neighborhoods when they

become crime-ridden. They take jobs and economic

opportunities with them. Potential employers and investors

go elsewhere. Wouldn't you?
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LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Getting tough on crime harms minorities."

Liberals say this because when arrests go up, arrests of

blacks and other minorities go up. There is no doubt that

crime rates are higher in minority communities than they

are in the general population. Is that because of racism or

profiling? Give me a break. Blacks and Hispanics can

lower crime rates in the inner city by getting tough on

crime. And they have very good reason to do so: accord-

ing to the National Crime and Victimization Survey,

Hispanics and blacks were both more likely than whites to

become victims of violent crimes. Blacks were more than

"three times more likely than whites to become victims

of robbery, and twice as likely to become victims of aggra-

vated assault, as whites." 5

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Those who commit crimes should get a

chance to make something of their lives."

Sure they should. But this is no argument for letting vio-

lent or serial criminals out of prison quickly. After all,

recidivism rates justify long prison sentences. Most violent

criminals commit violent crimes soon after they are

released from prison. According to a 2002 study by the

Department ofJustice, approximately 68 percent of crim-

inals released from federal prison are rearrested for a

felony or serious misdemeanor within three years of their

release. Almost 47 percent were convicted of a new crime.

Over half of those released found themselves right back in

prison—either for committing a new crime or violating a

condition of their release.
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rheic arc examples ol this in every day's newspaper.

Consider, for one. convicted murderer David Mausi He
has been charged with killing three teenagers after being

released from prison in 1999. 1 le got out .it th.it tune after

serving just hah of a thirty-five-year prison sentence foi

killing a fifteen-year-old boy. When he was convicted in

1981, he was already serving a five-year sentence in a

Texas jail for stabbing a child.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Conservative anti-crime

measures are too expensive."

Sure, fighting and punishing crime is expensive. But

allowing criminals to run rampant is tar more expensive.

A crime imposes extraordinary costs on the victim, his

family, his neighborhood, and society. Not only do crime

victims suffer direct losses of property and income, as well

as incurring medical costs, they also suffer mental anguish.

For the victims of murder or rape, their lives are taken or

destroyed. According to a National Institute for Justice

research report, the cost of crime to victims is estimated

at S450 billion annually; S426 billion of that comes from

violent crimes." The annual cost of rape alone to the U.S

is approximately SI 27 billion/ These costs of crime

include lost earnings, public program costs, medical costs.

lost quality of life, and pain and suffering. Society incurs

wasted resources and citizens pay a fortune on alarm

terns, guns, locks, and bars.

Crime also hurts communities. Businesses lose cus-

tomers when people are scared to venture OUl into the

neighborhood. Others are forced to charge higher prices

or simply move. This translates into lost jobs and tax
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revenues. Crime destroys neighborhoods and real estate

values—as we see from America's inner cities, where real

estate values are abysmal because the neighborhoods are

too dangerous to live in.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

Violent and serial criminals should be imprisoned for

long periods oftime to keep them from terrorizing soci-

ety.When criminals are behind bars, they are not stealing

your car. killing your friend, or raping your daughter.

* Crmie rates fall when society is tough on crime—long,

harsh prison sentences thwart crimes by both the

imprisoned criminal and the would-be criminal

deterred by the real threat of a long stmt m the slammer.

* Sixty-eight percent of criminals released from federal

prison are rearrested for a felony or serious misde-

meanor within three years of their release

* A 1990 study by the National Insntute ofJustice rinds

that "the average inmate costs society between

Sl~2.000 and $2. 36-. V| per year while outside

prison.""

* Steven Levitt of the Harvard Society of Fellows studied

the effect oi prison populanon on crmie rates and

found that for even* one prisoner reduction, the total

number ofcrimes committed increases by about fifteen

per year.



FORGET THE ELECTRIC CHAIR,

BRING ON THE ELECTRIC
BLEACHERS: THE CASE

FOR THE DEATH PENALTY

Liberals say the death penalty is cruel and unusual punish-

ment—inhumane and should never be done. So ask a lib-

eral: Did Adolf Hitler deserve the death penalty or coun-

seling?

• • • • *

Here's what the liberals say.

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"The death penalty is inhumane

and 'cruel and unusual.'"

The death penalty is neither inhumane nor "cruel and

unusual." The U.S. Constitution specifically refers to the

death penalty in the Fifth Amendment, which mentions .1

"capital crime" and the deprivation of "lite." And except

for about four years in the mid- 1 97( fc (when the Supreme

Court was caught m a stranglehold o{ liberalism), the

Court has repeatedlv upheld the authority ofdie govern-

ment to execute murderers. What's inhumane and "cruel

and unusual" is the suggestion that the murderer's lite is

more valuable than the victim's. After all. death bv lethal
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injection looks pretty good next to some of the ways in

which murderers kill their victims—such as the eleven-

year-old girl raped by four men and then killed when
they stuffed her panties down her throat.

1

The death penalty for murder isn't "cruel and unusual;"

it's a punishment that fits the crime. If a person intention-

ally takes the life of another, he should die. "Executing a

murderer," says ever-insightful pundit Don Feder, "is the

only way to adequately express our horror at the taking of

an innocent life. Nothing else suffices ... A murderer sen-

tenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole

can still laugh, learn, and love, listen to music and read,

form friendships, and do the thousand and one things

(mundane and sublime) forever foreclosed to his victims."
2

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The death penalty doesn't deter crime."

Who cares if the death penalty deters crime? A murderer

deserves to die because he himself decided to surrender

his own life when he took someone else's life. He did not

respect another's life, so we should not respect his.

Executions permanently remove from society extremely

dangerous criminals. We want these evildoers removed

from our world and we want to eliminate any risk of

them communicating with or having any influence on

society. Political scientist John McAdams eloquently

explained that "[i]f we execute murderers and there is in

fact no deterrent effect, we have killed a bunch of mur-

derers. If we fail to execute murderers, and doing so

would in fact have deterred other murders, we have

allowed the killing of a bunch of innocent victims. I

would much rather risk the former. This, to me, is not a
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Murder by the numbers

15,000 people are murdered every year in America.

Liberals should worry more about these people,

and the loved ones they leave behind, than about

the murderers.

In a 2003 Gallup poll, 74 percent of Americans sup-

ported the death penalty. In that same poll, it was

shown "that most people accept the idea that an

innocent person might be executed — many

believe it has happened at some point in the last

five years — but still support capital punishment."

A recent ABCNews.com poll found that 65 percent

of Americans support the death penalty.

75 percent of Americans favored executing

Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh.

tough call."
3

In fact, deterrence isn't the main justification

for the death penalty. But it's clear that the death penalty

really does deter crime. The recidivism rate among exe-

cuted murderers is a perfect zero percent.

Not convinced yet? Consider the infamous serial rapist

and murderer John Wayne Gacy. Cu\c\ was executed in

1994 for murdering thirty-three people, mostly teenage

boys. Before he committed any of those murders, he had

been convicted of violently raping and sodomizing a

teenage boy. He was sentenced to ten wars m prison, but

served only eighteen months— it was L970, the high point

of liberal lunacy running amok in the justice system.

Obviouslv, if Gacy had been put out of commission after
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die first crime, thirty-three men .vould be aKve today

Often, murderers who .ire imprisoned and released kill

:._/..::. If society had executed these criminals die first

time they went to jail, the later murders would newer

have happened

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"We should follow Europe's example

in abolishing the death penalty."

N
r. ;ulc we realry v
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CONSERVATIVES
SAY IT BEST...
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out what Europeans think, let

after them? Many Europeans

alHed themselves with Hit-

Mair the

overthrow afSaddam Hus-

sein. Europeans sat idly by

while neighboring Slobo-

Muosevic herein:

raped Cro,

Thev ake

ightered and

and Bosnians.
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Americans place a

greater value on life, liberty.

and the pursuit of happi-

ness than do most other

folks around the w
Americans re; agnize that a

murderer has sadistically

taken from his victim life.

libertv. and opportunity to

pursue hap
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iness. H::::-

nizing the ram and loss
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imposed by the murderer upon die victim and the

tim's survivors, Americans rightly agree that the murderer

has by his own actions surrendered his own right to life.

[f someone shows no respect tor the lives of others, why
should WC respect lus~ That other countries are more

sympathetic to murderers should not influence us: ifother

countries choose to devalue the lives of their crime vic-

tims, that doesn't mean that we should to

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The application of the death penalty results

in a disproportionate number of minorities

being executed as compared to whites."

To conclude that something is applied "disproportionately."

you must first know what would be "proportional."

Liberals, please tell us exactly how many (pardon me
while I slip into liberal-speak) Hispanic-Americans.

Asian-Americans, Martian-Americans, Red Sox Fan-

Americans, and Fatso-Americans should be sentenced to

death to ensure that only a "proportionate" number of

each group are being executed.

The numbers of executions are disproportionate

because the numbers of crimes are too. The unpleasant

fact is that more blacks and Hispanics commit crimes than

do whites. Between 1976 and 1999, blacks committed

51.5 percent of the murders in the U.S.; whites commit-

ted 46.5 percent. Yet the Bureau ofJustice Statistics states:

"Since the death penalty was reinstated by the Supreme

Court in 1976, white inmates have made up more than

half of the number under sentence of death."4
In 2002, ol

those persons executed, fifty-three were white and eight-

een black. In 2000, forty-nine of the eighty-five people
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executed were white. 5 Thus, despite cornrnitting over half

the murders in the U.S., black murderers are still less likely

than white murders to be sentenced to death.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Every execution risks

killing an innocent person."

Yes, and every time you cross a street, you may get killed

by a person driving somewhere to buy a loaf of bread. Just

because an action risks an innocent life doesn't automati-

cally justify eliminating that activity. Should we ban cars

because of the risk of accidental deaths?

Liberals can't name a single innocent person executed

in the U.S. If such a person ever existed, there is no doubt

that the name would be as famous in the U.S. today as

Jesus, Elvis, or J. Lo.The media would never shut up about

the fact that an innocent person was executed and that

"by the way, Republicans are responsible because they

support the death penalty."

Liberals breathlessly point to cases in which appellate

courts reversed a trial court's decision to sentence a per-

son to death. However, most of these "reversals" resulted

from technical legal errors; they didn't constitute a dec-

laration that the convicted murderer was innocent. The

best evidence the liberals can muster for this argument is

that the use ofDNA testing has resulted in the release of

some convicts from death row. But these releases actual-

ly support keeping the death penalty. The advent of

DNA testing now gives us an even greater guarantee

that in the future a person convicted of murder is in fact

a murderer.



LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Life imprisonment is just as

bad a punishment as death."

Obviously, this is not true. If life behind ban is equivalent

to death, why do so many criminals agree to plead guilty

in exchange for the prosecution agreeing not to seek the

death penalty? Even ifsomeone is behind bars, he can pray,

read, write, play sports, tall in love, get married, go on the

Internet, and even make money. In December 1993, with

only a few months to live, John Wayne Gacy taped a mes-

sage tor his own lucrative (
>»< »i i number and continued to

sell his own paintings.

VRWC TALKING POINTS

A murderer deserves to die because he himself decided to

surrender his own life when he took someone else's life.

He did not respect another's life, so we should not respect

his.

• The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

expressly contemplates the death penalty in America.

• Executions permanently remove from society extremely

dangerous criminals. We want these evildoers removed

from our world and we want to eliminate any risk o(

them communicating with or having any influence on

society.

• Ample legal safeguards exist to protect the innocent

from execution. Before a murderer can be executed, he

must be indicted by a grand jury, and then tried, con

victed, and sentenced to death by a jury overseen by a

judge. Then, several years ^\ appeals follow, allowing
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lawyers to investigate and reinvestigate every fact of the

case.

* Fact: 15,000 people are murdered even' year m the

U.S. and they each deserve to have their killer brought

to justice.

* The death penalty is not "cruel or unusual;" it's a pun-

ishment that tits the crime.

* Who cares if the death penalty deters future crimes? If

it deters future crimes, that's great; if it does not, then

all we have done is killed a "bunch of murderers." 6



OH, AND AL?
BUSH WON

Liberals just won't let the 2000 election go. The votes have

been counted and recounted and the result is always the

same: Bush won.

• • * *

Here's what the liberals say,

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"The Republicans stole the 2000 presidential election."

No matter how many times I )emocratS close their eyes,

click their heels, and repeat this, it will never become true.

Unlike Democrats, who will do anything to win.

Republicans have a long history of not challenging ques-

tionable elections. Richard Nixon lost m I960 but didn't

challenge the result—despite serious and credible allega-

tions that Democratic operatives had engaged in fraud to

fix the tallies m Texas and Illinois, giving Kennedy enough

electoral votes to win.

In 2000, then-Missouri senatOI John Ashciofi lost an

election to Mel Carnahan. who had been killed in an air-

plane crash a tew weeks before the election. Because the
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death occurred so close to the election. Carnahan's name

couldn't be removed from the ballot. However, Missouri's

Democratic governor promised to appoint Carnahan's

wife. Jean, to till the seat if the deceased Carnahan should

win. In an obvious outpouring of sympathy, the deceased

Mel Carnahan won—even though he didn't quite meet the

Consritunonal requirements for a candidate for Senate:

candidates must be at least thirty years old. U.S. citizens for

at least mne years, and residents of the state when elected. I

doubt that even a liberal court would find that a dead man

could be considered to be either a "person" or a "citizen."

But instead of challenging the election. Ashcroft conceded.

What about Bush and Gore? Did you know that in

2000. Gore "won" Xew Mexico by 366 votes, but Bush

didn't challenge the result? Nor did Bush say anything

about close Gore victories in Wisconsin and Oregon. But

when Bush beat Gore in Florida by a few hundred

votes—as confirmed by several recounts—all hell broke

loose. But despite a herculean effort by the liberal media

and a liberal activist Florida Supreme Court to give Al

Gore Florida's electoral votes and the 2000 presidential

election. George Bush gained more votes than Gore on

election night after the original count, the automatic

recount, and after the absentee ballots were counted. Bush

was never behind: how exactly did he steal an election in

which he won the original count and all the recounts :

.Also, the media's decision to call Florida for Gore

before that state's polls closed cost Bush thousands of

votes. With over one hour remaining before the polls

closed m the ten heavily Republican Florida counties,

ABC. CNN. FOX News. CBS. MSNBC, and NBC all

incorrectly declared that Gore had won Florida's twenty-

five electoral votes. This cost Bush thousands of votes.

Why £0 out to vote if the election is alreadv decided?
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American Enterprise Institute scholar |ohn k. Lott, |i

explains, "Polling conducted after the election indicates

that the media had an impact on voter behavior, and thai

the perception of Democratic wins discouraged kepuh

lican voters."

Three different studies reached this same conclusion.

A

survey ofwestern panhandle Florida voters conducted by

the Republican polling company John Mel aughlin c\

Associates estimated that the media's early call tor Gore

cost Bush about 1 (),()()() votes. Similarly, Lott concluded

that, "By prematurely declaring Gore the winner shortly

before polls had closed in Florida's conservative western

panhandle, the media ended up suppressing the

Republican vote." Using voting data for presidential elec-

tions from 1976 to 200(3, Lott controlled for a variety of

factors affecting turnout and found that Bush received "as

many as 7,500 to 10,000 fewer votes than he would nor-

mally have expected." Even Democratic strategist Bob

Beckel determined that Bush lost up to 8,000 votes in the

Florida panhandle after Florida was called for Gore.

Its also interesting to note that on October 3< >. 2< a

then-unknown woman, Katherine Harris, Florida's secre-

tary of state, sent a letter to the news networks imploring

them not to call a winner in Florida until after the polls

—

including the polls in Florida's western panhandle—had

closed. Harris wrote, "The last thing we need is to have our

citizens in the Central Time Zone think their vote doesn't

count—because it certainly does!"

LIBERAL LUNACY:

"Al Gore just wanted every vote counted."

Well,Al Gore got his wish—twice' Every voter in Florida

had his or her vote counted

—

twice! In reality, it was Al
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Gore who tried to steal the election. Al Gore became the

first presidential candidate m history to concede an elec-

tion, only to then call back and say "just kidding." He
pleaded to have "every vote count," while seeking to pre-

vent just that. Let-Every-Vote-Count Gore tried to dis-

enfranchise American servicemen serving overseas by

going to court to disallow military absentee ballots.

Democratic operatives even issued a five-page memo
describing exactly how to disqualify military ballots. Gore

said he wanted "every vote counted." but immediately

after the election he didn't ask for a statewide recount. He
only wanted the votes in three heavily Democratic coun-

ties to be recounted.Why didn't Gore ask for a recount in

all sixty-seven Florida counties":

Six million Floridians voted in the 2000 presidential

election. Contrary to what liberals want you to believe, all

ot them had their votes counted more than once: when

they were first run through the voting machines, then

again when each vote was reread as required by Florida's

automatic recount statute (which kicked in due to the

closeness of the election).

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"The U.S. Supreme Court gave the election to Bush."

Wrong again. Liberals often conveniently downplay the

fact that seven oi the nine Supreme Court justices ruled

that the state-wide manual recount violated Floridians'

constitutional rights by not defining what would consti-

tute a valid '"vote" during the recount. Liberal justices

David Souter and Stephen Breyer. as well as maddeningly

moderate justices Sandra Day O'Connor and Anthony

Kennedy, all found that Florida's proposed manual

recount violated the U.S. Constitution. Also, the U.S.
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Supreme Court absolutely had the legal authority to

intervene into the Florida debacle. I lie election of the

president and vice president of the United States is a fed

oral issue. Indeed, the only elected positions m our dem-

ocratic republic for which the entire citizenry may cast a

vote are the president and

vice president. The U.S.

Constitution specifically

sets torth the method by

which the president and

vice president are to be

elected. The Constitution

provides that the state leg-

islature—not the state

supreme court—is respon-

sible for creating the

process whereby the state's

electors are to be selected.

The Florida Supreme Court had overstepped its

bounds in violation of the Constitution, and the U.S.

Supreme Court intervened to save the day.

CONVERSATION
STOPPER

How exactly did Bush steal an

election when he won all the

recounts?

George Bush gained more

votes than Al Gore on election

night after the automatic

recount and after the absentee

ballots were counted.

LIBERAL LUNACY:
"Americans are enraged at Republican chicanery,

and will make them pay at the ballot box."

Oh yeah' If the Republican "theft" of the 2000 election

is such a hot campaign issue, win did the Republicans

buck history in the 20<>2 midterms, picking up seats in the

House and the Senate? How did George's brother Jeb

Bush—despite campaigning by Al Gore, Hill Clinton, and

Jesse Jackson—manage to eke out a ninetcen-ponn

reelection win as Florida's governor? Why did presidential

election lightning rod Katherme Harris get elected to
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yore looks as if the countrv is with

Republicans on this one.

I bviously to the . rre "split" about

who should be president in 2000, by 2002 they had :v

up their minds.

VRWC TALKTNG POINTS

Every Florida voter had his or he: Me zoantc :.— i: least

twice. Consider:

* Despite pretending to "want ever v::e :: ... ."::. Al

Gore tried to disqualify vc te : \merican r r :: err.en

;erving overseas. Gore also sought recounts in three

heavily Democratic rounties insteai :: i ;:a:e-"-iie

recount.

- ABC, CNN. FOX News, CBS. MSNBC. i~d NBC all

incorrectly declared a Gore victor ... Florida—with

over an hour still left: before the polls closed in :e

heavily Republican counties. Democratic strategi
-

Bob Beckel estimates that this may bane ; ast Bosh op

to -

r -

:

:' die nine U.S. Supreme Court justices, in i

aon to the chir:" jdge )f the Hon _:r

found that the Honda Supreme Cour: : rrei - re-

wide recount violated the Consaruaon. Two or" the

"_"
S. Supreme Cou :

r :h -
: rnsntut:

:

violanons were Bill Clinton appointees

a tf :;.: public believed that George Bush and the

Republicans stole the _ :. . r . . .
- -

: r. e r.

how come the RepubHcans bucked history in the 2 1

midterm election _ _ ?ntrol ot the L x

kting to their control of the U.S. Hou<:

Representatives, reelecting Flonda governor Jeb Bush
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b\ .1 nineteen pomt margin, and electing Katherine

1 [arris to the U.S. 1 [oust
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Economist John Maynard Keynes once said,'
1

I he ideas of

economists and political philosophers, both when they are

right and when they are wrong, are more powerful than is

commonly understood. Indeed, the world is ruled by little

else. Practical men. who believe themselves to be quite

exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually the slaves

of some defunct economist. Madmen in authority, who hear

voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy from some aca-

demic scribbler of a few years back."

Who are the economists, political philosophers, and aca-

demic scribblers of the modern conservative movement?

There are many, and the list is growing.

This book is the product of reading conservative authors.

attending lectures and debates, watching political shows on

television or listening to them on the radio, and my own per-

sonal experiences debating liberals m New York City and on

television. Because the Handbook is not intended to be a

definitive work on any of the issues addressed, here is a list of

resources and information that I have found helpful m stay-

ing abreast of Conspiracv developments.



INSPIRATIONAL INDIVIDUALS

In addition to conservative politicians and their advisors, there

ire hundreds ?f rn:ed:g:er:: ini = rr.jul=:e ronservinve ;:::.-

mentators. Here is a list of those individuals whom I have

found particularly interesting and persuasive I mention

when I see articles by these folks and when they appear on

my television. On particular points, these ecrrvmentators may

disagree with me and I with them.That's okay Often, you can

learn much from listening to and con-rmniraring with those

with whom you disagree

Bill Bennett. former U.S. Secretary ;: E ;...::: :.. res:-

selling author, and head of the public policy group Empower

America. Bennett always otters an intelligent view though he

is rimcularly good on education and foreign policy issues.

Judge Robert Bork. former federal judge, professor of

'.i'.v. resrsellmg turner, mo >molor iz me Amermm Emerrnie

Institute. Bork "s views on the state ofAmerican law ire par-

ticularrv insightful.

Brent Bozell. president of the Media Research Center

mo me ?:":he :::::::': :bremo>: exrer:> or. .::::i mis m :he

media.

Patrick Buchanan. '. ?nomme rolumms:. former presi-

dential candidate, telegenic talk-show host, and articulate

defender of the America First movement.

William F. Buckley. Jr., raconteur, founder of the influ-

ermol _Y.: ::;»:.:.' R-;: :::. miomme. besisellirig mmor. mo one

of the earhest conservatives on television with PBS's Firing

Line.

Kellyanne Conway. :": or.der. rresider.:. mo ZWZ :: me

Washington. D.C.-based "The Polling Company." conserva-

tive eommentator. and one of the "Fifty Mc ertul

Women in Politics." according to Ladies' HomeJournal.
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Ann Coulter, perhaps the second most famous woman
(after \ Hilar)

|
in American politic i today. ( loultei is an tttoi

ney, bestselling author, and conservative diva who sets the

standard against which .ill other conservative commentators

should be compared

Monica Crowley, FOX News Channel political analyst,

successful author, Richard Nixon scholar, and radio show host.

Matt Drudge, founder and operator of the Drudge

Report {wWWtdrudgtftport.COm), the nation's best website for

the most up-to-date new s and political gossip.

Dinesh D'Souza, research fellow at the Hoover

Institution, bestselling author, true American success story, and

definitely a person with whom you would want to serve on

a college Republican newspaper.

Larry Elder, Los Angeles-based radio talk-show host

known as the "Sage from South Central" who debunks pop-

ular liberal myths every day, as well as in his excellent book,

H\e Ten Things You Can't Say in America.

Richard Epstein, law professor, author, and clearly one of the

smartest people in the world, with the ability to explain theoret-

ically yet clearly the most complicated legal and political issues.

Don Feder, columnist, author, radio talk-show host and

all-around talented conservative pundit.

Steve Forbes, editor and president of the free market-

oriented Forbes magazine and former presidential candidate.

who brought the idea of a "flat rate income tax*' into the main-

stream.

Milton Friedman, a true intellectual giant whose resume

includes a Nobel Prize in economics. Friedman is second to

none in his ability to defend the benefits of the free market

and is the intellectual father of the school choice movement

John Fund, intelligent conservative pundit who writes edi-

torials for the Wall Street Journal and collaborated with Rush

Limbaugh on the bestseller The Way Things ( htght to Be.
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Frank Gaffiiey, founder of the Center for Security Policy

and an insightful commentator on American foreign policy

and defense issues.

Robert George, standup comedian and editorial writer

for the New York Post.

Jonah Goldberg, Lucianne's son and a darn funny writer

for National Review Online.

Lucianne Goldberg, founder of the popular website

www.lucianne.com, former New York literary agent, mom of

Jonah, and hated by liberals (but loved by conservatives) for

her role in helping prove Bill Clinton's felonious perjury in

the Paula Jones/Monica Lewinsky affairs.

Mark Helprin, author and excellent writer for the

Claremont Institute and the Wall StreetJournal.

Sean Hannity, media superstar, radio talk-show host,

bestselling author, and co-host of FOX News Channel's hit

television show "Hannity & Colmes."

David Horowitz, successful author, intellectual bomb-

thrower, brilliant political strategist, and a man who under-

stands the application of the "art of war" to politics and how

Republicans should use it.

Laura Ingraham, attorney, bestselling author, and media

star, with her own nationally syndicated radio show.

William Kristol, author and editor of the Weekly

Standard magazine. Kristol is an influential conservative in

print, in the lecture hall, and on the airwaves.

David Kopel, author and research director at the

Independence Institute, and author ofnumerous outstanding

pieces explaining why guns are good.

Michael Ledeen, author and scholar at the American

Enterprise Institute. Ledeen understands what it will take to

destroy international terrorism and its supporters.

David Limbaugh, attorney, bestselling author, and

nationally syndicated columnist whose recent book,
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cution: Hon- Liberals are Waging Wa\ against Christianity, is

.in eye-opener even tor Ami Rand 1i1h-k.im.uis.

Rush Limbaugh, mega media superstar, bestselling

author, and radio host who has single-handedly given more

liberals heart attacks than tobacco, fatty foods, and alcohol

combined.

John R. Lott,Jr., statistician, former professor oflaw, and

now resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute.

L ott is the author of More Guns, Less Crime: I Understanding

Crime and Gun Control Laws, the definitive book ofhow guns

in America save tar more lives than criminals using guns take.

Rich Lowry, editor of National Review and author of the

now-definitive history book of the Clinton era. Legacy: Playing

the Price for the Clinton Years.

Joel Mowbray, syndicated columnist and author of

Dangerous Diplomacy: How the State Department Threatens

America's Security. Mowbray shocked the nation with his dis-

covery that of the fifteen visas available for the 9/1 1 hijack-

ers, all should have been rejected.

Stephen Moore, economist and president of the Club for

Growth. Moore is an articulate, passionate spokesperson and

political activist for less government, free markets. a\k\ tax cuts.

Dick Morris, yes, Morris worked for Bill Clinton, but his

political analysis on the FOX News Channel is second to

none. Morris has been a strong critic o\ Hillary Rodham

Clinton, thus earning him at least an honorable mention from

theVRWC.

Deroy Murdock, influential New York-based nationally

syndicated columnist and columnist for National Review

Online.

Charles Murray, author of several influential books,

including the groundbreaking Losing Ground, which showed

how government welfare programs actually hurt America's

poor.
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Benjamin Netanyahu, the most eloquent and intelligent

defender of Israel and the defense strategy of destroying ter-

rorists instead of pandering to them.

Grover Norquist, Republican activist extraordinaire,

whose work as president for Americans for Tax Reform is just

part of his overall plan to make the Republican Party into the

majority party for decades to come.

Oliver North, war hero, bestselling author, columnist, tel-

evision and radio star, and almost-U.S. senator. Simply put,

North is a great American hero.

Walter Olson, author, Manhattan Institute scholar, and

founder of the influential website www.overlawyered.com, a fan-

tastic resource for research, facts, and anecdotes about how

the law and lawyers are dragging down America.

Bill O'Reilly, bestselling author and straight-talking,

common sense—advocating host of top-ranked television

show The O'Reilly Factor.

Richard Poe, bestselling author of Seven Myths of Gun

Control and founder of the blogsite www.richardpoe.com.

Mark Skousen, unique and entertaining free market

economist who writes the financial newsletter Mark Skousen's

Forecasts and Strategies.

Thomas Sowell, author, columnist, and fellow at the

Hoover Institution. Sowell s columns and books are absolutely

always must-reads.

John Stossel, a free market libertarian and gadfly to the

liberal media who anchors Tliejohn Stossel Specials for ABC
News and frequently appears on ABC's 20/20. Stossel's pro-

duced programs are must-sees and are always worth watch-

ing—even taping.

Phylis Schlafly, one of the most extraordinary women of

the twentieth century, who single-handedly led the move-

ment to stop the liberal's Holy Grail, the Equal Rights

Amendment.
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R. Hmmett "Bob" Tyrrell, Jr., foundei and editOI

chief of The American Spectator magazine and author of

Madame HiUary:The Dark Road to the White Hon

Eugene Volokh, young and energetic legal intellectual!

prolific writer, and professor of law .it UCLA Law Sc hool.

Walter Williams, professor, economist, author, columnist,

and occasional host of Rush Limbaugh's radio show.

Williams's writings are always must-reads.

George Will, author, columnist, and Longtime conserva-

tive pundit on Sunday morning talk shows.

MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS

American Enterprise National Review

American Spectator NewYork Post

America's First Freedom NewYork Sun

CityJournal Reason Magazine

Claremont Review ofBooks Wall Street Journal

Conservative Chronicle Washington Times

Human Events Weekly Standard

I
:rccmau: Life and Liberty?

CONSERVATIVE THINK TANKS,
ORGANIZATIONS, AND WEBSITES

Conservatives have experienced so much political success

over the last decade in part because of their ability to cir-

cumvent the information flow gushing from the liberal-con

trolled media, public schools, and universities.And how have

conservatives been able to circumvent these liberal mono-

liths? Two major reasons are the rise of the Internet and the

ever-growing import of outstanding conservative think tanks.

The combination of research and analysis from conservative

think tanks, with their ability to use the Internet and cable
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news to communicate their opinions to the public, provides

critical information to conservative politicians, conservative

media folks, and even conservative college students under

siege at liberal universities. No more are Americans forced to

choose between the "moderate" liberals at NBC News and

the "socialists" of National Public Radio.

Over the years, I have found the following conservative

and libertarian organizations and think tanks to offer many

intelligent arguments, facts, and opinions against liberalism.

For anyone interested in learning more about how to defeat

liberals, familiarity with the following groups and their web-

sites is invaluable.

American Conservative Union, uninu.conservative.org.

Longtime grassroots conservative political organization that

sponsors the annual CPAC convention and supports capital-

ism, a strong national defense, traditional moral values, and

interpreting the Constitution according to the original intent

of the Framers.

American Enterprise Institute, xvunv.aei.org.Think tank

devoted to free markets, limited government, and strong

national defense.

American Life League, www.aU.org. Outstanding and

influential pro-life organization.

Americans for Tax Reform, wunvatr.org. Influential

antitax organization run by grassroots organizer extraordi-

naire Grover Norquist.

Atlantic Legal Foundation, uninv.atlanticlegal.org. New
York-based public interest law firm advancing cause oflimited

government, free enterprise, and sound (i.e., not junk) science.

CATO Institute, unmvcato.org. Leading libertarian think

tank advocating less government, free markets, and the pro-

tection of property rights.

Center for Individual Rights, www.cir-usa.org. Leading

conservative public interest law firm.
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Center for the Study of Popular Culture,

wwwLCspc.org. Scholar I Hrvid 1 lorou itz's organization dedit ated

to advancing the cause ofAmerica and conservatism; pub-

lishes the influential FrontPage Magazine at www.fronu

pagemag.com.

Club for Growth, wunvxlubfonJrowth.org. Political organ-

ization devoted to helping elect antitax, limited government,

and pro-economic growth politicians adhering to the eco

nomic views espoused by President Ronald Reagan.

Competitive Enterprise Institute, www.cei.Ofg.Think

tank devoted to tree enterprise and limited government.

Defenders of Property Rights, www.yourproper-

tyrights.org. Public interest law firm dedicated to preserving

individual property rights and restoring the Fifth

Amendments Takings Clause in America.

Empower America, uninP.empoweramerica.org. Bill Ben-

netts organization dedicated to educational reform, a strong

national defense, free markets, and Social Security reform.

Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy

Studies, www.fed-soc.org.The premier organization m the

nation for conservative attorneys who believe that judges

should interpret, but not make, laws.

Foundation for Economics Education (FEE),

WWW.fee.org. The nation s oldest organization dedicated to

advancing free markets, limited government, and tree trade.

Foundation for Individual Rights in Education

(FIRE), wwuAthefire.org. Dedicated to ridding America's uni-

versities of the censorship arising from political correctness

and radical liberalism.

Free Congress Foundation, wuw.freecongress.org.A polit-

ically and culturally conservative influential organization

Gun Owners ofAmerica, wwwgunowners.org.Aggiessive

pro—gun rights organization.
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Heartland Institute, www.heartland.org. Chicago-based

organization advocating school choice, free market solutions

to environmental issues, privatization, and deregulation; pub-

lisher of the outstanding publication Environment and Climate

News, which advocates common-sense environmentalism.

Heritage Foundation, www.heritage.org. Powerful and

influential conservative think tank.

Hoover Institution, www-hoover.stanford.edu. One of the

most influential intellectual institutions in the world, with

preeminent scholars such as economists Milton Friedman and

Thomas Sowell.

Independent Women's Forum, www.iwf.org. A conser-

vative antidote to liberal feminists, the IWF proves that truly

strong, smart, and independent woman need not toe

America's radical liberal agenda.

Institute for Humane Studies, www.theihs.org. Located

at George Mason University in Virginia, the IHS helps col-

lege and graduate students learn about free markets and indi-

vidual liberty.

Institute for Justice, www.ij.org. Free market-oriented

public interest law firm well known for successfully litigating

for school choice programs and against silly government reg-

ulations.

Intercollegiate Studies Institute (ISI), www.isi.org.

Works to educate students about the classical foundations of

individual liberty.

Landmark Legal Foundation, www.landmarklegal.org.

Well-known free market conservative-oriented public inter-

est law firm.

Leadership Institute, www.leadershipinstitute.org. Premier

organization dedicated to training young conservatives to be

future leaders of the conservative movement.

Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, www.man-

hattan-institute.org. Longtime influential conservative think

tank based in NewYork City.The Manhattan Institute offers
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.m impressive array o( scholars articulating conservative and

free market solutions to urban problems.

Media Research Center, www.mediartsearch.Ofg.

"America's media watchdog" devoted to documenting the

liberal bus m the mainstream media.

National Federation of Independent Business,

WWW.ftfib.COm.The political lobbying organization on beh lit "of

America's small businesses, for free enterprise and tree mar-

kets, and against intrusive government interference in the

economy.

National Legal Center for Public Interest,

www.nlcpi.org.A law foundation dedicated to fostering knowl-

edge about the law and justice in a society committed to free

enterprise, property rights, and individual rights.

National Rifle Association, www.nra.org. One of the

most influential and powerful organizations (at least I hope

so) in the nation, with three million members dedicated to

preserving the Second Amendment and the individual right

to own guns.

National Taxpayers Union, www.ntu.org Influential anti-

tax organization.

Pacific Legal Foundation, www.pacificlegal.org. West

Coast-based public interest law firm advancing causes of free

enterprise and individual property rights while fighting intru-

sive government regulations and policies based upon 'junk"

environmental science.

Southeastern Legal Foundation, www.southeasternle-

gal.org. Atlanta-based public interest law firm advancing the

causes of limited government, individual economic freedom,

and the free enterprise system.

Washington Legal Foundation, www.ujf.org. A public-

interest legal center that uses lawsuits and publications to

advance the causes of free enterprise, property rights, a strong

national defense, and a fair civil and criminal justice system.
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IMPORTANT BOOKS

Anderson, James H., The Citizen's Guide to Missile Defense

(Washington, D.C.:The Heritage Foundation, 1999). Short

yet outstanding primer on America's need for missile defense.

Antonelli, Angela, "The Environment: Promoting

Community-Based Stewardship," Issues 2000:The Candidate's

Briefing Book (Washington, D.C.: The Heritage Foundation,

2000).

Bailey, Ronald (editor), Global Warming and Other Eco-Myths:

How the Environmental Movement Uses False Science to Scare Us

to Death (New York: Prima Publishing, 2002). An excellent

book written by many experts who debunk numerous myths

about the purportedly "dangerous state of the environment."

Bastiat, Frederic, The Law.The Classic Blueprintfor aJust Society

(Irvington, NY: Foundation for Economic Education, 1998).

First published in 1850 by the author, who explains in this

long essay how to think about individual liberty and govern-

ment in a free society.

Bennett,William J., Why We Fight—Moral Clarity and the War

on Terrorism (Washington, D.C.: Regnery, 2003). Justifies both

the war on terror and the war in Iraq.

Biswnanger, Harry, (editor) TheAyn Rand Lexicon: Objectivism

from A to Z (NewYork: Penguin, 1986.)

Bolick, Clint, Voucher Wars: Waging the Legal Battle over School

Choice (Washington, D.C.: Cato Institute, 2003).The case for

school choice discussed in the context of Bolick's litigation

on behalf of the cause.

Bork, Robert H., Coercing Virtue: The Worldwide Rule ofJudges

(Washington, D.C.: AEI, 2003). How judges in the United

States and abroad seek to take decision-making from the

democratic and political processes.
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Hoik, Robert H. Slouching Toward* Gomorrah Modem

Liberalism and American Decline (New York: ReganBooks

HarperCollins, 1996). Chronicles the debasemem of

American culture.

Bork, Robert H., The Tempting of America— The Political

Seduction of the Law (New York: Simon & Schuster, 19

Explains the dangers ofjudges making law and usurping the

democratic political process.

Coulter, Ann, High Crimes and MisdeameanorsiThe CaseAgainst

Bill Clinton (Washington, D.C.: Regnery, L999).Why Bill

Clinton deserved to be impeached.

Coulter, Ann, Slander: Liberal Lies about the American Right

(New York: Crown, 2002). How liberals control the mass

media and advance liberalism by lying about conservatives.

Coulter, Ann, Treason: Liberal Treachery from the Cold War to the

War on Terrorism (New York: Crown Forum. 2003). How lib-

erals keep siding against the United States.

Courtois, Stephane, et al., The Black Book of Communism:

Crimes,Terror, Repression (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University

Press, 1997). A tome analyzing the archives of the former

Soviet bloc and showing how Soviet communism led to ter-

ror, murder, and repression; in short, a vindication of Reagan's

belief that the Soviet Union was an "evil empire."

Crier, Catherine, The Case against Lawyers (Nev* York:

Broadway Books, 2002). An eloquent indictment of the cur-

rent criminal and civil justice systems.

D'Souza, Dinesh, Letters to a Young Conservative (NewYork:

Basic Books, 2002). An excellent primer on conservative

thought, written in the thoroughly enjoyable style of (
s

Lewis's Tlie Screwtape Letters.
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D'Souza. Dinesh. Ronald Reagan: How an Ordinary Man

Became an Extraordinary Leader (NewYork: Simon & Schuster,

1997).A fun and informative discussion of the man who won
the Cold War and revived America's greatness.

D'Souza, Dinesh. What's So Great About America (Washington,

D.C.: Regnery. 2002). Defends the U.S. against liberal attacks

by multiculturalists and anti-American liberals.

Dershowitz.Alan TJie Case for Israel (NewYork:John Wiley &
Sons. 2003). Dershowitz puts his lawyerly skills to good use

in making the case for Israel and battling back the typical

anti-Israel arguments.

Elder. Larry. Showdown: Confronting Bias, Lies, and Special

Interests that Divide America (Irvine. CA: Griffin, 2003).A con-

tinued attack on liberal myths.

Elder. Larry TJie Ten Things You Can't Say In America (New

York: St. Martin's Press. 2000).A fun attack on popular liberal

myths.

Friedman. Milton, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1962). An eloquent defense of

tree markets and individual economic freedom, written in a

more scholarly style than Free to Choose.

Friedman, Milton and Rose Friedman. Free to Choose: A
Personal Statement (New York: Harcourt. 1980). An eloquent

defense of tree markets and individual economic freedom.

Furchtgott-Roth. Diana and Christine Stolba. Women's

Figures:An Illustrated Guide to the Economic Progress ofWomen in

America (Washington. D.C.:The AEI Press and Independent

Women's Forum, 1999). An outstanding resource and treas-

ure trove of key facts and statistics about the status ofwomen

in America.
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Distort the News (Washington, D.C.: Regnery, 2<

insightful and eye-opening account of the career dangers of

straying from the liberal agenda as a reporter for ( BS News.

riannity, Sean, Let Freedom RingiWinning the War oj Liberty ova

Liberalism (NewYork: R.eganBooks, 2002). A clear and con-

cise argument against liberalism in a world at war with ter-

rorism.

Hayek, F. A., The Road to Serfdom (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1944). The case against the rise of big-gov-

ernment socialism in the twentieth century.

Horowitz, David, How to Beat the Democrats And Other

Subversive Ideas (Dallas: Spence Publishing Company, 2002).

A clear vision about how conservatives cm win at the ballot

box by a true political genius.

Horowitz, David, How the Left I Undermined America's Security

(Washington, D.C.: Center for the Study of Popular Culture,

2002). A great, concise, and detailed case about how liberals

and their policies undermined America's national security,

leading to 9/11

.

Howard. Philip, The Death of Common Sense: How Law is

SuffocatingAmerica (New York: Random House, 1994).A great

book about how regulations suffocate American business and

American life.

Huber, Peter W., Hard Green: Saving The Environment From the

Environmentalists—A Conservative Manifesto (New York: Bask

Books, 1999). Makes the case for tree market environmentalism.

Huber, Peter W., Liability: The Legal Revolution and its

Consequences (New York: Basic Books. 1988). Explains how

tort law is changing America.
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Ingraham, Laura, Tlie Hillary' Trap: Looking For Power In All The

Wrong Places (New York: Hyperion, 2000). The case against

Hillary Rodham Clinton and her vision of women in

America.

Ingraham, Laura, Shut Up & Sing: How Elitesfrom Hollywood,

Politics, and the UNAre Subverting America (Washington, D.C.:

Regnery, 2003) . A fun and irreverent look at liberal elites in

all their forms.

Kent, Phil, The Dark Side of Liberalism: Unchaining the Truth

(Augusta, GA: Harbor House, 2003) A clear and concise

attack on liberalism.

LaPierre,Wayne and James Jay Baker, Shooting Straight: Telling

Tlie Truth About Guns In America (Washington, D.C.: Regnery,

2002). Defends the Second Amendment and gun ownership

in America against liberals seeking to use the 9/11 attacks to

confiscate guns.

Lomborg, Bjorn, Tlie Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the

Real State of the World. (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2001). If you read only one book about liberal envi-

ronmentalist myths and the falsity of their prognostications

about the state of the world, this is the book; no book better

debunks the flawed science and flawed record of liberal

doomsday predictions than this one, written by a Danish sta-

tistics professor.

Kaplan, Lawrence and William Kristol, The War Over Iraq:

Saddam's Tyranny and America's Mission (San Francisco:

Encounter Books, 2003. A scholarly yet accessible case for

invading Iraq.

Ledeen, Michael, The War Against the Terror Masters: Why it

Happened. Wlxere We Are Now. How We'll Win (New York: St.

Martin's Press, 2002). A detailed account of how Middle
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Eastern nations provide terrorist organizations with the infra

structure needed to carry out terrorist atta< ks on civilization.

I ewis, Bernard, The Crisis oj Islam: Holy War and I 'nholy !

(NewYork: Random 1 louse. 2003).A great, clear explanation

of the Islamic world and its views of the Western world.

1 leberman. Myron, The Teacher Unions: Hon' they Sabotage

Educational Reform and Why (San Francisco: Encounter Hooks,

2000). Describes the growth ofteacher unions and how they

work to thwart educational reform.

Limbaugh, David, Persecution: How Liberals Are Waging Wat

Against Christianity (Washington, D.C.: Regnery, 2003).The

bestselling book detailing how liberals attack Christianity.

Limbaugh, Rush, The Way Things Ought To Bt (New York:

Pocket Books, 1992). An irreverent, persuasive, and fact-filled

case against liberalism.

Lott, John R., Jr., The Bias Against Guns: Why Almost

Everything You've Heard About Gun Control Is Wrong

(Washington, D.C.: Regnery, 2003). How guns save lues and

how the media refuses to report this fact.

Lott,John R.,Jr., More Guns, Less Crime: I Understanding Crime

and Gun Control Laws (Chicago: University ofChicago Press.

1998).The famous statistical case for encouraging widespread

gun ownership in America.

MacDonald, Heather, Are Cops Racist? (Chicago: [van R. I Vc.

2003) Debunks the myth of "racial profiling" in America.

Moe, Terry M., Schools Vouchers, and the American Public

(Washington, D.C:.: Brookings Institution Press, 2001 .1 xplains

how the American public views school voucher proposals.
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Moore, Stephen and Julian L. Simon, It's Getting Better All the

Time: The Greatest Trends of the Last 100 Years (Washington,

D.C.: Cato Institute, 2000). An outstanding resource full of

invaluable statistics and data showing the amazing contribu-

tions to humankind the U.S.'s devotion to free markets and

individual liberty has endowed upon this society.

Murray, Charles, Losing Ground: American Social Policy

1950-1980 (New York: HarperCollins, 1984). The famous

case against government welfare.

Read, Leonard, Anything That's Peaceful (Irvington, NY:

Foundation for Economic Education, 1998). Originally pub-

lished in 1964, Read explains in easy-to-understand language

the libertarian, free market view of the economic world.

Sammon, Bill, At Any Cost: How Al Gore Tried to Steal the

Election, (Washington, D.C.: Regnery, 2001).A straightforward

account of how the liberal media and Al Gore tried to steal

Florida from George Bush.

Sanera, Michael and Jane S. Shaw, Facts, Not Fear: Teaching

Children about the Environment (Washington, D.C.: Regnery,

1999). A valuable primer on environmental issues from a

non-hysterical, non-sky is falling view.

Schlafly, Phyllis, Feminist Fantasies (Dallas: Spence Publishing

Company, 2003). Essays articulating the case against radical

feminism, with an outstanding foreword by Ann Coulter

describing the amazing life of Phyllis Schlafly.

Sowell, Thomas, Controversial Essays (Stanford, CA: Hoover

Institution Press, 2002). If Sowell writes it, it's a must-read,

and this book of essays is no exception.

Stroup, Richard L., Eco-nomics: What Everyone Should Know

About Economics and the Environment (Washington, D.C.: Cato

Institute, 2003). Discusses free market environmentalism.
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Huiner, Michael D., The Poverty oj Welfare: Helping Othet

the Civil Society (Washington, D.C.: Cato Institute, 20

Criticizes government welfare and while discussing the role

ofprivate philanthropy and charity in combating poverty.

Weaver, Henry Grady, The Mainspring of Human Pi

(Irvington, NY:The Foundation for Economic Education,

1997). Originally published in 1947, this easy-to-read, com-

mon-sense book discusses the role of business and technol-

ogy in advancing human societies.

Will. George R, Suddenly (New York: Macmillan, 1990). A

compilation ofWill's essays, including fascinating ones con-

cerning Robert Bork's nomination to the U.S. Supreme

Court.

Williams, Walter E., More Liberty Means Less Government: Our

Founders Knew This Well (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution

Press, 1999). A compilation of must-read essays defending

human liberty and criticizing government by one of

Americas most intelligent and lucid writers.

Williams, Walter E., Do the Right Thing (Stanford. CA:1 loover

Institution Press, 1995). Another must-read compilation.
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